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Abstract
Software ie@mn&ts engineering is the part of the software development where,

through an iterative and negotiation process, the customers' needs are identified. This
process is regarded as one of the most important parts of building a software system

because no other part is more diffcult to rectify later. The thesis focuses on the user
participation in the pmcess of requkments elicitation, as a determinant success factor for
this process.
Cooperation among participants in the process is quite difficult. Typical elicitation
processes gather people involved in developing a system in a meeting mom. The process
involves a social network of people with different pdfessonal backgrounds and different

views on the system to be built If the piirticipants in the process are in different
organizations or different cities, meetings can be costly, inconvenient and hbquent.

One possible solution is using groupware. Ln this himework, it has been argued that the
use of computer-based tools would support and increase the value of requirements

engineering techniques. However, the issue is whether groupware technology supports
the human communication within the requirements definition process and to which
extent the use of a virtual enviro~mentgets in people's way of negotiating requirements.

The construction of a requirements negotiation methodology called LoReN and the
customization of a gmupware system calied TeamRooms to support such methodology
enabled the investigation of the support off&

by the computer-based tools to the

requirements negotiation process. An experiment has been run with 11 participants who

have working expaience in the software industry.
The design and evaluation of the virtual environment revealed limitaf om in assisting the

interaction within the group of people negotiating requirexnents, and helped in fkming a
set of requirements for a virtual shared workspace that aims at enabling the human

participants to effectively explore and negotiate requirements, either co-located in a
meeting room, or remotely connected.
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Introduction
Objectives
to q l r t i i r the mo~adion
for the the&
to intracijrce the Requitemen& Engimeen'trgpmuss
to introduce the requirements negotiationprocess

to sxploin the comnrunicafion ptobies associated
wi#h requirements negotirclionproms
to introduce groupware

to address the use of groupware tooh in supporting the
requirements negotiorion process

to state the aim and the objectives of the thesis
to preview the chapters of the thesis

Addressing the requirements negotiation as part of the Requirements
Engineering process
Requirements Engineering is the process where the customers' needs are identified. This
process is regarded as one of the most important parts of building a software system

because no other part is more difficult to rectify later (Brooks 1987).

The Requirements Engineering process is a complex problem: meeting the needs of the
customer/users and, at the same time, expressing them in the fkmework of the designer.

Success in meeting the real needs of the customers is contingent upon the ability of
customers to clearly specify what are their requirements. However, it is difficult to make
the "knowledge1'of the requirements overt, because the requirements definition process

involves people. Therefore, there is a need for "elicitation"of the requirements within the
social-technical environment (Shaw and Gaines 1996). Requirements do not pre-exist,

rather they emerge through a negotia~ionprocess that involves a social network of people
with different professional backgrounds, different views and needs of the system that
must be built.
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Cooperation between participants in the process is the key to effective requirements
definition. Many'mpirements problems are due to poor requirements elicitation,
including the d t i n g requirements being ambiguous, incompiete, inconsistent, not
verifiable, and maybe not correct because they do not reflect the customers' needs and
objectives (Christel and Kang 1992).

Current work on Requirements Engineering has focused on the structure and notations for
specification, without providing any guidance as to how the specification is to be elicited
f?om the user inthe first place (Kramer, Ng,Potts and Whitehead 1988).
Research reported in this thesis addresses the requirements negotiation, as part of the
Requirements Engineering process. It addresses the issue of the human communication
within the requiremrnts definition and describes an approach to the requirements
negotiation between the developers of the system and the domain experts, the
knowledgeable end users. It investigates the support groupware can give to the
requirements negotiation process.

1.2 The Requirements Engineering process
The Requirements Engineering process has the widely recognized goal of determining

what needs to be designed in developing a software system. Pohl (1993) detines, in his

book "Thethree dimensions of requirements engineering", the Requirements Engineering
"the systematic process of developing requirements through an iterarive cooperative process of unaiyzlhg the problem, documenting the resuiting
observatiom in a variew of representationformats and checking the accuracy of
the understanding gcrined." (in Macaulay 1996 pp. 23)
Requitements may be defined as "somethingwhich a customer nee&". At the same time,

developers would define requirements as "somethingwhich needs to be dksigned".And
these "may or may not be the same as each other", as Macaulay (1996) notes. Therefore,
the arising problem is of documenting a formal specification that developers will use in
designing the needs, fkom informal ideas elicited h m the customers/end-users. The

3
~q&ments Engineering process is concerned with what needs to be designed rather

than how it is to be designed.
The process gathers the customers, end-users and denloperr in a process of requirements
investigation. The Requirements Enpineering process has mainly two types of activities,
as Davis (1993) describes:

The first is problem description and analysis where "ana&sb spend their

time

brainstonning intmkwing people who have the most knowledge ubouf the problem
at hand, and idennfling aN the possible consttaints on the problem's solution" (in

Macaulay 1996 pp. 6).

The second one is the product description and documenting, when, "it is time to take
pen in hand and to make some dtpcuit decr'sr'ons and prepare a document that

describes the expected externuI behaviour of the product" (in Macaulay 1996 pp. 6).
During the first activity, the requirements are gathered and analyzed. The participants in
the process identify the problem domain and agree on the problem's bounday. The users

communicate what they want and what they need fbm the system. The customers express
the constraints on the system's design. The ability to transfer the "knowledge" of

requirements &om the problem's owners to the design team using Requirements
Engineering techniques is the key factor in solving the right problem.

The second activity employs conflict resolution and decision making. The end product is
the requirements document that is the formal specification of the elicited requirements.

Although these activities seem to be separate tasks, they are not necessarily sequential.

Even mow, the process of realizing the requirements is an iterative one. The Pohl
definition is important because it emphasizes some of the complexities of the

Requirements E n g h e e ~ process:
g

"...through an iterative cooperative process of anaiyzryzrng
the problem ...".
The first activity is characterized by ambiguity and uncertainty. The informal naturallanguage statements are vague, incomplete and incorrect in their initial form. Only later,

by means of diffierent techniques (e.g. scenarios, mock-ups), are the gathered knowledge
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is re&& and conflicts identified. Only during the second activity are the mpimnents

documented md*prot~types
buiit The accuracy of the initial set of requitemats is
checked through testing the prototypes. The prototypes' performance is validated against
the gathered requirements, conflicts are resolved and incoasistencies and ambiguities are

eliminated. However, it is difficult to make the "knowledgenof the requirements overt

b m the beginning. Therefore, the participants in the process refine the requirements
through several iterations.
1.2.1 Human communicabion widhln the requimmenb negotfalfon process

What is little addressed in the requirements engineering process is the human
communication within requirements definitioa Requirements definition involves a social

network of people with different profissional backgrounds and diSkrent views over the
system. Communication problems concern the means by which people communicate with

each other. Therefore, the requirements elicitation is regarded as a negotiation process,

through which the stakeholders

-

customers/end-users and developers

-

have the

opportunity to participate in discussions and decision making.
As Markus and Bjorn-Anderson (1987) note,

"... there is a failure to realize that appropriate human conununication
mechanisms need to be established as part of the requirements process. If
d@rent interest groups do not communicate ejJiectively with each other, each will
seek to exert power and infuence over the others ..." (in Macaulay 1996 pp. 83)

The Requirements Engineering process involves a number of people coming together in a
meeting situation. A successfirl requirements capture should encourage participants to

fkeely express ideas and empower them in coUaborating in the process and the outcome of
the process. Some of these 'requirements' for the requirements elicitation session can be
met in a meeting mom.
Face-to-face communication is achieved in such meetings. Participants can see all other
members in the room. Documentation, navigation and retrieval of information may be
achieved through the use of whiteboards, flipcharts and paper.
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On me other hand, problems of commtmicatiou occur during fae-to-fae meetings.

Designers meet i n the same room with customers and end-users of the system. They
discuss and analyze the system being placed in a social-technical context. The customers
have the specific knowledge of the way the organization functions and the tasks it
undertakes. They are coucemed with the organizational change caused by the new
system. At the same time, designers have technical SWSand would like the system to
advance their own design skills.

They tend to impose constraints over the design, while

the customers and users should have their views taken into account. In this c o n t w the
goals of the participants in the process might be in conflict. Without understanding the

technology one may aim for the impossible and without understanding the real customers'
needs one may solve the wmng problem.

Disagreements might appear with respect to the agenda of the meetings, where there is no
integration of the ideas or the participants do not agree on which problem solving
strategies to adopt at given points in the discussion. Subgroups might form according to

different interests and hidden agendas might be pursued. Extracting' needs h m users is
perceived as a dynamic and ongoing activity. However, in the situation of envisioning the
future change in the organization due to the new system, if the user is in the same room
with someone with a higher position in the organization hierarchy, he or she might

become afhid of expressing ideas freely. At the same time, memben of the group may
tend to dominate the rest, others participants becoming withdrawn or fhstrated.

Requirements gathering needs close interaction between developers and customers/end-

users of the system. However, all these communication problems that occur in the
meeting room can greatly impact the quality of the elicited requirements. ALSO, if the
participants are located in different organizations or different cities, meetings can be
costly, inconvenient and hfkequent. In this context, groupware has been thought of as a
possible response to the need for an effective collaboration within the requirements

negotiation.

1.3 Providing a negotiation workspace using groupware systems
Groupware, the applied component of Computer Supparted CoUaborative Work ( C S W ,
is regarded as a set of software and hardware applications that supports group work. It

includes software tools that support synchronous and asynchronous collaboration.
There are four categories of groupware in tenns of time and space, represented by the
following 2x2 matrix (Johausen 1991):
Same Time

Diffircnt Times

Same Place

interaction

interaction
asynchronous

Dweerent Place

synchronous
distriiuted
interaction

distri'buted
interaction

The term 'sameplace/same time' implies that team members are working Simultaneously,
are in continuous real-time communication and aware of each other's activities. This is
the case of the usual meeting rooms. Electronic meeting environments are examples that

enhance the face-to-face communication by providing computer-based tools for the

planning or decision making situations.
Synchronous groupware applications support people coUaborating in real time over

distance. This is the case of same time/dBerent places, where people can share a
computer workspace in which the work of the entire group is presented to each team

member with continuous real-time update. This means creating a "virtual"space, where a
participant may join the meeting fmm his own workstation and work with the others in
the same manner as in a real meeting room.

Asynchronous groupware tools are located on a network to which all members have
access through their individual workstations. Members of the group can work on different

schedules and join the virtuai space at a t h e at their own choosing, either being located

in offices in diffeient cities or co-located.
The use of groupware tools to support Requirements Engineering techniques would

increase the value of these techniques. Particularly valuable for requirements definition
process would be a groupware system that provides a virtual meeting space for the
negotiation process. Such a system would provide tools for synchronous and

asynchronous collaboration in deihing, analyzing and documenting the requirements.

The use of a groupware system might increase the quality and quantity of user

participation in the process of idea generation or decision makingyenhancing the face-to-

face communication. Participants would have direct control over the expression of their
ideas. AU team members would be able to respond to questions or issues anonymously.

They can meet in the same room, working on their individual workstationsy or can
remotely connect to the virtual meeting space. They would be able to meet on a regular
basis or an ad hoc basis to address a particular issue, provided that their artifacts are saved

in repositories.
However, to what extent does the groupware technology get in the people's way of
negotiating requirements?The next sections outline the aim of the thais and previews the
remaining chapters of the thesis.
1.4 Aim and objectives

This section states the major aim of the thesis and breaks it down into various objectives
for the thesis to meet,

To investigate the applicability of groupware to supporting requirements engineering by
selecting a requirements methodology, a groupware tool supporting structured
collaboration and testing the degree to which the tool can support the methodology. Of

special interest is the support off&
negotiation.

to distance collaboration within requirements

1) to review the -stateofthe art in Requirements Engineering methodologies

2) to briefly review groupware as it relates to the support of Requirements Engineering as
constraint by the problem statement
3) to select a particular Reqyhments Engineering methodotogy to construct a

preliminary set of requirements for a pupware system supporting these requkments
and to select an groupware tool that best matches these req@rements
4) to define a set of design requirements for a virtual environment aiming at supporting
the requirements negotiation within the selected methodology without changing the

existing requirements engineering methodology and without changing the groupware
tool at the code level
5) to customize the groupware tool according to the design requirements stated at point
4)

6) to design an experimental situation and an evaluation methodology to test the utility of

the system
7) to carry out experiments
8) to analyze the d t s and report the implications

-

1.5 Meeting the objectives A synopsis of the thesis
The aim and the objectives of the thesis an met by building a requirements negotiation
process called LoReN (Locales for Requirements Negotiation) and exploring the support
offered by the groupware system called TeamRooms to the process in LoReN. LoReN is
based on the soft systems methodology in modeling the social process within the

requirements negotiation. It uses the social world l o d e concept in h m h g the
collaboration within requirements negotiation as the interaction of individuals within
social wort&. The chapters of the thesis descriie the formulation of LoReN
methodology, the design requirements for a virtual environment to support LoReN
process, the custbrnization of TeamRooms to meet these requirements and the evaluation
of TeamRooms in supporting LoReN.
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2 gives a brief description of the current state of the art in Requirernemts

Engineering and addresses the requirements negotiation as a social process. The need for
a methodology that models the social process within the requirements negotiation is

identified. The soft systems methodology is desaibcd as a general methodology that
provides a fknework for the analysis of systems with human and social components.
Chapter 3 briefly surveys the groupware as it relates to the support of the requirements

negotiation as a social process. Groupware requirements for a system to support the

requirements negotiation using the soft systems methodology are identified. The
groupware system TeamRooms is identified as the groupware tool that best matches these

requirements. The chapter contains a full description of the groupware features supported
by TeamRooms.
Chapter 4 introduces locale h e w o r k as it provides a context for understanding the

collaborative work of a group of people bounded by a collective god. The social world
locale concept is used in fhmhg a methodology for requirements negotiation as a social
process using soft systems methodology. It is called LoReN and a set of requirements for

a virtual environment supporting LoReN are outlined. They are used in @ding the
exploration undertaken in this thesis.
Chapter 5 describes and discusses how people can use TearnRmms when foUowing

LoReN methodology. A requirements negotiation scenario using the library problem is
used in discussing the way TeamRooms meets the design requirements stated in chapter
4.

Chapter 6 presents the design and the settings of an experiment that evaluates

TeamRooms in supporting LoReN. A subset of the design requirements presented in
chapter 4 is selected as guiding the experiment. An analysis of the results and the
limitations ofthe system in supporting the process are discussed.
Chapter 7 summarizes and discusses the major points of the thesis and presents h

directions for this work

e

In this introductory chapter the motivation for this thesis has been given and an outline of
the thesis has been presented. The requiremmts negotiation, as part of the requirements

definition process, and the human communication problems associated with it have been
introduced. Groupware systems have been mentioned as a solution for the requirements
negotiation process. The next chapter briefly sweys Requirements Engineering and
addresses the human communication problems encountered during the requirements
definition.

Requirements Engineering Process
O&jecrives

to place tikc req~~iccments
definion prucess wii&

the

software levefopment lifecydk
to d d m s the Requiremen& Engineeting process as
an iteratibe co-oprroliw negotiorion

to introduce probIems of conmunicmion wWin the
requirements negotiorionprocess

to introduce brim a n u d e r of m e t h o d o i o ~and

approaches to require men^ Enginerrng that address
the socibl aspect of the process
to describe the SOB Sysems Methodology as a

frameworkfor the anal*

of systems w&h human arrd

sociol cornponcnts

This chapter addresses in more detail the Requirements Engineering process. It
emphasizes the importance of an iterative approach to defining requirements and
introduces the issues of human communication within the social context of requirements

negotiation. A number of methodologies and approaches that address the s o d aspect of
the requirements defhition process are briefly introduced The So£€System Methodology
is described in more detail as it provides powerful techniques for the analysis of systems

with human and social components.

2.1 The Requimments Definition Pmcess

The activities considered in a s o h a r e development life cycle are:

requirements definition
design

implementation
testing/evaluation

In the so-called waterfall modei, these phases must be followed in exactly the indicated
order. In this hmewodc, requirements detinition is considered to be confined to a distinct
phase of the software life cycle, preceding design, construction and use. However,

experience with red and complex systems revealed that this is not always true, that there
is instead a projection forward and backward in the life cycle (Goguen 1994).

In fact, requirements are emergent, in the sense that they do not pre-exist, nor can they be
defined in one stage. They gradually emerge fbm interactions between requirements

engineers and the customer organization throughout the Life cycle. Requirements become
overt as designs are produced and prototypes are implemented and demonstrated.

Boehm' spiral model (Boehm 1988) proposes an incremental development life cycle.
The spiral model is regarded as more realistic approach to software development for large

scale systems. It retains the systematic and the 'development in steps' approach of the
traditional life cycle, incorporating it into the overall iterative approach.

The spiral model includes four major activities:
1) Requirements gathering

2) Requirements analysis
3) Prototype building
4) Prototype evaluation

The model is illustrated in figure 1 and is represented by a spiral divided into four
quadrants, each representing one of the above activities. The spiral model uses iterative

development with the first iteration beginning at the center of the circle and working

outward. Successive iterations follow as more complete versions of the software are built
and the requirements change. At the beginning of each iteration of the Life cycle a

-

requirements elicitation is undertaken and a review of the project prototype evaluation is taken at the end of the iteration,

Figure 1. Boehm's S p M Model
The spiral model stresses the fact that software requirements are subject to contjnuous
change. The initial set of requirements is analyzed and modeling techniques are
employed in order to structure the elicited knowledge about requirements. Requirements
specifications enable developers to design and build prototypes. Evaluating the prototype,
the customers and developers understand the capabilities of the system. They may

perceive new requirements or reassess old ones. Therefore, requirements tracking is

regarded rather as a process where requirements are negotiated than capbued It is very

misleading to think of them as complete and well-defined set of requirements for a
system waiting to be discovered (McDermid 1994).
2.1.1 The iterative aspect of negotiating mquimments

The requirements definition stage may be regarded as an itemtive process itself. The
definition of requirements includes activities such as: requirements gathering, analysis
and validation. Requirements validation typically includes the creation of models to
foster understanding of the information collected h m the previous steps. Based on
communication mechanisms (such as prototyping) employed during this phase, these
steps are then cycled through again (Christel and Kang 1992). Therefore, requirements
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camit be captured the first time tbrough and s e v d iterations may be necessary to
define them accurateIy:

"...the requirements definition activity cannot be defined by a simple progression
through. or relatiomhip between, acqutkition, e;rpresrsin. a n a l y . . , and
speczifcatioion. Requirements evolve at an uneven pace and tend to generatefirrther
requirementsfiom the d@nition processes ...lhe construction of the repuiremenB
spect@ation t3 inevitably an iterativeprocess.." (Chnktel and ffing 1992pp. 5)

The result of a successful requirements dehition process is a requirements speciiication
that contains unambiguous, complete, verifiable, consistent, modifiable, traceable, usable,

and necessary requirements (Christel and Kang 1992).

During the requirements definition stage, customers explore and fully understand the
requirements, agreeing on what they want and what they need, while developers become

confident that they are solving the right problem. In fact, requirements definition has

more to do with people's ability to cooperate than any other factor (McKeen, Guimaraes
and Wetherbe 1994). It is common for technically sound systems to be created which do

not satisfy the needs of the human operators
Well known requirements engineering methodologies are successful in providing tools to
formally specify the imprecise natural language requirements. However, they have
largely focused in defining models and techniques to analyze the requirements, rathet

than looking at how requirements are elicited and negotiated within the requirements

engineering process.
Object Oriented Analysk and Stnrctured Anabsis are commonly used approaches to

requirements analysis and modeling. The thesis does not address them in detail.
Object Oriented Analysis is a relatively young approach to requirements analysis and it

creates a representation of the real-world problem domain using objects and attributes.
According to Davis (1993), the primary motivation for object orientation is that, as a
system evolves, its hctions change but its objects remain unchanged. Thus, a system

built using object-oriented techniques may be inherently more maintainable than one built

using more conventional hnctional approaches.

-.
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Shctwed Andy& has the longest tradition of involvement in requirements engineering-

It is an information flow and content modeling technique. Structured AnaZjsis uses data

flow diagram to depict the infarmation flow as data moves from input to output,
The requirements engineering process uses data flow diagrams to represent the processes
associated with the users' tasks, or entity relationship diagrams to describe the objects that

are acted upon within those processes. Data dictionaries are also used to store information
about all data defined in the data flow diagrams.
Therefore, current work on requirements engineering has focused on the structure and

notations for specification, without providing any guidance as to how the specification is
to be elicited h m the user in the first place (Kramer et al. 1988). Leite (1987) argues that

there is a concentration of research in the area of precision, representations, modeling

techniques, verification, aad proofs as opposed to improving the elicitation of

requirements. What makes the negotiation of requirements difficult is that the actors of
the requirements negotiation have different p r o f b o d backgrounds and different views

of the system. In this context, communication problems occur in the interaction between

people because of their diversity of expertise and motivations.
The next section addresses the issues associated with the interaction between participants
in the complex process of requirements negotiation.

2.1.2 Issues on the human communication within fhe social context of the

requirements negotiation
The information about requirements is negotiated through interaction with the owners of
the problem at hand, in the world of users and managers. Requirements elicitation starts
with informal, vague and error-prone information, highly dependent on the social context
of the negotiation. Problems of understanding during elicitation can lead to requirements

which are ambiguous, incomplete and inconsisteat In this context, Goguen (1994) states

that the social issues are the root of many nifficulties and they cannot be modeled by the
usual technical methods.

-
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The quhments negotiation involves customers, the genuine experts at their own job,
and designers, the professionai developers of the system. These categories of people use
differe~ltttcrminology and have ~~t
concerns about the end product. ALL these afFect
the transfer of knowledge of the human experts to the developers. Human behavior brings
another communication problem within the requirements negotiation. Users may not
understand their role in the process or have incomplete understanding of their needs,

which leads to gaps in the requirements. There might be conflicting views of different
users. The fear of changing behaviors or responsibilities of individuaIs or groups may

cause them to refrain h m providing necessary information to developers. They might be
&aid to articulate requirements because of the organizationd pressures.

Goguen (1994) states that "experience shows that simply asking managers what they
want often works poorly." This is not because they are incompetent. Instead, it is due to
what philosophers (Polanyi 1967) call the problem of tacit knowledge, i-e.: the
phenomenon that people may know how to do something, without being able to articulate
how they do it.
Also, the large amount of information gathered during the requirements definition,
derived h r n many sources and in many formats, necessitates that it be structured in a
way that enables effective communication around the captured and represented

information (Christei, Wood and Stevens 1993).
Approaching the communication problems by taking into account the social aspect of the

interaction among different groups of people involved in the negotiation is an issue too
often overlooked Oeutsch 1988) but necessary in de-g

the true needs of the

customers.
Therefore, there is the need for a methodology for modeling the social process in

requirements engineering. The research reported in this thesis addresses the human
communication within requirements negotiation. Negotiating requirements is regarded as
a difficult process as part of the requirements definition, being a complex task that
involves human and social factors, and large amounts of knowledge. The list below
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briefy introduces a number of methodologies and group session approaches that address

the requirementsnegotiation as a social process:
Joint Application Development (IAD)(August 1991) and Pmc@atory Design (PD)

(SchuIer and Namioka 1993) are group session approaches that support a strong user
involvement throughout the negotiation of requirements.

The Sofi Systems Methodology (SSM)(Checkland 1981) provides powerfbI techniques
for the analysis of systems with human and social components.
The ORDIT (Organizational Reqpkments Definition for information Technology
systems) methodology (Dobson, Blyth, Chudge and Strens 1994) uses SSM in

modeling work roles for the intended end-users within the organizational structure.

The NATLIRE (Novel Approaches to Theories Underlying Requirements Engineering)
project (Jarke and Pohl 1993) adopts a more dynamic model of the social process by

using the concept of viewpoint in addressing the social and cognitive aspects of

requirements engineering.
AMORE (Advanced Multimedia Organizer for Requirements Elicitation) (Christel et
al. 1993) and REZY (Requirements Engineering Through Hypertext) (Kaindl 1995)

approaches are examples of using computer tools in managing the large amount of

requirements.

2. f.3 Joint Appiicatlon Oevelopment
Joint Application Development (JAD) is a team-based approach for defining the
requirements. Developed at IBM in 1977, JAD has been applied successllly on hundreds
of projects and has become the most popular user involvement methodology in North
America
JAD sessions provide the requirements negotiation process with h

k communication

mechanisms where the role of facilitator is explicitly defined. It is a very structured
meeting session that supports user commitment in requirements gathering. It creates a

combined user-developer design team, bringing them together at one time and one place
to define the features and functions of a proposed system.

I8

The work of the session is directed by a IAD facilitator, an Individual skilled in both
systems analysis and gmup dynamics. The facilitator provides the team with a s t r u c m

for negotiating requiremetlts, making decisions, evaluating options and setting prioritie.

The typical JAD mom contains boards, overhead projector and flip charts. JAD meetings
stress the cooperation in the form of a team by encouraging the participants to go through
the mom and fill information onto wall charts.

The IAD methodology evolved over the years. Today, meetings are conducted using

CASE tools for depicting data flow diagrams, entity reIationships diagrau~s,and other
diagramming techniques. Another technology used in SAD community is groupware
(Leventhal 1995).
Leventhal (1995) discusses the benefits of using groupware tools to automate the JAD
workshop. The features of an Automated Joint Application Development (ATAD)session

are described along with the capabilities a groupware toolset would offer:
"groupwarepackages generally provide the user with a t d e t that can include a
dozen or more dzrerent capubiZities for munipulating infomation- These
cupabilities seem to full into three cutegon'es: information generation;
information anu~sisldecision maktng; and information documentation."
(Zeventhal1995pp. 20)

Groupware tool types such as: brainstorming, outlining, dictionary, matrix, voting,
extended text, are descn'bed as supporting an klAD application requirements definition
session. The emphasis is placed on same timdsame place meetings supported by
automated tools, in which participants sit behind their wotkstatio~~s
in a U-shaped seating

arra~gernentwith a large projector screen at the open side of the ''U". However, even if
the groupware technology is used in automating the group's work and the team interaction

is promoted,

"... the

technology remains an enabler, not the focal point of decision

making" (Leventhal 1995).
2.1 -3.1 The mk of facilitator in face-to-face meetinqa
As a group session approach, a common feature of JAD is the notion of someone whose

role is to assist the process of group working, generally ref-

to as a facilitator. The
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role i f a group faciltator is to enable the process of the group in achieving its aims, to

assist the other members in performing their collective task as a group, usuaIIy having no

stake in the content of the group's aims (Vier 1993). At the beginning of the session, the
facilitator acts as the group's central person, setting the group norms regarding, for

example, d e W g success for the group and group decision-making process(es) used. As
a group deveiops, individuals will begin to identirqr themselves as members of the group,

and the common reIationship of everyone towards the central penon will become less
important (Douglas 1970). Therefore, the facilitatofs role is to become one of enabler,
intenrening within the group work ody when necessaryUnder the IAD facilitator guidance, the team works to meet a q e c f i c set of JAD
objectives. In achieving its aims,the group is dynamic and problems of communication

may occur. This is the moment wheu the role of facilitator bkes on greater importance, in
recognizing when a problem is developing and in having the skill and knowledge of how
to enable the group to deal with it. Five "generic problem syndromes" have been

identified by Westley and Waters (1988) and are addressed in Viller (1993),along with
their symptoms and possible causes. Possldle interventions of the facilitator are identified
by Westely and Walters (1988).

The face to face communication provides a rich medium of human collaboration and
interaction allowing the facilitator many ways of monitoring the group members'
participation and intervening in the group process. Face-to-face communication can be

broken down into audio and visual channels, with each being decomposed further, as

shown in figure 2 (Hiltz and Turoff 1978):

Visual channels

Audio chauneb

Language
content
Manifiest
information
conveyed

eg. "urn"
p q yICBOW~
~ ~
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expression

physiobgical
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q.mliamg

appearance

ambiguities,

PWC~

slips e t ~

characteristics

movement yaroaing etcego noddiag,
pointiogetc.

Figure 2. The fac*tu-face communication model

The facilitator can effdvely assist the group's work and take corrective action in such a
rich medium of interaction. Hdshe can observe the group's interaction, perceive the

members' feelings about the group process (boredom, need to push on, etc.) or can
observe whether any participant exerts power over the other group members by

monopolizing the discussioa

In this h e w o r k , JAD provides a rich medium of human communication. It supports
identification of various viewpoints of team members, reconciliation of viewpoints and

supports users in collectively analyzing their own problems and identiCy the need for
change.
2.1.4 Participatory Design

Participatory Design (PD), the "Scandinavian approach" to system development is an
interactive approach that highlights the fact that designers need to learn about the way the
users work in order to know the effect of the system on social interaction.
Mutual recri,rocuI learning is the situation in which the users learn about the technical

possibilities through training provided by the designers and the developers leam about

work practices by attempting to do the users' job. It helps the developers to tind out what
the users really do at work, to understand how the new system w i l l interact with the
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working enviromnent. Also, the users have the opportunity to become aware of what is
technologically feasible.
Design by doing rrfm to interactive experhnenbtion (Macaulay 1996). The team

develops mockzups of design and games involving the future situations, engaging the

users in creative design.

PD doesn't have an invariant structure and this confas it more flexibility; there is no set
of practices in PD approaches. However, PD practitioners use a number of techniques, as

described in Macaulay (1996):
Future Workshops, that help developers and users focus on visions of hture workplace
Cooperative Protowing, that involves users in designing and evaluating prototypes

Design Mock-ups, that help users to generate ideas and developers to get feedback

b m users (Ehn and Kyng, L 99 1)
Fume Games, that helps developers and users in designing by playing (Ehn and
Kyng, 1991).

.

In this kamework, the PD approach provides a rich medium of human communication,
supporting communicatioa between designers and usen through joint experiences into
simulated work situations.

The requirements negotiation process involves a wide range of individuals with specific
roles within their work environment. The multiple roles ensures that diverse views of the
system are taken into consideration. The concept of role is discussed in more detail in

Checkland (1981) and it is regarded as 'fundamental to the pmcess by which social
groupings become more than mere aggregates of people'. SoftSystems Methodology is a
general methodology that models social processes in tenns of roles. It is part of the
methodology to identify what roles are significant and discover the perspectives
associated with them.

Soft Systems ~ a h o d & (SSM)
o ~ ~ has been deweloped by Peter Checkland and his

colleagues at Laneaster University and offers managers, of all kinds and at a l l levels, a
way of tackling the "changing, ill-defined problem situations" (Checkland 1981) with

which real life presents them. SSM is now extensively used in many countries and is
taught in many universities and colleges around the world. The work o f Checkland
(1981), Checkland and Scholes (1996), and Wilson (1984) illustrates how soft systems
thinking can be applied to the analysis of human and organizational problem situations.

SSM is an approach that

takes into account multiple perspectives and views of the

problem situation:
"SSMwas developed eqressiy to cope with the situations in which the people in a
problem situation perceive and intetpret the world in their own ways and make
judgnent about it using standat& and values which may not be shared by
others". (Checkland and Scholes 1996 pp. xiii)
It emphasizes the importance of an iterative approach to the activity, through a process of

learning fkom experience and use of conceptual models to contrast the desired and actual
states of a system:

"... SSM

ir a methodology that aim to bring about improvement in areas of
social concem by activating in the people involved in the situation a learning
cycie ...the learning takes place through the iterative process qf using systems
concepts to refect upon and debate perceptions of the real world, taking action in
the real world, and again reflecting on the happenings using systems concepts"
(von Bulow 1989)(in Checkland and Scholes 1996 pp. 28))

The general description of SSM is that shown in figure 3, in which it is presented as a
seven-stage process (Checkland and Scholes 1996). However, these phases do not need to
be progressed through linearly, without iteration (Christel and Kang 1992). A description
o f the seven stages follows, as Wilson (1984) summarizes them.

I. The problem situution: unstructured

SSM is concerned with analyzing the entire problem situation. During this

stage a

description of the problem situation is presented and the factors involved are

identified. Wormation is gathered about the organization structures and what

-
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processes are going on within the system environment. SSM does not examine a
problem but the sitkation in which there is a perceived to be a problem (Dobbin and

consided

Real World

Figure 3. The seven-stage model of SSM
2. Theproblem situation: q r e s s e d

This is the second stage in the system analysis, where the "rich picture" of the real
world is built A rich picwe is used in understanding more the situation, in

expressing the problem situation. It is pictorial format that shows the main structures
e.g. power structure, power hierarchy, reporting structure

-

- and the pattern of formal

and informal communications. The reason for drawing pictuns and diagrams is that

human affairs reveal moving pageant of relationships, and pictures are a better means
for recording relationships and connections than is Linear prose (Checklaud and
Scholes 1996).
However, as Vidgen (1994) notes, the rich picture is not meant to be an objective
representation of the problem situation. Instead, the requirements team makes"'. .. an
interpretation. Consequently there is no single correct rich picture and in one sense a
'good' rich picture is one that people recognize as being representative of the situation
they find themselves in" (in Macaulay 1996 pp. 67).

3. Root definitions of relevant systems
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This is the -stage of selecting how to view the situation to produce insights and
produce root definitions. Primary tasks or issues are chosen h m the rich picture and
systems that address the issue or carry out the tasks are defined. Each relevant system

will have a Root Definition that identifies the roles and expertise involved in the
system definition, containing six pieces of information represented by the mnemonic

CATWOE:
C Customers who are beneficiaries or victims of the system
A Actors who cany out the defined activities

T Transformation of inputs to outputs
W A Weltanschauung (i.e. a view of the world)
0 An Owner,who has the power to authorize or dismantle the system

E Environmental Constraints (i.e. elements outside the system which it takes as
given).
It is important to emphasize that a variety of root definitions are explored,

incorporating different Weltanschauung. Considering more than one alternative
worldview, makes it possible to realize how each view might impact upon the choice
of the task being modeled. Multiple choices for most or alI of CATWOE components
will r d t in different system models. The analysis of the problem situation h m a

number of different perspectives is the essence of SSM. Acknowledging multiple
viewpoints provides the methodology with a mechanism for identifying and resolving

conflicts.
4. Conceptual mu&

for each root denition

In SSM a conceptual model represents a human activity model that matches a root
definition. A number of conceptual models to meet the objectives stated in root

definitions are created. A set of guidelines are used to check that a conceptual model

represents a viable human activity system. Along with the root definitions, these
models form the systems thinking about the real world. However, a number of
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i k t i o s between stages 3 and 4 is necessary to produce a matching root definition

and conceptual model.
5. Compming conceptuuf mode& to reality

Another important feature of SSM is the emphasize on change, the idea of bringing
about change in the problem situation. The activities in the conceptual model are
compared with what happens in the real world and the necessary changes are

determined.
6. Determining thefeusible. desresrruble
changes

The intention at this stage is to investigate which changes are both 'systematicaUy
desirable' and 'culturally feasible' (Checkland 1981). Wilson (1984) emphasizes the
fact that any changes coming out by comparing the models with the real situation are
(only) arguable desirable, not mandatory. They are systematically desirable if these

'relevant systems' are in fact perceived to be truiy relevant The changes introduced by

SSM have to be culturally feasible in the sense that they have to be regarded as
meaniLl@ within the culture in question.
7. Action to improve the problem situation

The later stages of the methodology are about considering solutions, planning an
acceptable implementation.
Any real-world situation is associated with human activity and

"given the nature of human beings it will be the case that we are concerned not
with iproblems' but with the ~erceptiomof problems' - and of course a wide
variety of perceptions wiil be possible; but no mutter whnl pamkuZ4rt perceptions
or m u of perceptions seem obvious to particulm individual or groups, a fixed
element in every problem situation will be the d t e n c e of the role of problem
owner occupied by those who perceive the problem. A second fired element will
be the role. the would-be problem solver; the o c q a n t of which wish to tackle the
perceived problem(s) ... Also, one prson or group might be the would-be solvers
of problems they themselves own. "(Checkland 1981 pp. 238).
Applying SSM to requirements definition process, a set of roles played by the

participants within the organization and the requirements tracking process are identified

(figure 4), as part of stage 3. It is important to note that these are roles, not individuals
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and Egure 4 illustrafes only a particular case.

The role of the problem owaer may be

played by one person or a group of people; the organization's managers may be identified

Figure 4. Roles played by the participants in the requirements definition process
as problem owners but even the organization itself or the society as a whole may play the
role of problem owner. In the same manner, in the case illustrated in figure 4, the analyst

is regarded as the problem solver, but this role may be played by any person or groups of

people prepared to try and work together in using the methodoiogy to take actions to
improve the aspects of the problem situation.

ORDIT, which is an ESPRIT II project, is a requirements engineering methodology that
uses soft systems analysis to implement Mumford's (1983) socio-technical appmach,

in

which the system is viewed as a whole by placing it within the broad operational
environment, with the user as an integral part of the system (Dobson er al. 1994).

The central tenet of the ORDIT philosophy is that it is important to consider human as
well as technical issues in the design of IT products, and the design is viewed as being the
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co&ction

of relevant socio-technical

systems

(poulson, Oswals. Chudge and Strrns

The purpose of the ORDIT methodology is to suppod the identification and

transformation of organizatiod requiremeats into precise statements which can be
operated upon by system designers. It focuses on the way in which human components of
the work system are organized. Organization is viewed as a network of responsiiilities
that embodies aspects of structure as well as b c t i o r ~Responsi'bilitiies and relationships
as describing the work practices, rather than activities, are modeled

The ORDIT method proposes the concept of tesponsiibility as a boundary object between
the technical world of system designers and the usas' organizational context. This
approach assumes that a tesponsiibility has a set of attributes that can be appreciated in

both worlds although the language and implications diftbr between the worlds (Dobson.et
al. 1994)

Figure 5. A representation of the ORDIT Methodology
The requirements formation process has four interactive component processes: scoping
modeling, requirements c a p r e and scenario generation, as shown in figure 5.
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is the component subprocess that deals with determining the scope of the

SCO~%~

rrquirnnents determination, identirying the principal stakeholders involved and gaining

an understanding of the organizationalunits which are to be involved
Modelling is the component subprocess that represents the curnat understanding of the

socio-technical system by producing a set of models.
Requirements capture is the component subprocess that aims at identifying the

organizational requirements. It is an important feature of ORDfT methodology that this

stage is more concerned with the determination of what organizational responsibilities
need to be supported by the system than what ~ c t i o n the
s system is to perform. It is the
stage of identifying the

conflicts, particularly conflicts in definitions of organizational

aspects.

Solution Oprion is the component subprocess that uses the requirements in order to

generate possible design options for the socio-technical system. The implications of the
design options are analyzed and discussed with relevant stakeholders in an iterative
fashion. A 'solution' in ORDIT is a solution to a socio-technical problem and identifies
the feasible and desirable changes in the organization which the system is intended to

support.
It is important to note that the modeling process in this approach is in contrast to the

traditional "waterfall" model. The four subprocesses are in no way sequential and there is
not a predefined route through the diagram. The ORDIT philosophy is its advocation of
involving policy makers and problem owners throughout the process.

The enterprise modeling is perhaps the key aspect that makes ORDIT different &ommore
conventional approaches. It helps the requirements engineering process to model
organizational responsibilities and issue job designs; it provides a h e w o r k for
representing and reasoning about the system as a component of a wider enviro~ment
which is the organization whose needs it is designed to serve (Dobson et al. 1994). It is
important to note that it focws mainly on the modeling o f the mpimnents, not on their

elicitation.

- .

NATURE is another ESPRIT project which aims at abstracting h m many different

facets of requkments engineering practice by capturing the requirements as instances of
generic metamodels ( M e 1996). It approaches the human communication issue by using
the concept of viewpoint in addressing the social and coguitive aspects of requirements
engineering. A viewpoint on requirements is defined as any artefact produced as part of

the social requirements engineering process. It represents a way of communicating and
agreeing on the reqykements.

Researchers at NATURE define requkments engineering as the process of estubiikhing
(user) vision

in domain (contextj' (Jarke and Pohl 1993)- Based on this approach, two

conceptions are identified at the NATURE project:

The first organizes the domain context of what kinds of requirements exist according to
four worlds:
subject world that contains knowledge of the real-world domain that the

system maintains information about
w g e world that descn'bes how system are used to achieve work together with

the organizational context
system world that contains description of the technical entities, events,

processes, representing the subject world in the required system
dorelopnrent world that contains the processes which create applications. It

uses knowledge belonging to the other worlds as system specifications and
designs.
The second organizes how the user-defined requirements are established in the domain

and organization context dong the three dimensions of representation (technical,
notational aspects of the requirements engineering process), spectjicution (cognitive
completeness aspects), and agreement (social and political aspects) (Jarke L996).

The four worlds defined are embedded in a cyclical process of system evolution. In
NATURE, requirements engineering is concerned with the relationship between these
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engineering process taking place in the development world The

-eats

NATURE framework (Pohl 1994) derives thee dimensions of interest h m the major
sources of problems in npuirrments engineering, as shown in figure 6.At the level of

process execution, requirements engineering is undastood as a movement in this three
dimensional space.

Figure 6. The three dimensions at the NATURE project

Requirements process moves along the representation axis as requirements are expressed

in natural language, semi-formal graphical notations such as data flow diagrams and
entity relationship diagrams until they are represented in formal notations. The problems
faced along this axis are mostly technical.
Requirements process moves along the speczjicution axis as requirements are discovered,

refined and validated. The W product of requirements engineering is the complete

specification. The problems faced along this axis are cognitive and psychological.

-
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Requirements process moves along the agreement axis as the stakeholders start with
personal views and, through a negotiation and coopentive process, they come to a
common view over the requirements. The problems faced along this axis are social
aspects.

AMORE and RETH a s examples of approaches that use computer tools in managing the

large amount of requirements.

The advent of larger and more complex software systems has resulted in the need to
reconsider the ways in which information pertaining to those systems is stored,
visualized, organized, and retrieved. This is an important aspect when considering the

social interaction around the captured and represented information. The Advanced
Multimedia Organizer for Requirements Elicitation (AMORE) system, which has been

developed as part of the Software Engineering Institute Modeling (SEIM) Project,
integrates existing and new technologies in addressing the need for capturing, modeling

and manipulating large amounts of raw system requirem&ts data.

The approach described by Christel et al. (1993) considers the hctionality of a system
that has the ability to manage vast amounts of raw requirements derived h m many
sources and in many formats. Cumnt and planned functionality of, as well as the

rationale behind AMORE requirements elicitation assistant are fully described in Christel
et al. (1993)-

The AMORE concept proposes to address the deficiencies of exhbg

requirements

modeling technologies, by providing the means for capture, representation and
manipulation of raw data by use of media most suited to the original formats.
AMORE as a modeling tool provides a model for the capture of information related to
requirements. The requirements, as the basic organizational unit of AMORE system,

comprises a large number of attributes such as: natural language description, graphic,
audio and video representations, examples h m similar systems, interviews capturing the

underlying rationale, design restrictions or suggestions, conflicting opinions, and so forth,
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It he& organize the information space in a manner that wiU suppart reasoning about the

requirements by fmtatjng browsing, navigating and searching through them. In
organizing multiple requirements, the AMORE concept is supportive of hierarchical
organizational structures, the most common of which are leveled hierarchical data
£Iow/control flow diagciuns and object hierarchy diagrams.

AMOREZ as a knowledge assistant includes a performance support system based on the
System for Access to Information and Learning (SAIL). As applied to AMORE, SAIL
provides tools necessary to:

capture and presenre knowledge a b u t the requkments elicitation process
teach useful skills that the user needs to be an effective elicitor of requirement
provide the means for preserving and manipulating information about the

system under development as well as preceding deveiopments in the same
domain, or other systems of relevance to the system under development.
The users interact with SAIL as a repositov of diverse information such as context-

sensitive help, a data and object dictionary for the system under development, and an
electronic process hand-bookof elicitation tools, techniques, and enterprise practice.
2.1.9 RETH

RETH is a novel approach to Requirements Engineering that uses hypertext for
requirements semiformal representation, in attempting to bridge the infomality/formality
gap between human and computer.

Kaindl (1995) argues that there are many important advantages of using hypertext for
requirements engineering.
"Generally, hypertext links let users and analyst make relationships and
dependencies explicit and promote awareness of them. Moreover, these l i n k
allow the user to nmgate through the rqtesentation '' (Kaindl1992pp. 22)
The RETH approach supports both defining the requirements and modeling the domain.
It uses a combined and d o r m metarnodel of both requirements and domain objects, and

their relationships. RETH utilizes hypertext for providing a mediating representation
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requirements is developed over time). The organizaton of hypertext is accotding to the

object-oriented approach, providing inhm'tmce of text and embedded l i n k within
taxonomies ofhypertext nodes. In this fhnewotk, RETH introduces the use of hypertext
for requirements enpineering in new ways, as enumerated by KaindI (1995):

inmental formalization in a mediating representation between the informal
ideas of the user in the very beginning a d the more f o n d representation of

domain models and requkmemts;
a smooth integration of natural language texts in evolving object-oriented

models in the form of embedded glossaries (dictionaries);
explicit linking of requirements statements to nodes that represent domain
objects;
explicit Linking of requirements that are related to each otha;

automatic traceability checks using explicit links between requirements;
support for the cognitive processes involved in modeling and structuring by a

suitable external representation.

The RETA approach uses the hypertext not only as a mediating representation between
informal and formal but also as a reference for communication between users and

developers throughout the process o f defining requirements.

2.2 Surnmaty

This chapter has addressed the Requirements Engineering process and introduced the
issues of human communication within the social context of requirements negotiation. A

number of methodologies and approaches to the requirements engineering process that
address the social aspect of the process have been briefly descri'bed, Soft Systems
Methodology has been described in more detail as it has been chosen as the fkmework

for the work reported in this thesis.

Collaboration within groupware systems
.

-

Objectives
ta inlrodu~~gwupwruc
to discuss the support the groupwe too& could M
e
r
to the tequikwnents enginemhg

to &ess

the pwbGclns groupware systemsface in

supporting coopcrcrrive work
to d e w a set of pupwate requirements to support

the requirements negoriofion process
to identifi u groupcrrr twl tha# bat matches these
requirements

This chapter briefly reviews groupware tools that relate to the support of requirements
negotiation process. A set of groupware requirements for supparting the requirements

negotiation process using SSM are identified. They include support for: collaboration
over distance, telepresence, teledata, synchronous/a~y~lchronous
work and the space/place

metaphor. The place-based system TeamRooms is d e s c r i i as a persistent virtual
environment that supports the synchronous and asynchronous work of a group of people.
It is identified as best matching these requirements. A full description of TeamRooms

ends the chapter.
3.1 Computer Support Cooperative Work and groupware
Over the last years collaboration and communication over an electronic workplace have

become an important aspect of computer-based activities. There has been a change in
emphasis in using the computers fbm a problem solver to a tool that facilitates human
interaction; attention has tumed h m "single-user"systems, where computers are tools
used by people in their own activities to the design of computer technology that supports

the cooperative aspect of work. Recognition of the fact that most human activities q u i r e

some degree of coordination with others contriibuted to the design of computer
tectmologies that support the cooperative aspect of human endeavors.
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multidisciphary field called Computer Sipported Cooperative Work (CSCW),

recognizing the fact that people often wok together, studies systems that integrate
information pmcessing and comm~cationactivities. People invoIved in CSCW are

researchers in fields inc1udiug computer science, psychology, human factors, business,
sociology, anthropology, ethnography, management iaformation system, linguistics and
investigate individuaVgroup/organizationaIrequirements for muiti-user systems. CSCW

seeks to discover how technology can help people work in a group. It looks at the way
people interact and collaborate with each other, and attempts to develop guidelines for
developing technology to assist in the communication process.
Groupware. "the applied component of CSCW", is regarded as a set of software and
hardware applications that support group wodc, a class of systems that support common

tasks and shared enviroments to varying degrees. It investigates algorithms and

architectures fimdamental to multi-user systems; it includes software tools such as
electronic mail, bulletin boards, asynchronous coderencing, p u p decision support
systems, screen sharing software, and video confkrencing (Johansen 1988).

3. t1 CaZegories of groupware systems
Key issues of groupware are group awareness, multi-user interfaces, concurrency control,

communication and coordination within the group, shared information space and support
of a heterogeneous, open environment which integrates existing single-user applications.

Groupware systems are often
categorized

according

to

the

between same time (synchronous)
and different times (asynchronous),
and between same place (face-toface)

and

Merent

(distributed), as in figure 7.

places

syachromus
distributed
interacfion

I

Figure 7. The he/space matrix
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system might best serve the needs of all of the quadrants

(Ellis 1991). Although-pup activities do not always follow these boundaries this is still
a usefuI model to discuss groupware systems. The requimnents negotiation is a process
that invokes activities falling into all four quadrants. Therefore, tools to enhance

commU13ication and coflaboration within real-time interaction or an asynchronous non
real-time interaction are desirable, for the work of people negotiating requirements, either
co-located or meeting over distance.
3.1.1 .ISvnchmnous collaboration usina arouware

The main feature of synchronous groupware is that it supports people working together at
the same time, aIlowing users to immediately note the effits of other users' actions.
Examples include tools to support facetooface meetings and remote coderencing. Real-

time collaboration is essential for the requirements negotiation process during activities
such as: discovery and discussions of requirements, and analysis of viewpoints.

Moreover, collaboration over distance should be afforded when the team members cannot
meet. Thus a groupware application supporting the real-time requirements negotiation

meetings should aim at providing tools for synchronous, either face-to-face or remote
collaboration. Existing groupware tools that may enable such activities include: multiuser text editors, multi-authoring document tools, telehideo conferencing and shred

databases

Of groupware tools available that support same-placdsame-timemeetings, the electronic
meeting systems (EMS) are most widely used The most popular example is

GroupSystems, developed at the University of Arizona, which provides tools for the
exploration and idea generation, idea organization, prioritizing, and policy development

and evaluation. Such took could bring value to the requirements negotiation process but
they lack capabilities that would facilitate distributed interaction during requirements

negotiation.

Remote coafetetlcing occurs when ail or some participants at the real-time meeting are
Located at different sites (different-place/same-time interaction). Supporting such
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~ o l l a i k t i o nis of interest for this research because it considers pupware support for
both co-located 'and-over distance collaboration when negotiating requirements.

Gteenberg and Chang (1990) distinguish two interesting aspects of remote confierencing:
reredata and teiepresence.

TeCedata?which is a "way of having participants bring into the meeting the materials and
on going work they wish to share with others", allows participants in the meeting to
access physical materials such as notes, documents9 plans

and drawings, that would

nomally be inaccessible to the remote group. It is important that teledata be available

during remote electronic requirements negotiation meetings. It is essential that the
participauts in the process are able to access the requirements artifacts m real-time.

Telepesence, which is a "way of giving distriiuted participants a feeling that they are in
the same meeting room", facilitates the orchestration of distributed meetings by the

natural techniques used in face-to-face meetings. Audiohide0 channels help in
transmitting the group dynamics that occur between participants: body language,
gestures, eye contact, knowing who is speaking and who is listening.

Negotiation of viewpoints and conflict resolution are essential to the requirements
engineering process using soft systems methodology. They are tasks that sometimes

require access to affect and emotional factors. Audio/video channels would make the
conversation throughout the process more personalized The explanation Whittaker
(1995) gives to this fact is that providing visual access to facial expressions, posture and
gesture would allow people to

make iaference about other participants' affective or

emotional state* Within the set of technologies to support group work, videocotrferencing

has been thought of as laying between the telephone call and the face-to-face meeting.
However, the forecasted effectiveness of videoconferencing had not been realized in
practice. An analysis of the inadequacies of videoconferencing are presented in Egido
(1988). The main reason of failure presented are

the lack of needs assessment

methodologies and the questionable portrayal of videoconfkrencing as a direct

replacement for face-to-face meetings.
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~ u x t i n(199 1) adQcaxs the issue of telepr*ienceas the "use of technology to establish a
sense of sharedpresence or shmed space among geographically separated members of a
groupn.Bwton (1991) argues that "shared space in m o t e collaboration has tended to

focus on shared space of either the people or the task". The issue here is how weU the
systems designed for collaborative work fiord natural transition between these two
spaces*

In this Etarnework, presence is defined (Bwcton 1991) in terms of the person and the task.
The sharedperson space in telepresence is defined as the 'collective sense of copresence
between/arnong group participants'. It refers to the facial expression, voice, gaze and
body Ianguage. During requirements negotiation this meam expressing emotional states

or argumentation when discussing viewpoints.

In attempting to establish s h e d person sprrce, the traditional videocoaferencing is
regarded as a fairly good exarnpIe (Buxton 1991). It maintains an awareness of who is

present and gets a general reading of their body language. However, it lacks the ability to
establish eye contact among participants. Clearboard (Ishii and Kobayashi 1992) is an
example of a system where novel techniques using video link afford gaze awareness, the
ability to see where the others are Looking.

Requirements negotiation may involve more than two participants coUaborating
synchronously and mnotely. Hydra (Sellen, Buxton and Arnott 1992) is m example of a
system that considas the case of meetings involving the participation of more that two
sites. It attempts to preserve the notion of person space by maintaining awareness of who

is visually attending whom. This takes advantage of conversational acts such as head
turning. The ability to support parallel conversation and eye contact (met in Hydra) is an

important aspect in enabling remote requirements negotiation, when discussing
requirements.

Shared tusk space is defined as 'copresence in the domain of the task being undertaken".It
refers to the ability of bringing computer artifacts into the team's space as they can be

-
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seen and sharrd In this context, mpkexnents negotiation is an activity that quires

sharing diverse

when discussing representations of the problem situation.

Systems such as ARK (Smith, O'Shea, O'MalIey, Scanlon aml Taylor 1990). Videodraw

(Tang and Minueman 1990) and Videowhiteboard (Tang and Minneman 1991) are
described as examples of integration of shared personal presence in a dishel'buted task
space. They support gestures over the space and arc concemed with providing tools to
support design and brainstorming activitiesTherefore, when aiming at supporting requirements negotiation, computer tools should

take into consideration the integration of both shared person and task space to support
telepresence. Buxton (1991) argues that the negotiation is an example where the person
and the task spaces are the same, where "a major part of the task involves 'reading' the
other person"; that the integration of these two types of spaces and the smoothness of the

transition between them are very important: "without this, the natmal flow of interaction
is disrupted".
3.1.1.2 As~nchronouscollaboration usina aroumware

Asynchronous groupware applications support people that are generally not working
together in the same place at the same time, are not in continouos real-time

communication and are not aware of each other's activities. They include: electronic mail,
bulletin boards and asynchronous conferencing.

Asynchronous collaboration tools are located on a network to which individuals have
access through their individual workstations, at a time of their own choosing. This aspect
is important for the requirements negotiation process. It might be a long process that

involves not only synchronous, but asynchronou~collaboration as well. There are
situations when participants in the process access documents with diagrams or analysis of
requirements, outside real-time meetings. They help them in refining the requirements or

making decisions. Therefore, when designing for the requirements negotiation, support
for the asynchronous work should be considered.
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A w&-known groupware tool of this type is Lotus Notes. It off= advanced capabilities
for di8lerent-timddifferent-pIace situations, by providing the user with easy access to

information repositories. Members of the work p u p that have access to these
capabilities can be located in offices in diffierent cities and work on different schedules.

However, Lotus Notes does not support synchronous colfaboration, which is important
when supporting the requirementsnegotiation process.
However, as Grudin (1993) notes, many of these groupware applications fail during

actual usage, despite careful, innovative development efforts. The problem in designing
and evaluating groupware applications are descri'bed in the following paragraph.
3.1.2 Why do groupware applications hi(In supporting cooperative work?

Grudin (1993) addresses the problems that have led to expensive, repeated failures of
groupware development efforts. The emphasize is on the f& that the design focus of

groupware, the technology that supports cooperative work, should be on understanding
the users' work. Gmupware applications are used by group members with different

backgrounds, experiences and prefetences; what makes it diflicult is that users' tasks are
carried out in a social or p u p context that brings individual with different roles together
"thus, consider the diffkrences within the pairs who might work together: author/dtor,

sender/recipient, spealerfistener, or supervisor/individualcontn'butor.. the software must
support not only several people working together on a task, but also their diffe~e~1t
and

potentially shifting roles"(Grudin 1993) @p. 98).
As a groupware designer, evaluator and user, Grudin analyzed several groupware

applications that Wed to live up to their promise and identified five factors contributing
to groupware failure (Grudin 1993):

1 . Groupware applications OMfail because they require that some people do addironal
work. and those people are not the ones who perceive a direct bent$tfiam the use of the

application.

The automatic meeting scheduling feature of many electronic calendar systems,
digitized voiced applications and project management applications are described as

-
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examples that illustrate the dispazity between who does the work and who gets the
benefit in &g

groupware applications. "Thae should be a collective benefit from

using the applicafioa; ideally, everyone will also benefit individually, even if some

benefit more than others. However, this ideal is rarely found; most groupware requires
additional work for some users, who enter or process infomation that the application
requirrs or produces." (Grudin 1993) (pp. 98).

Requirements negotiation using SSM involves a wide range of individuals during the
exploration of the problem situation. Consider the contn'butions brought by these
participants, according to their roles in the process: rnanagas/communicate collsfraints,
customers and end-users/express requirements or developdeam about the work

environment, etc. The participants get the benefit of having defied requirements.
Therefore, a groupware application that aims at enabling the requirements negotiation
process should allow each participant to get a benefit fhm using the application while
co-operatively negotiate requirements; should enable the consideration of each
participant's point of view when contributing to the expression o f the problem situation

and should avoid the situation where some participants do additional work without
perceiving a direct benefit.

2. Groupware may lead to activity that violates social taboos, threatens existing political
structures, or oth&e

dmorivates users who are ctuciul to its success.

Groupware applications such as meeting and group decision support systems are

described as illustrating problems that occur when pupware interferes with the subtle
and complex social dynamics that are common to groups. "The computer is happiest in
the world of explicit, concrete inforxnatioe Central to group activity, however, are
social, motivational, political, and economic factors that are rarely explicit or stable.

Ofien uncoasciously, our actions are guided by socid conventions and by our
knowledge of the personalities of people around us" (Grudin 1993) @p. 99).

The requirements negotiation participants are individuals with diverse positions in their
work organization and sometimes have conflicting goals. However, they might play

&rtaat
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roles in defining the recphments for the system being integrated in the

orgimizatiom A.gmupware application supporting the mqukments negotiation should

make possible the collaboration of such participants, without threatening existing social
structures within the organization. However, it might be difficult to make social

conventions, personal agendas or the knowledge of the people's personalities available
to the computer.
3. Groupware may fail if it does not allow for the wide mnge of exception handling and
improvisatiion that characterizes much group a c e t y .
A signZcant investment has been made in the development of software that support

group activities or procedures as they are "supposed to" happen. However, as Suchman
(1983) argues, a wide range of error, exception handling, and improvisation are

characteristic of human activity. "Group activity may be particularly variable

- strict

adherence to a standard procedure may often be more the exception than the rule".

During the requirements negotiation, requirementsevolve over time. The process brings
contributions h m individuals with diverse profasiod backgrounds, experience levels
or preferences. Testing the requirements as part of the iterative cycle of SSM creates

changes in the group's activity, as the participants' goals change. Consequently, a
groupware application supporting the requirements negotiation should allow for a wide

range of situation handling. Such situations emerge h m the ongoing process of
refining and understanding the requirements which make the group activity variable.
4. Wefail to learnfiom expmence because these complex applications introduce almost

imunnountable obstacles to meaning$l, generalizable analysis and evalwtiort.
Evaluating multi-user applications is a difficult task due to the differing backgrounds

and personalities of the group's members, by the users' jobs and prefkrences. "Thus,
evaluation of groupware requires a different-approach,based on the methodologies of

social psychology and anthropology" @p. 100). Unfortunately, the complexity of
evaluating the groupware "in the field" contributes to failure in designem' learning h m

experience.

-
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5. The graupwure development procers failk beciause our intw'tr'om me especially poor

for multi-user applicati~ns~
Thousands of developer-years and hundreds of millions of doUars have been committed
to various application areas that could be termed groupware, despite little or no return

(Grudin 1993). According to Gmdin this happens because decision makers in a position
to commit resources to groupware applications development rely heavily on intuition.
And not surprisingly, intuition is likely to be far more reliable guide to singlevser

applications than to multi-user applications. "A manager with good intuition may

quickly get a feel for the user's experience with a word processor or spreadsheet, for
example, but fail to appreciate the intricate requirements of a groupware application
that requires participation by a range of user types" (Gmdin 1993)@p. 100).

Requirements negotiation using SSM is an iterative and long process. It involves a non
homogenous group negotiating, sometimes with participants distniuted across an
organization or over distance. Social, motivational, economic and political factors make
the requirements negotiation a complex situation where just observing the participants'
use of a groupware application is not enough in understanding their coUaborative work.

This understanding requires, as Grudin mentions (see point 4),an approach that takes into
account the social actions of the group collaboration. However, as point 5 mentions in

Grudinls list, the intuition for single-user applications breaks down when dealing with
intricate dynamics of multi-user environments including requirements negotiation.

Therefore, experiments involving participants in real situations would make possible the
investigation of the problems outlined above.

-
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3.1.3 Supporfing social processes using gtwpwam

Wroaps cornpmcnicate, share infoonntionn,generate ideas. organize ideas, dr@
polices and procedwes, collaborate on the writing of reports, share a visron,
build consensus, make decr'sr'ons, a d so on" (h'unamaRer. Dennis. Valacich,
Vogel and George 1991pp. 41).
Nunamalcer et al. (199 1 ) address the collaborative work within group meetings and argue
that problems can make meetings not as effective as they could be. These include: lack of

clear focus during meetings, under-participating in meetings because of the fear to
express ideas or because a few members dominate discussions, hidden agendas or

endings of meetings without a clear understanding of what was discussed.

These problems may occur during requirements negotiation meetings when the
participants discuss requirements. Therefore, attention should be @ven to such problems

when designing for the support of the requirements negotiation.

Electronic Meeting Systems (2Vunamakern,
Dennt Vuiuctch~Vogel and George 1991) are
well known examples of meeting environments that aim at making group meetings more
productive. They are implemented as electronic meeting rooms that contain several

networked workstations, large computer-controlled public displays, and audio-video
equipment.

Well known examples include GroupSystems developed at the University of Arizona.
They provide computer-based facilities for the exploration of problems in a p u p settings
(Ellis 1991). Of interest for this research is the way they attempt to improve the group

interaction.

The basic concept for GroupSystems in dealing with the group processes is the meeting
Ieadedfacilitator, the person that chairs the meetings. The facilitator provides structure to
the process and the support offered by the facilitator include:

technical support when guiding the group through the technical aspect
necessary to work on the task;

-
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a

maintainingthe agenda and providing process structure-This is done in g e n d
by c

w

~ verbal
g disCussion during chauffeured or supported styles and

by being the only person that can modifL/delete the group memory;

assisting in agenda planning by working with the group to iden*

the meeting

objectives and to develop an agenda to meet them.
Using EMS facilities, combinations of process support functions (e.g.paralle1
communication, group memory and anonymity) provide thee sty1es of process support.

They use differe~ltamounts of electronic and verbal interaction and are classified as
follows:

a chauffkured style, where only one person uses the EMS facilities, either a group

member or the meeting fscilitatorAeader; verbal communication predominates.
a supported style, which is similar to a chauffeured style but diffets in that each

member has access to a computer workstation that provides a parallel, anonymous
electronic communication channel, with a group memory (the electronic blackboard);
both electronic and verbal communication are supported

an interactive style, where each member uses the computer w o ~ t i o n .Parallel
communication and p u p memory accessible via workstations are possible; moreover,
electronic communication predominates.
Therefore, the electronic meeting environments attempt to improve the group interaction
by facilitating structured meetings where the role of the meeting leader/faciilitator is

explicitly defined.

However, although researchers at University of Arizona are convinced that the use of

EMS technology can significantly improve group processes and outcomes in many cases,
the effects are contingent on the specific situation. These findings are valuable in
understanding the support the EMS facilities provide to the group processes. The support
for the meeting falicitatorfleader is important when facilitating the requirements

negotiation situations using groupware- The facilitator plays a key role in enabling
effective communication during viewpoints analysis as part of the soft systems
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meth;;dalogy. However, the research at University of Arizona focused on the support of

large groups and the same-place/same-time interaction. This is not always the case for the

requirements negotiation where meetings might involve a small number of participants.
Also, over distance or asynchronous processes might take place. Ln these situations, social

and motivational factors are rarely explicit and, as GNdin (1993) notes, groupware

interferes with the subtle and complex s o d dynamics that are common in face-to-f8ce

group meetings.
3.7.4 'Space' and 'place' metaphors in groupware

In general, teams whose members are in close proximity oAen rely on rooms to serve
both as meeting places and repositories of the documents and artiEacts that support the

team's project (Roseman and Greenberg 1996). 1 -particular, requkments negotiation is

an example of a process where the participants use the team rooms not only as a meeting
space where they gather to discuss requirements but also as a place where they draw
diagrams and relationships on the rooms' whiteboards and ilipcharts. Therefore, when

designing virtual environments for requirements negotiation, support should be given to
the collaboration of the team members as they meet in physical rooms and define
requirements. TeamRooms (Roseman and Greenberg 1996) is an example of a groupwan

system designed to fill the role of a team room for groups whose members can work both
co-located and at a distance.

In designing groupware systems as collaborative and communicative enviro~ments,
attention has been given to the notion of "space" and spatial organization to facilitate and
structure interactioa As Fitzpatrick, Kaplan and Mansfield (1996) note, space is

something that we are all familiar with. In discussing spatial approaches to coUaborative
systems, Benford and Fahlen (1993) suggest that the reason for the popularity of spatial

approaches to collaborative systems is 'their strong relation to physical reality and

therefore their highly intuitive nature'.
There are many aspects of the 'real world' which can be exploited as part of a spatial
model for coUaboration. Spatial mechanisms, including providing identity, orientation, a

1--for
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activity, and a mode of control (Hamisonand Dowish 1996), can be p o w d

tooh for design of @upware systems that aim at assisting co11aboration. Examples of
collaborative virtual reality systems that use the spatial metaphor include DIVE (Carison

and Hagsand 1993), MASSIVE (Tuan 1977) and MUD (C&s

and Nichols 1994).

However, Harrison and Dourish (1996) argue that the critical property which designers

are seeking and which they call "appropriate behavioral hmhg", afforded in real
coUaborative settings, is not rooted in the properties ofspace at all. Instead, it is rooted in
sets of mutually held, and mutually available, cultural understandings about behavior and

action. In contrast to 'space', Harrison and Dourish (1996) caIl this a sense of 'place'.
Their key principle descn'bes the dationship and the distinction at the same time

between the two: "space is the opportunity;place is the understood realiry" (Harrison and

Dourish 1996).

In this context, places, not spaces, frame appropriate social behavior in the real world It
is not the structure of spizce, which frames people's behavior, but the place where they
tiad themselves. In other words, as Hamson and Dourish (1996) observe, a space can
only be made a place by its occupants. It is the conscios(sarrangement of elements within

a space, in accommodating activity, that characterizes the place-making activityTherefore, the social behavior is not associated with space, but with place. For example, a
c o m m ~ t hall,
y as a notion of 'space', may be used on Merent evenings in a week, as a

rock venue, a sports event or as a place of worship. On these different occasions it is the
notion and structure of 'place', that frames people's behavior. During requirements

negotiation, it is not the meeting room itself that h m e s the team's interaction, but the
arrangement of the requirements artifacts in the room that affords the negotiation. In their
attempt to place the 'place' in 'space', Harrison and Dourish (1996) note: ''since our world
is spatial and three-dimensional, notions of space pervade our everyday experience...
physically, a place is a space which is invested with understandings of behavioral
appropriateness, cultural expectations, and so forth" @p. 69). However, "we are located

in 'space', but we act in 'place'. Furthermore, 'places' are spaces that an valued".

-
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One of the collaborative systems descriied by Harrison and Dourish (1996) as iuu~trating

the use of the 'real world' spatid metaphor and the haemtion between space and place is
MUD (Multi-User Dungeons). MUD systems have been in use for longer than many

other collaborative environments. Their main features wiU be described in the next
paragraph3.1.4.1 MUD svstems

MUDS are a popular class of place-based systems. They are described in more detail in
order to emphasize the distinction between space and place, a distinction that has
important implications for the design and evaluation of collaborative environments

(Harrison and Dourish 1996).
A MUD is a collaboration fhmework that pmvides a context-sensitive environment for

multi-user conversation. In this context, MUDS employ a strong spatial analogy to
manage multi-user interaction. They structure their virtual worlds into separate locations
("rooms1'), and allow participants to move h m location to location, selectively

participating in events, activities and conversations. The spatial metaphor nms all the way
through the MUD model of action and interaction (Harrison and Dourish 1996).
Within a MUD, players move fiom one room to another room by issuing text-based

commands. Each room has a unique characteristic and contains different

peopldagenwobjects within. Once connected to a mom, players may create and modify
any object in the room, as well as commUILicatewith the other players in their travels.
However, as Harrison and Dourish (1996) argw, MUDs do not exhibit the spatially-based

control which might seem central to them, and which is often appealed to by developers.

The spatial metaphor is actually of much less value in controlling interaction, engagement
and so forth than might be imagined MUDS have topology but no orientatioo; there is no
real notion of up, down, north. south, back, forward etc. Therefore, there is the sense of
place, rather than the structure of space, which h e s people's behavior and interaction;

most MUDs have no notion of space within a room. In this context, the spatial metaphor
breaks down, and only place remains: every MUD has its places

- general gathering

-

places, private places, homes, etc.
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- where the sense of place, established over time,

within a community, is' used to W e appropriate action. Though primarily used socially,
MUDS have been used in Limited ways to support collaborative work (Roseman and
Greenberg 1996)In the same manner, Roseman and Greenberg (1996) design a virtual world filled with
virtual rooms that aims at supporting the collaboration of their inhabitants, real people

engaged in real interactions in the course of doing their work The system is called

TeamRwrns and takes influences h m MUD systems, in a sense that it uses the 'place'
rnetaphot.

TeamRooms is a place-based system that combines the rich applications and interfaces
found in the existing real-time groupware applications, providing a persistent work space
suitable for both sy~lchronousand asynchronous collaboration (Roseman and Greenberg
1996). It encapsulates both structured and unstructured work through its applications and
also takes into account individual and group work as well.
It is valuable to consider the notion of place when considering the requirements

negotiation process. The team can choose a particular place to define requitements. The
team members use this place to meet, to discover and discuss requirements, to store
requirements artifacts and to leave information on requirements for fbture meetings.

The attributes of 'places' that motivated the design of TeamRooms, as they are described
by Roseman and Greenberg (1996) are: they are long-lived, their contents are persistent,

they provide a f o m for people to communicate,and they can contain both general and
special purpose tooh. A short descriptionof each of them follows.

Places are generally long-lived. Team members may hold my number of meetings within
places. UnWre meetings, places take into account what happens outside the real-time

collaboration itself. In this context, the requirements definition group can store
requirements artifacts (e.g. drawings, documents), or leave information for other team

members,in the same place w h m they met and worked, for the next meeting of the team.
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Persistence is an important feature of a place. Any object may be retrieved at a later date

than it has been ciwted. Shared documents exist in the place beyond the meeting session.
This is an important aspect during the requirements negotiation process, where the team

members make use of previous aaifafts in refining the mpkments.
Communication between people is afforded when they inhabit the coIIaboration place at

the same time. People can see and talk to each other*use generic collaboration tools such
as whiteboards or flipcbarts. During requirements negotiation, team members customize

the meeting place to suit the process' needs. They use speciu2purpose tools (e.g. writing,

drawing tools, reports) when communicating requirements.
Therefore, it is valuable to consider the place metaphor in designing for the requirements
negotiation process.
3.1.5 Summary

The following table summarizes the groupware requhments for supporting the
requirements negotiation process using SSM.
Groupware requirement

1 distance
-

I

-

-

-

Importance to requirements negotiation
using SSM

I required for remote collaboration

-

I

required for negotiation over the
requirements m t s

as the integration of shared pmoa
S"=e

and shared task space
teledata

I
I ~chrano~~~asynchronous
space/place

required for negotiation over the
I requirements artifacts
required as requirements negotiation is a
process involving both
synchmnous/asy~lchronouswork

I

chosen as it acts as a meeting space,
repository for the requirements artifacts

I

I
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~ & m m system is identified as a groupware application that appears to be the best
match to these mphements. A fidl description of the system's f e a ~ e follows.
s

While based on the 'place' metaphor, TeamRooms supports the team room concept. The

system affords many of the same behaviors encountered when a team s

b a physical

space. TeamRooms is highly customizable. Combining aspects of both synchronous and
asynchronous groupware, it provides the team workers with an electronic space for
collaboration. The members of the team may work either individually or in a group,

bringing into their "rooms"different tools that suit their needs.
TearnRooms is implemented using an extended version of the groupware tookit
GroupKit (Roseman and Greenberg 1996). TeamRooms currently runs on Unix based,
Windows and Macintosh machines. It supports a client-sever arrangement. A single
server process

runs on some central machine and any number of clients (user or

administrator) can connect over a network to the sewex process. The server acts as a
commWLication hub. It also maintains a database of registered users and a persistence
repository. When clients connect, they must supply a valid user name and password
Once connected, users have access to all TeamRwrns applications.

The next sectiom will describe the 'roam'concept within TeamRwms and the tools for
collaboration provided in TeamRooms. Each tool has a detailed description, with specific
rooms being created to illustrate the tools' intended purposes.
3.4.2.1 Rooms and collaborative tools in the svstem

The TeamRooms system supports the team room concept for teams whose members work
either co-located or at a distance. It simulates a real physical meeting space, with many
rooms. Each room contains both generic communications tools (a chat tool and a
backdrop acting as a shared whiteboard) and any number of @ets

needed to support the

group's work. Applets are special-purpose applications, designated for more specific
needs of a group. They are usually referred to as tools in this description. The next

sections will describe the awareness features of the system as support for the group work

TeamRooms are discussed.
3.4.2.2 Creating, Enterina and Naviaaino the
svstems' rooms
Once comected, the user has access to any room in the

system. Figure 8 shows the existing moms in the
workspace. Users can enter other room by selecting

one room h m this list. Primarily used for navigation,
the list of rooms displays which users are in each

room, so that users become aware o f the existing
meetings or sessions between users. The Room menu

in the main window Iets the users create new moms or
delete

existing

ones.

The

system

supports

collaboration within a group and the individual work
as well. Any user can create his own room, by

Figure 8. Rooms on the server

choosing the New option fiom Room menu and
specifying a name for the room. Users create personal rooms for themselves, as they do

with WWW home pages. These rooms may serve as a personal work space, where the
user can use different tools and save his artifacts or leave notes for the group members.
There are no special privileges for the room's creator so far, any other user can access and
modify the content of any room. When a user logs into the system for the first time, she

is placed into a user-default room. Later, s/he can specify any room as his start-up room.

Other moms may be used for other purposes, real or non-real time interactions.

3.4.2.3 Awareness features

Awareness of other users in the work space is very

important in simdating the real physical space.

Figure 9 displays the Hst ofusers currently co~ected
to the group's server as well as the room each user is
currently working in. This facilitates locating other
users and making contact with them. The images are
still pictures or snapshots taken one per mirmte.

Selecting any name fhm this list enables users to
h d more information on other users. A "business

card" window is displayed, showing information

Figure 9. Putieipmts in the

such as telephone numbers or location. This

meeting

information may assist, for example, in making a telephone connection between users.

-

The room can be larger than the usefs display. In this case, the Room Radar Overview
Figure 1Oc) - provides a miniature overview of the entire room when the user changes

the location of hisher view onto the workspace to suit the needs of his immediate task.

The user can see the location of dl applets in the mom. The radar shows the position of
each user's viewpod in the room, telepointets indicating the location of their mouse
cursor. Each time when a user navigates the room and manipulates applets, the radar
tracks its actions.

TeamRooms displays telepointen (multiple cursors) of all participants in the s h e d
workspace. Telepointers help mediate collaboration. Tbeu location indicates where the

other person is in the workspace; they focus attention around what people are doing, and
they are used to gesture around the shared objects on the display (Eogelbart and English
1994). Within the TeamRoorns' workspace itself, telepointers communicate gestures to

provide a he-grained sense of awareness of

Greenberg 1996)

other users' actions (Roseman and

Along with the generic coUabotation tools (whiteboard and chat tool), users can include a
set of applets into their

room. Each applet is embedded in its own &me within the

room, very similar to OpenDoc or OLE window embedding style. More details about the
implementation of TeamRooms applets are provided in Roseman and Greenberg (1996).

Once connected to a room, users may choose to create any new tool or modify the
existing ones within the mom. To create new -apple& users may select the Tools menu
and specify the type of the applet they want to use. This list contains all the available

tools in the workspace. An applet may be moved, resized or deleted, any changes being
visible to all users in the room. TeamRoom supports any type of application which can be
constructed in GroupKit, such as meeting tools, drawing tools, text editors, card games

and so on. Having such a variety of tools, users may create rooms for specific p q s e s .

For example, if users hold a meeting to design a software project, they might want to
include in the "Project's Room" tools such as file holders, text outliner or database tools

to store the project specification. Another exampIe of a mom may be the one of the

"Coffee Roomf1,where people enter occasionally, to spend some time playing card games
or leaving electronic postcards for the other traveling colleagues. Therefore,

TeamRoomsfs rooms are completely customizable, supporting synchronous and
asynchronous interaction between users.

The h a g . and Note Organizer applets

Figure 10. a). The Image Tool; b) The Note Organizer twool;c) The Room

Radar Overview tool
The image toof (figure 1Oa) displays an image in the mom. The system stores the
reference of that image, in the form of a URL. Clicking on the image, a dialog is

displayed and users may change the URL used to fetch the image. For example, the team

members use the TeamRooms

Feedback mom (figure 10) in discussions about

TeamRooms project. The image tool displays GroupKit's image in the room, as they were
working to extend GroupKit system to provide new facilities for TeamRooms. Mark left
a note on the Postit applet, encouraging other team members to suggest features for

TeamRooms. This is possible using the note ogcmizer applet (figure lob). It enables
users to enter ideas and notes, in a brainstorming fashion.
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The Database and File Viewer applets

Figure 11 illustrates another meeting room, where users work on TeamRooms project.

Figure 11. a). The Database and b). The File Viewer tools
They use the Paabase (figure 1 la) and fUL viewer (figure 1lb) applets. The databare

applet is used to store information about tasks in the project planning. TeamRooms
supports a rich persistence mechanism, where any number of versions of the applet's state
could be saved and retrieved at a later time. Versions of the applets' content are
automatically saved into the system's repository. Selecting the Versions option fromthe
applet's menu, users may browse the entire history of the applet Choosing one version, a
new instance of the applet is created and the earlier version of the applet is retrieved.

Figure 11 illustrates two different versions of the database applet.
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The filr vimr applet supports users in browsing documents- It supports groupware
featuns as tetepchters and page synchronilah'on..One user can put a file into the shared

workspace and ail connected users can discuss over it - using telepointers as indicators.

Any page change is visible to all users in the room. Although this tool is not a file editor,
useis can save the file in their own directory and do any changes.
The Postlt and Web Browur opplets
Joining Mark's mom (figure 12), users can see the note left by Gordon for this room's
users. Panlf (figure 12a) is an u s e l l applet which stores text. U d y , the yellow sticky

note contains messages left by the team membezs. Any user of the roam may change or
add text to the PostIt applet, the changes being immediately seen by any user in the mom.

Web browse applet (figure 12b) is another example of including external information into
the workspace. Web browsers became the standard way that people search for and display

items of interests. Like normal Web browsers, W e b browser applet fetches and displays

HTML pages. In TeamRooms, the web browser becomes a shared visuai workspace, an
excellent presentation tool. It supports groupware features such as telepointers. Users
connected to this rooms look at the same web page. Telepointers are used as a way to
transmit and display gestures. It is useful to discuss information with others in real-time.

Usually, EITML pages require scrolling as they rarely fit completely within a window.
However, the multi-user scrollbar facility is not implemented in TeamRooms. Users are
not aware of others' viewport unless they communicate through the chat tool.

F i p n 12. a). The PostIt and b). The Web Browse applets

C

The Outline and Fik Holder applets
. .

Notes or ideas may be bierarchicattyorganized using the orrtliire (figure 13a) tool. Figure
13 illustrates an atample where the team working on CSCW papers grouped their ideas

for papas. Each item, consisting of one or more lines of text, can be placed -- using a
drag and drop technique

- within the hierarchy of ideas, and portions can be collapsed

and expanded,

Figure 13. a). The Oatline b). The File Holder appkts
Fire holde applet (figure 13b) - with its two buttons, Put and Get

- simulates the ftp's

put and get fhctiom. It enables users to transfa files from their site on the sewer

- using

the Put button with the name of the transfnnd file being posted as a label. Any other

user, on a remote network site, may retrieve this file using the Get button.

Ì he URL mknnce,

Scheduler and games rpplets

Usas can store =lets for a game - tetrominoes, online comics or electronic postcards URL Referrnce or a scheduling tool -calendar in the Coffee mom (figure 14).

The external URL ~

~ (figurec 14a) ise used to import external information to

TeamRoom, as a WWW page. Clicking on the icon sends the URL associated with the
applet to the user's web browser and the user may browse the Dilbert's page (figure 14d).

The external URL reference is very convenient for leaving pointers for the group
members. The sckeduk (figure 14b) helps people in managing their meetings.

Figure 14. a). The URL reference b). The Schedukr c). The games applets
d). Dlert's page on the Web

he Concept Map a d Doonmy applets

The concept &applet (figure 1%) provides another way to organize iafomation, as a
graph. Users can create default or special types of nodes. The tool eaables the users to
manipulate nodes in the @IS decision support model @IS is an example of typed
concept map system that can be used for brainstorming (ConkIin and Begeman, 1987).

Users can change the shape and the color of the node or Link between nodes (figure
15b,c).

The doorway applet enables uscn to quickly move to the room named as the label of the
applet. Users connected to Daniela%room (figure 15) can easiIy go to the coffee mom
and take a break fkom working on the concept map. Any change in the door's position
would suggest more or less privacy regarding the specified roam.

Figure 15. a). The Concept Map tool b). Type Editor c). Cbaaghg the
color of the node or the h k d). Doomy tool

-
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3.5 Summary
This chapter briefly m e y e d groupware as it relates to the support of the requirements
process and identified a set of groupware nqukments for supporting the requirements
negotiation process using S S M are identified. They indude support for: collaboration
over distance, telepresence, teledata, synctnonoudasynchtonouswork and the spacefplace

metaphor. The place-based system TeamRooms has been described as a persistent v i d
envirotltllent that supports the synchronous and asynchronous work of a group of people.
It has been identified as best matching these reqyimnents.

Chapter 4 LoReN Methodology

d worlil focolc comcept as used in

to present the s
undGnton&g

the coclbbondw work within the

requirenrents ne@dtb~~

to oudhe a set of requirementsfor o groupware system
to supprt the proem wirkin L
a
M
to in-dace the library problem

This chapter descnies LoReN (Locale for Requirements Negotiation) as a methodology
that models the social process within the requirements negotiation. It is based on the sofi
systems methodology. It also uses the social world locale concept in understanding the

collaboration within the requirements negotiation as interaction of individuals within
social worlds. A set of design requirements for a virtual environment to support LoReN
process is introduced. A brief introduction of the library problem ends the chapter.

In analyzing the social actions that relate to the place1metaphor, attention has been given
to the settings which convey cuitural meaning and W

e behavior within places (Hacrison

and Dourish 1994). Giddens (1984) adopts the term 'locale' to capture a similar sense of
behavioral framing. For Gidens, "the critical feature of these settings arr [..I used, in a

routine manner, to constitute the meaningfbl context of interaction". Fitzpatrick,
Mansfield and Kaplan (1996b)use the same name 'locale1as the setting for interaction. A
'locale' in their view is not simpiy the environment in which interaction occurs, but it is
the environment as part of the interaction. In their attempt to buiid a Eramework that

explores the structural and temporal implications of an interactional approach to the
support of work, Fitzpatrick et al. (1996b) use the work of sociologist AnseIm Stmuss
(1978) and his emphasis on the centrality of interaction in human Life and the notion of

-
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s o d worlds as a struchving mechanism for interaction. The next paragraphs present the

social world l o d e concept as it will be used in understanding the interaction within the

requirements negotiation process.
4.1. Social worfd locales
Social world concept has been developed by Anselm Strauss to define a group of people
who share some commitment to collective action. It provides a way of understanding the
structure and dynamics of collaborative group interactions. Fitzpatrick et uL (1996b)

define a social world as a group of individuals (or groups), bounded by a common,
sometimes implicit goal. Social worlds are not neceJsarily bounded by traditional social
or organizational boundaries but instead by the limits of gective comunicution. They
can be composed themselves by subworlds. People can belong to multiple social worids

at the same time. There are 'sites and means' that facilitate the interactions within shared
worlds (Stmuss 1978). In this context, Fitzpatrick et al.(1996b)use the term locale' to
represent the aggregation of site and means used in social world interactions. However,
the interaction is the primary concern drawn h m Strauss' theory, not the importance of

site and means for social world interaction; this allows Fitzpatrick et al. (1996) to explore
the notion of 'locale' according to interactional need, regardIess of any particular domain's

characteristics, be it physical or virtual. Locale aspects will be presented as they relate to
the collaborative work within requirements negotiation.

The requirements definition process involves a diverse range of participants that include
managers, developers, domain experts and end-users of the system, all meeting together
to negotiate the requirements of the system to be built. They all have the same goal:
defining the requirements. Based on Strawsrtheory, the requkments team act in a social
world defined by the shared purpose of gathering requirements. It is valuable to consider
the locale concept when descniing the interaction of this social world in relation with the

tools and resources its members use in negotiating requirements. In their attempt to build
a collaboration fhmework using an interpretation of locale, Fihpatrick et al. (1998)

tried to understand the collaborative work needs rather than the environment in which the
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workhappens to occur. In this direction, the wOrids project (Fitzpatrick, Tolone and
Kaplan 1995) has been developed. The basic premise behind Worlds is that people form
groupings to get their work done. These groupings can span space and time, and be as

long or short lived as necessary for the task at hand. Wottds is an envimnmeut based
around a number of locales and the notion of social world as a structuring mechanism for
interaction. Lessons learned in trying to implement the Worlds project enabled
Fitzpatrick et al. (1996b) to define a bcaleficnework. There an five aspects to the
locale k e w o r k : locaIe foundations, mutuulity, i n d ~ d dviews, interaction
hajecfories and civic stnrctures and they will be shortly descri'bed in the next paragraphs.

4.2. Locale framework
4.2.1 Locale foundations

The basic locale foundations needed to support social world processes and activities, as
addressed by Fitzpatrick et al. (1996b)are: the structuring principle of centres rather than
boundaries; membersh@ issue; and support for social world processes that define a
spectrum of possibilities for interaction for the group.

b e a d of the strong notion of boundaries, specific to the 'room' metaphor, where the
activity of a social world is mapped to a singIe space, the notion of centres is associated
with the collective purpose. The social world centre helps to define structure and relate

the relevant people, objects, tools and resources around the collective purpose.
Associated with the notion of a social world centre are the notions of membership and
involvement within these worlds. The defining issue here is the s

W purpose that relates

the people (members) and resources at particular levels of involvement.

Processes that support the fluidity of social worlds, such as: negotiate a shared vision,

negotiate mles/division of labor, etc., are wociated with the issue of membership.
In summary, a locale provides a point of shared interaction and understanding for social

world members; it is a group place that has meaning only in relationship to the social
world that uses it (fitzpatrick et al. 1996b).
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It is &uble to consider these locale foundations when exploring the interaction within

the requirements negotiation. Participants in this activity get involved in a number of
activities such as: exploration the problem situation, discussion and analysis of

viewpoints, etc. Their collective goal p u p s them around the centre of the social world
they act in; their roles in the organitation allow them to become members in social
worlds with particular levels of imoIventent.

Mutuality is an aspect related to the awareness issue in collaborative work. It concerns
the support of interactions within locales for the purpose of maintaining a sense of shared
space. Notions associated with mutuality include presence, awareness, c q d d i t y and
choice. In defining them, Fitzpatrick et aL (1996b)use the term 'entity' to identify people

objects and actions that may interact within locale.

Presmce is defined as the 'aggregation of penonal information that an entity makes

available to other entities', while awareness relates to the information about other entities
that is accepted of focused upon by an entity.
Capa&flifyof an entity represents the media it has available to transmit and receive

information. The capability coders each entity the ability to choose a desirable or optimal
level of awareness.
Mutuality is an important issue in requirements negotiation. When defining requiremmts,

team's members collaborate and share diverse artifacts. It is important that the

information about their actions is available throughout the process. This means that the
team members know who else is participating, where they are attending and what their
contributions to a particular activity are.

&

4.2.3 lndMduaI view over muItipIe
The aspect of the individual view over

multiple locales is related with the fact
that the individual as a member of
multiple social worlds acts as another
centre of attraction above the social
world locale level. As Fitzpatrick et ai.
(1996b) note, individuals draw? fbrn

the locales they are interested in, the
resources they need to meaningfuUy
engage

in their work

activities.

Fitzpatrick et al. (1996b)call this their
view or perspective over muItiple

Figure 16. bdividual views over multiple
locales

locales. What is drawn, into their view, and 6mm where it is drawn, is shaped by their
current level of participation in their social worlds. This is iUustrated in figure 16. The

individual view therefore is an 'aggregation of the various Locale views'. In requirements

negotiation using SSM, individuals acquire diverse understanding of the system being

built from their participation in multiple social worlds. Considering the participants' view
over multiple locales helps in picturing their understanding ofthe requirements.

A trajectory is a term used by Strauss to encompass bath a course of action as it evolves

over time and all actions and iterations that contribute to its evolution. In the study

undertaken by Fitzpatrick et al. (1996b), interaction trajectories are concerned with the
temporal dimension of interaction within and across locales -past, present and future.
Social worlds have trajectories, comprised of collective actions of their members as each
of their own trajectories coincide for the purposes of the world. Consequently, locales can

have trajectories as social worlds interact with them. The point Fitzpatrick ef ui. (1998)
make is that the issue of concem in designiug computer-based locales, is how and what

-

can locales support interaction trajectories.
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This is an important aspect when considering

locales within the quirements negotiatio~AU activities undertaken during this process
relate throughout the iterative process. Therefore participants access the attifacts in an
iterative fashioa For example, it is important that the team is able to trace back all
actions related to particular napiremen&(e.g. decisions, changes) when testing.

4.2.5 Civic sbuctums

The civic structures aspect addresses the facilitation of interaction with the wider
community beyond a persons' known social worlds aud locales. Civic structures take into
account all the available locales and create a structure that gives the sense of a broader
community or public context Fitzpatrick et cJ. (1996b) address the issue of how we
interact with people and locales beyond our 'own'. T&ey argue that civic structures
provide important support for social world processes that happen at a broader community
level. This aspect might be valuable when defining the scope of a system. The

requirements negotiation process using SSM considers the exploration of the whole
situation where there is perceived to be a problem and the consideration of the system as
part of the wider social enviro~ullent.Understanding the way people using the system

interact within the broader community helps in delimiting the boundary of the system

when defining its requirements.
These aspects are considered to be key elements of any collaborative environment,

whether that environment is wholly in the physical, mainly in the virtual or a mix of both
the physical and the virtual (Fitzpatrick et d 1996b). The hmework characterized by

these aspects provides a structure to analyze virtual work environments.

4.3. LoReN Methodology
LoReN is presented as a methodology that models the social process within requirements
negotiation using the soft systems methodology and the locale hmework. It adopts the
iterative aspect of SSM when defining the stages of the requirements negotiation process.

The locale concept is used in understanding the collaboration within the requirements
negotiation as the interaction of individuals within social worlds.

-
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LoReN defines four main activities during the requhments negotiation, according to

SSM:

mpkm&ts discovery, rehement, analysis of worldviews and testing the

requirements. These activities are mapped to four interactive component stages, as shown
in figure 17. Moving through all these methodological stages is the essence of the
requirements tracking proass in LoReN.

Figure 17. The €oar stages of LoReN methodology
As mentioned before, the requirements definition team acts is a social world defined by

the shared purpose of gathering requirements. Moreover, this social world is considered
as comprised of four subworlds, according to the interaction within the four stages
defined above. Therefore, the interaction within each of these stages in considmd to take

place in separate locales. In this h e w o r k , LoReN defines four virtual locales:

t h e m locale assists the requirementsdiscovery

the second locule assists the requirements refinement
the third locale assists the analysis of worldviews
thefourth locde assists the requirements testing
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Therefore, members of the requirements definition ham participate in the interactions of
more that one sodial worlds. The complexity and interdependencies of processes within
the requirements negotiation involve the team members in multiple social worlds.

There are varying levels of membership and involvement into these multiple social
worlds. Individuals get their work done in the virtual domain by becoming members with
a high level of involvement in a particular locale. Meantime, the interdependencies witbin
the requirements definition process makes them remain involved in the interaction within
other locales, with different levels of involvement. In LoReN, taking into account the
participation of persons in multiple social world and their own view over multiples
locales helps in understanding the emergence of conflicting perspectives over the system
to be built.
Participants in the requirements definition process meet together to define what has to be
built. According to Checkland and Scholes (1996), the plnpose of creating an information

system is to serve a real-world action. In this context, the 'information' processed by the
information system being built is seen as data to which meaning has been attributed in a
particular context. The action the system serves may be interpreted in diffkrent ways,

according to the meanings which make those particular actions meaningful and relevant
to particular groups of actors in a particular situation (Checkland and Scholes 1996).

Therefore, understanding how people in the situation conceptualize their world, according
to their involvement in different social worlds, is essential in defining requirements for an
information system. Assisting the requirements negotiation process for an information
system implies support for the identification of the meanings the concerned actors in the
process attribute to their perceptions of the world and also for the debate around the very
likely c l i f f i t perceptions.
4.3.1 The requimmenh process within these stages
The fkst two stages are part oE an "expression" phase, during which participants in the

process make an attempt to build the richest possible picture, not of the problem at hand,
but of the situation in which there is perceived to be a problem. The rzkh picture is used

-
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in gaining more understanding of the problem situation. The reasan for drawing pictures
and diagrams is that pictures are better means of recording relationships and co~mections
than linear prose (Checkiaud and Scholes 1990). The aim of the first two stages is to
fom a view of the structure and the pmcesses existing in the problem situation.
According to Checkland, the 'structure' is defined in terms of physical layout, power

hierarchy, nqyrting structure. The term 'processes1is defined as the basic activities of
deciding to do something, doing it, monitoring both how well it is done and its extemai

effects, and taking appropriate corrective action. The aim of the third and the fourth
stages is to build models ofthe perceived situation and compare them with the reality, in
order to identify feasible changes. Different views over the problem situation expressed
by means of the rich picture are addressed during the thitd stage. The analysis of these

perspectives helps the participants to produce models and build prototypes of the system
to be built. Validating the prototypes during the fourth stage enables the participants to

compare the perceived situation expressed by the features of the prototypes with the realworld situation. The prototypes of the system are "tested" within the organizational

context and the change them bring into the social environment is analyzed.
A description of these stages follows.

It embodies the stage in which the problem situation is 'unstructured'. The

participants attempt to define the system's boundary. Brainstorming sessions are
held and the end-users of the system are empowered in discussions about the
situation where is perceived to be a problem.

Rejinng the requirements
It

embodies the stage in which the problem situation is 'expressed".Participants

refine the requirements gathered in the first stage. Scenarios of future work
situations are built. Scenarios are meant to reflect changes the new system brings

about in the organization. The requirements team envisions future changes in the

work environment, analyze the organizational policies and gain understanding of
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the structure of the orgiMiZafion in relation with the system being introduced. The

structure and the processes within the problem situation are identified and a rich
picture of the problem situation is drawn.
WorlhikwsancJpsis
It embodies the stage where the rich picture illustrated in the

stage is

analyzed and primary tasks or issues are chosen h m it. Diffefetlt views over the
problem situation addressing these tasks or issues are recorded are taken into

consideration. Roles of factors involved in each Weltanschuullg are identified and
different prototypes are built D Z f i n t perspectives over the problem situation
are analyzed.

Testing the requirements

This stage supports the comparison between the prototypes built in the previous
stage with the current situation. Prototypes illustrate certain features of the

problem situation and they are compared against the perceived d t i e s in the
problem situation itself. The purpose of this stage is to generate discussions about
possible changes which might be made within the perceived problem situation

(Checkland 1981). The selection of desi.abIe and feasible changes and
consideration of solutions are done-

The debate about necessary changes according with the insight gained from validating the
prototypes doesn't stop at this stage. It usually makes pcople visit the fWiscovery" stage
again, where the process of picturing the problem situation is refined and a new iterative
cycle is initiated.

The requirements cannot be gathered visiting these stages only once. The requirements

elicited during the first stages are validated against the real-wotld situation by building
prototypes during the last stages of the cycle. Participants visit the "discovery1'stage

again where new requirements emerge or old ones are reassessed through the negotiation
process. The problem situation improves through next iterations, which means visiting

these stages several times.

This methodology will be used in investigating the support off&

by the computer-

bared tools to the reqixirements negotiation process. The next section outlines a set of
rquhnents considered in designing a virtual environment that aims at supporting the

requirements negotiation process using LoReN methodology.
4.4 Requirements for a system to support collaboration within the

requirements negotiation using LoReN
LoReN methodology considers the req@rements negotiation as an iterative process with
four component stages, as presented in the previous sections. The interactions of the
participants within these stages have been considered as taking place in separate locales.

Therefore, locale fhmework will be considered in identifjing the design mphments for
a virtual environmeat supporting the negotiation of requirements using LoReN. They are

described as follows. It is important to note that this list of requirements is not considered
as a comprehensive one. It has been selected as a set of quimnents guiding the

investigation of the support offered by the computer-based tools to the rrquirements
negotiation process using LoReN.

I. fie virtrral environment should asskt the rob of thefacilirator

The role of the facilitator is identified as very important in dealing with the group
dynamics during the requirements negotiation sessions. Thenfore, the virtual
environment should allow a person to play the role of facilitator. Tools for keeping an

agenda of meetings and structuring activities are important ones the facilitator can use
to effectively manage the process. The facilitator should have the ability to observe
participants during synchronous collaboration; this way the facilitator would be able
to keep the meetings on track.
2. Iintiiccrrion of vcenmtof s

d w4rldr idatifid as patt of the inte-n

wMin

requirements negotkwion

The notion of 'centre' of a social world has been introduced in chapter 3 of the thesis.
The social world centre helps to define structure and relate the relevant people, tools
and resources around the collective purpose. The system should enable the
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padciPantsin the process to quickly identify the centre of the social world related to
their current~collectivepurpose. For example, the participants should be able to find
the 'location' of a 'brainstorming'session or a 'prototype evaluation' activity. The
system should avoid the situation of 'being lost' in the shared virtual workspace, when

participants wouldn't know how to join diverse activities in the process.
3. n e skured workspace shouldpmviiik mechmihs to f u ~ a t emutua&ty within the
idenn/ir dlocoCes,

Mutuality concems the support of interactions within the virtual workspace for the
purposes of maintaining a sense of a shared place. The relevant issue here is the
support for awareness of the work in the virtual. Awareness in general is being

increasingly recognized as central to the way people get work done together (Gutwin
and Greenberg 1996). During synchronous requirements negotiation, it is important to

know who else is in the same locale, what are they working on. There may be

situations where members of the same locale discuss around requirements and not the
identity, but the information about the roles of others in the locale is important in

negotiating. There may be situations when members of the same locale work on the

same amfact (document, drawing or diagram), relevant for the requirements*In this
case, it is important that the system enables participants to locate the actions of the
others on the shared artifact.
4. The virtuul environment should facilitate the processes that suppart tkefhrid23, of
social worlds,

The participants s k d d be able to join and leave a social world without much effort;
to identify who else is in the locale he/she is currently interested in; to make contact
and socialize the other members in the social world, in case of a synchronous
collaboration. One important process would be the negotiation of a shared vision,
which is especially important for a requirements negotiation process. This will be

mentioned as a distinct requirement for the system.

The locales within the virtual enviro~meatshould provide tools to facilitate the
interaction within the specific activities of the requirements negotiatioa This includes:

-
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requirements gathering, identification and analysis of conflicts and testing the
requirements. The paitkipants should be able to analyze the problem situation: to
discover mquirements and refine them. This generates the fifth and the sixth
requirements, as follows:
5.

me system shoulil enobCepcrrlr*&#ants to &corn

requircsnts

Working directly with end-users is a way of learning about the application domain

and the work practices quickly. Therefore, a requirement is that the groupware
application enables the customers, managers and end-usersto talk about their work in
their own words. This might be done through brainstorming sessions. Tools that
enable individuals or groups of people to brainstorm about the organizational context,
needs and c o ~ t sto, express ideas, draw relationships or outline activities should
be provided.
6. Tke system should enable parfrwdpanfsto re*

requircnrents

The refinement of requirements may be done through the use of scenarios of fhture
work situations that involve the system being built The system shoald provide tools
to be used in depicting scenarios. AU these contribute to the building of the 'rich
picture' of the problem situation. Therefore, tools for drawing, writing text or posting

notes should be provided.
7.

me system skuucd support the ilmriflccdibn ami tbe an*&

of conflicts,

An important rec@rement is that the system enables the team to identify conflicts.

Recording the explanations given by the individuals when expressing tequitemeuts is

necessary in order to reveal what individuals consider relevant and what words they
consider adequate to explain it to their listeners (Katzenberg and Piela 1993). The
groupware application should provide a way of capturing m
k
e
n
t perspectives.

Central aspects to the evolution of group's interaction within this process include the
negotiation and conflict resolution. The issue here is of supporting the identification

and negotiation of conflicting views over the system to be built; the recognition of the
impact that cultural diffmces could makc on the group's communication tasks.
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Therefore, providing toois to anaiyze the conflicts and make decisions is another
L

.

.

important req@rementfor the pupware application.
8. me SYJtemskorrlil suppH requiicnrents c l b c n m e n ~ nandflow of hfomQtion.

The ability to document and store the requirements is an important feature the
groupware application shouid provide. Capttlring the contributions &omparticipants
in the process is an essential part of the requirements tracking. Key words and
phrases, images, any information should be possldle to be recorded without changing

anything. It is the negotiation process later that decides what idtiormation is valuable
or not. The materials used for communicating and discussing requirements represent
text, drawing,

diagrams, maybe images. The ability to integrate all the tools used in

producing them in an integrated generation toolset represents another requirement for
the groupware application.

The system should support the activity of testing the qykements. An important
requirement for the visual environment is to enable the team to check the accuracy of the
negotiated requirements and gain more understanding of them. Therefore, requirements

must be tested. This might be done through evaluation of prototypes that express features
of the system.Prototype evaluation is an important activity of the requirements tracking

approach descri'bed in this thesis. This generates the following three requirements
9.

me vittual environment should provide todr to coUectiiw@evaluate the protome,
io supporting the comparison of the 'models'build and the perceived d situation.
The issue of supporting an effective comrnrmication around the screendump of a
prototype arises as an essential factor in coming to an agreement ova the

requirements. The team should be able to carry out discussions aad tools to support
debate would help participants gain understanding about the problem situation and

how to improve it

-
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10. me viktual environment skoulil pmv& todr (0 support the retrh@ skuring and

This is an essential recphment of the system m supporting debate around the

prototype- There might be situations when the team wants to find out the informal
requirements that genemted the constructionof a particular prototype*
11. l7ie virtual environment should pmvidc support for requirements uud &&ions
traceability.

Gotel and Finkelstein (1994) point out that it should be possible to trace requirements
forward h m an initial statement to specifications and design components, and
backward from design components to their motivating requirements. Backward

tracing is necessary for system modification and maintenance, while forward
traceability is used in managing development h m requhments through

implementation. Thereforr, the groupware environment should handle traceability of
requirements and offer support for linking requirements with the actions that have

been carried out through the process. The dependency structure should be available
for any requirement. There might be situations when, browsing the rqukernents that

generated a particular prototype, the team finds usefid to trace back those

requirements and learn about the reasoning and decisions behind them. This
requirement for the virtual workspace concems the interaction trajectories concept,
addressed in section 3-55. Participants should be able to learn about the evolution of
the social world trajectory related to a specific requirement. There might be situations

when decisions about requirements taken in one locale would help the negotiation
within other locales, so that the environment should support interaction trajectories,

within or across locales.

Table 2 summarizes the requirements descri'bed above.

I

L Rde of FQCi;lilt-r Requiicrneut
1. The virtual environment should allow a person to play the role of the facilitator of

I the meetings within the requirements negotiation profess.

.

-

-

-

Om
Id~~~nfcoiion
nf Sdciol WoM 'kentmf Requuement
1. The Virtuai environment should enable the participants in the process to quickly

identi@ the centre of the social world related to their cunent collective purpose.

m.Mutudlty W d h k the i&ntiijWLoc&

-

-

-

Requitememt

1. Mutuality concerns the support of interactions within the virtual workspace for the

purposes ofmaintaining a sense of a shared place. The relevant issue here is the support
for awareness of the work in the virtual environment.

N.Processes Wdhin S

o d WorGds Requirement

1. The virtual environment should facilitate the processes that support the fluidity of

social worlds. The participants should be able to join and leave a social world without

much effort; to identify who else is in the locale hdshe is curently interested in; to

make contact and socialize the other members in the social worki.

V.Andpis of the Probdem Situation Requirement
1. The virtual environment should allow the concaned actors to discover requirements.

2. The virtuat environment should allow the concerned actors a refine requirements.
-

-

- - - - -

Y7. N e g o M g Diffkent Pempdves Rquircment
1. The virtual environment should allow the participants to capture and identi@

d i f f m t perspectives over the problem situation.
2. The virtual enviro~mentshould allow the participants to analyze different

perspectives and design alternatives.

Ya Documentaiion and Plow of Iiufoorut&n Requucment
1. The virtual environment should allow the participants to document and store the

negotiated requirements.

2. The virhml environment should enabie the flow of information within the identified

locales.
WLE T d g the Requiicmma Requimmt
1. The virtual environment should allow the participants to collectively evaluate the

prototype in comparing the models built and the perceived real situatioa
2. The virtual environment should allow the participants to retrieve, share and visualize

requirements documents.
3. The virtual environment should allow the participants to trace requirements

backward and forward during the prototype evaluation activity.
4. The virtual environment should allow the participants to trace decisions.
Table 2. Requirements for a system in supporting the collaboration within the

requirements negotiation

The next session introduces the library problem as a well known problem in
Requirements Engineering and as a context of exploring these requirements.
4.4 The library problem

The 'library problem' refers to the attempt of 12 different approaches to classify the

informally stated problem requirements for a library system. It arose in 1981 as a simple
exercise in using a formal specification method and language. Since then, 12 different
approaches addressed the seemingly simple database problem. A comparison of the 12

specifications of the li'brary problem is presented in Wing (1988). The 12 papers were

published in Proceedings of the Fourth Intemationai Workshop on Sofhare
Specijcation and Design (CS Press, Los Alamitos, Calif., 1987).

This section introduces the library problem as it has been presented in the call fot p q e r ~
that resulted in the 12 specifications. It wilI be addressed again in chapter 5, when
discussing the way the requirements outlined above can be met using TearnRooms.

Problem definition. What is the h'bfsuy problem? The iaformal requirements have been

formulat&

"&nsider a small Library database with the following transactions:

1. Check out a copy of a book Rehnn a copy of a book.
2. Add a copy of a book to the library. Remove a copy ofa book from the hira~y.

3. Get the list of books by a particular author or in a particular subject area
4. Find out the list of boob currently checked out by a particular borrower.

5. Find out what borrower last checked out a particular copy of a book.
There are two types of users: staff usem and ordinary bomwers. Transactions 1,2,4
and 5 are restricted to staff users, except that ordinary bornwets can pdonn

transaction 4 to find out the list of books cumntly bornwed by themselves. The
database must also satisfy the following constraints:

All copies in the liirary must be available for checkout or be checked out.
No copy of the book may be both available and checked out at the same time.
A borrower may not have more than a p d e h e d number of books checked out at one

time."

The process of rehaing the informal, imprecise natural language statements toward a
more detailed informal specification or toward a formal, precise and unambiguous
specification, revealed a set of problems with the informal descriptions. Mainly there are

problems of inconsistencies, ambiguities, or incompleteness. Wing (1988) addresses the
ambiguities and incompleteness found in the htbrary problem and describes the way the
12 papers treated them. The five major ambiguities she found are briefly introduced as

follows and some of them will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

-- I

*

m o m d requkmenb
(imprecise, artmnl h p g e statcmalts)
Injmai M i

(precise and unambiguous specification)

Formal M d e h

Figure 18. The traditional software Me cycle development process addressed in the
library problem
What is a Iibruty? .

The issue of the distinction between the library database and the entire h i m y system
is discussed; some authors addressed this ambiguity but none of the specifications

made clear the distinction between the specificand @%my) and its environment.
W&utis a user?

Different interpretations of what a user is are discussed and the way these affect some
transactions in the library system are addressed. However, most of the specifications
assumed that library usen are divided into two disjoint classes: those with privileged
status and those without.

The distinction between a book and a copy of the book has been addressed as being a
important factor that affects the rest of the problem's specification. Most of the
specifications associated an unique identifier with the idea of the "copy"and modeled

the book as a set of copies.

D i f f i t statis a Iirary book might be in are discussed, as a book can be either

checked out or available; it cannot be both; however, it might be lost or stolen, as
Fickas (1 987), one ofthe 12 authors, notes.
Mat docs "lastchecked outwmean?

The "last checked outwstate is discussed. Some authors interpreted "lastchecked out"
being different b m the "currently checked outn. Different interpretations reflect

different answers for the fifth transaction in the problem.
Wing (1988)classifies six major incompleteness categories in the informai requirements

and summarized them such as: missing operations, enor handling, missing constraints,
specifying change of state, initiakation, and specifLingnodimctional behaviour.

The library problem is used in descniing the way the design requirements presented in
this chapter are met in TeamRooms.

4.5 Summary
LoReN methodology has been described in this chapter as using the soft systems

methodology and the locale framework in modeling the social process within the

requirements negotiation- The set of requirements outlined are used in guiding the
exploration of the system TeamRooms in supporting LoReN process. The next chapter
presents a scenario using the li'brary problem in describing the way these requirements are
met in TeamRoorns.

Chapter 5 LoReN within TeamRooms

to customize TeomRwms accodng to the &sign
requitGmerrts stated in chupter 4

to istrodue the t d W n r J appmack to the library
pmWm and the associ4ted d1;6ParliZes

to describe theproeas of rrftiig the requirements
using h R e N within TemRooms

LoReN methodology has been presented in the previous chapter together with a set of
design repuirements for a virtual environment to support the requirements negotiation
using LoReN. This chapter presents the custombation of the groupware system

TeamRooms according to these design requiremats. The library problem is used to
describe and discuss how participants in the process can use TeamRooms when following

LoReN methodology.
5.1 The LoReN structure in TeamRooms
The layout of rooms presented in the Planner room (figure 19) is a representation of the
iterative cycle of the LoReN methodology. This representation groups morns in the
system in order to assist the stages of the iterative cycle

in LoReN. The negotiation
process is about navigating these rooms.Four "areas"have been designed to assist each
stage in the process. Participants can join any toom in any area by clicking on the
Doorway applet that represents the specific mom they want to enter. The four "areas" are:
discovering the requirements

refining the requirements
viewpoints analysis

validating the prototypes and selecting solutions
Following the process in LoReN, participants visit these rooms in an iterative fashion.

Each room can serve specific activities in the process. A description of these 'areast and

the purpose of each room are presented as follows:

-

The wdiscoveryarean includes the following rooms:

-

Scope Definition used in definingthe boundary of the system

-

Brainstorming used in holding brainstorming sessions

User-Defined Re@mnents

- used in defining the end-users nqubments

The "refiningafea" includes the following moms:

-

Scenarios used in building scenarios of fitme work stituations

-

Tich picture" used in drawing the rich picture of the problem situation

Future consideration - used in keeping track of intermediary resutts

The "viewpointsanalysis arealfincludes the following rooms:
Perspectives Analysis - used in analyzing the perspectives over the problem

situation
Documentation - used in recording diffaent perspectives and requirements

Final Specification - used in storing the find requirements document

The "validationarea1'incIudes the following rooms:
Worth Proceeding? - used in vali*g
the prototypes
Solution Option - used in discussing the selection of changes

-

Reports used in storing intermediate results delivered by the design team.

The "middleareaf1includes the following rooms:
Work Agenda

Read Me
Coffee

Planner
Personal Rooms
It is the area that supports the group work in organizing their meetings or simulates a

"neutralplace1'for discussions. The Work Agenda Roam may be used by the facilitator of
the electronic negotiationprocess to keep an agenda of the meetings. The system supports
collaboration within the requirements negotiation group and the individual work as well.

Any user can mate hidher own mom, to store his/het own artifacts or leave notes for thc
team members. Users create Personal moms for themselves, as they do with WWW

-
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home pages. In the same manner, users may leave notes for the other participants using
the Read me, pl-

Room. They may work part-time for this pmject, working on their

functional roles within organization at the samc time. Based on their schedule, they can
meet and work in the working space, at different times and leaving notes for the others.

The participants can take a break while coUaborating, using the Coffke Room, in the same
maMa they would go and have an informal chat or aavigate the Internet. The Planner

Room has been descriied earlier in this chapter.
5.1.1 Areas versus locales

Using the notion of locales in designing the LoReN system is valuable in understanding
the way the requirements team negotiate requirements for a system. In LoReN, the
activities undertaken during the process made possible the identification of locales for

interaction within requirements elicitation, analysis, prototype evaluation In
TeamRooms, a set of areas are created in order to explore the support offered to the
iterative cycle in LoReN. However, it is questionable whether the term locale should be

used instead of the t&

area just introduced. A locale represents an aggregation of tools

and resources that people use in social worlds interaction. If locale is to be used in

describing the subprocess called 'discovery' of requirements, then the 'centre' of the

social world should be identified. The notion of centre rather than boundaries is an
important diffkrence between social world locale and the rooms. Howwer, the 'discovery'
area is comprised of three rooms. Members of the team can be members of a single room
at a time, that means that they can use the tools and resources tiom another room only by

moving to that room and losing contact with the people in the former mom. The issue
here is of gective communicurion within locale. But making contact with people in the

other room, even within the same locale, sometimes involves quitting the room; which

means that the effective communication be hindered by boundaries set by the room.
Therefore some Limitations o l the system in supporting the effitive communication
when the team members collaborate using the rooms in the system.They are due to the

'hard walls' of rooms as designed in TeamRooms.

-
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This chapter uses the l'brary example in a s c ~ of
o negotiating requirements. The
li'brary problem is addressed in two cases. Firstly, it assumes that the set of requirements

for a lilnary system enumerated in section 4.5 bas been negotiated in one step. Then,

building a prototype of one of the transactions, ambiguities and inconsistencies are found
This fact emphasizes the necessity of firm iterations, in order to refine the requirements.

Therefore, the second part of the chapter d e s c r i i the way LoReN V i Environment
facilitates the interactions during the refinement of requirements.

The general implementation issues are presented fust.Then, implementation details will
be described as the h'brary example is addressed, However, the design requirements for

the virtual environment will not be addressed in exactly the same order they have been
introduced in chapter 4, but in the order issues related to the Libriiry example will be
discussed.
It is important to note that the research reported in this thesis does not address any

requirements modeling technique. It approaches the process of negotiating the

requirements,the interaction among the participants before the modeling stage.

5.2 General implementation issues
As soon as participants in the process log into the server and comect to the Planner room

(figwe 19), they are able to see the layout of the main 'areas1of interest for the process. If
the participants want to communicate or discuss about their organizational context, work

structures or identify the scope of the system being built, they can join the "discovery"

area They can use the Brainstorming room to engage in brainstomhg sessions or the
Scope Definition mom to identify and discuss boundaries for the system.Therefore, they

can easily identify the room or set of rooms that constitute the locale for their c m e n t
purpose. The groupings of rooms according to the activities specific to the requirements
definition pmcess enable the participants to not "be lost" in the shared workspace and
quickly join the social world that fits to their curreat goal. This feature addresses the

"Identification of Social World 'centres'" Requirement, the ability to identify the 'centres'

of the social worlds identified as part of the interaction within requirements definition.

-
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Using the 'door' of any Doorway applet in the Planner mom (figure 19), participants can
join auy room within &y area in the system. The list ofpeople displayed on the left side
of each mom (as may be obsewed in figure LO) enables participants to idenw who else

is in the room.By typing text using the tart-basedtools or by drawing on the whiteboard,
participants can communicate with others in the room. However, these are weak features
in providing support for socializing in the workspace.
Leaving the mom is as easy as entering another mom, by clicking the 'door' of a Doorway

applet or the name of a mom in the 'Rooms on this server' list. However, the navigation
between rooms is slow. These features address the "Processes Within Social Worlds"

Requirement.
5.3 The role of the facilitator in TeamRooms

The system eliminates the facilitator's role as "intermediary".Participants have direct
control over the expression of their ideas. Once

C O M ~ C to
~ a
~

rwrn, any user of the

system can use any tool and collaborate with other participants in the room. The
facilitator is no more allocating the resources in the shared workspace.
By empowering the endousers in using h e l y the tools in each room, it is possible that the

design team can explore the problem situation more effectively; in investigating the endusers' work structure, the capture team is helped by the facilitator in finding out about

specific tasks and activities in the situation being explored The faciltator may help the
end-users, the people affected by the system, to articulate work structures and to discuss
the way they would use the system inside the organization's overall environment.

Maintaining awareness of others in reai time groupware is important (Gutwin and
Greenberg 1996). The awareness features in TeamRooms have been described in chapter
3. Moreover, the workspace awareness is especially important for the facilitator.

In TeamRooms, the facilitator is able to know who is in the electronic workspace by
obsening the "Rooms on the server" window which displays the list of rooms together

with their "inhabitants". In the same manna, the "Logged in Users" window lets the
facilitator know the connected users and the room they are currently working in. This
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inforktion heips the facilitator in observing the usersf participation in the workspace.

Each room displap a list of users C O M & ~ to that toom- The facilitator not only knows
who is the room, but can also see what patticipants are working on. Telepointem assist
the facilitator in seeing the focus of the users' activity. Through the simple mechanism of

telepointers, participants can communicate their location, movement, and probable focus
of attention and can gesture over the shared view (Greenberg, Gutwin and Roseman
1996). However, the identity of the telepointers' owners might be a problem for the

facilitator. In drawing on the whiteboard, they can choose a specific color and
communicate it to the others*for fbther identification*This is not possiible in using other
tools in TeamRooms though. As Greenberg, Roseman, Webster and Bohnet (1992) note,
"the speech that accompanies another person's action during closely coupled

coIlaborativeIy will identify who owns the telepointer. However, uncertainty of identity
can arise during quiet periods, or in meeting with many people". In TeamRwms, the
facilitator is able to obsene the participants that use extensively a particular tool and
monopolize the coUaboration during synchronous sessions or the reverse phenomenon of
underparticipating in the meeting- This feature addresses the "Mutuality witbin the
Identified Locales"Requirement.
In TearnRooms, the failitator is the person who documents the information negotiated by
participants. Members of the team can use the note ogmrirer or the outline tools to
generate items in a list, the concept map to draw relationships or the P d t notes tool to
draft text or just communicate issues. The informal information is saved by the facilitator

in the "informalq'document of the requirements. Thm the facilitator produces the "semiformal" document of the requirements which translates the informal information into a

more formal representation. The next sections will describe the format of these two
documents and the way the participants can make use of the

links between them in

keeping track of decisions and handing requirements traceability.

An agenda of the meetings can be maintained up to date by the facilitator using the
concept map, the outline or the cuZendur tools. The team can collectively identify a set of

inter-related tasks which needs to be accomplished together and use the concept map tool
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to draw the relationships between them. The f i t a t o r can record the deadlines set for
specific activitiesusing the outline or the calendar tool, observe how well the rneehp
are nmning on schedule and keep the participants informed about it. However, the

information contained in these two applets cannot be linked in any way in TeamRoorns.
The mom that contains those "administrative"postings can be visited any time by
participants so that all team members are able to keep themselves updated with the

meetings agenda AU these capabilities the person in the role of the facilitator has in using
TeamRooms addresses the "Roleof Facilitator"Req-ent.
5.4 The traditional approach to the library problem
If we were to address the traditiod approach to the library example, the requirements
for the system wodd be defhed in one step, as illustrated in figure 18. The specification
of requirements would be produced aAer the informal requirements would have been
stated. Let's assume that the informal requirements have been negotiated in the 'discovery
areat, using the Brainstorming and the End-Users Requirements room

In this small

example, the concept map, the note organuer, and the outliner tools are used to express
requirements. The Brainstorming room (figure 20) can be used by any participant in the

process. People can join this room and brainstorm ideas. The concept nrap (figure 20a) is

used to express the types of users of the library: staff users and ordinary borrowers, and
the transactions the ordinary borrowers are allowed to petform in using the system.
Coustcaints over the library database are also communicated by typing in the note

organizer tool (figure 20b).

Figure 20.

r,* & 8
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Figure 20. The Brainstorming room a). The concept map tool used in brainstorming
the types of users b). The note organizer tool used in eqrasiog constrninb

Figure 21. The End-Users Rqairements room
The End-Users Requirements room (figure 21) can be used exclusively by the potential

end-users of the system, the people affected by the system. They could be librarians or
borrowers.

The note organizer tool has been used to express a list of transactiolm to be

performed on the system to be built and to specify the restrictions on these transdoas.

Participants in the process use these collaborative tools in defining the structure and the
processes within the situation being investigated and attempt to form a view of how they

relate to each other; this relationship between the structure and processes within the
problem situation is regarded as a 'core characteristic of situations in which problems are
perceived' (Checkland 198 1). The ability of the participants to use these collaborative
tools addresses the level 1 of the "Analysisof the Problem Situation"Requirement.

5.5 Requirements negotiation, an iterative approach
ModeIs that form the systems thinking about the real worid are built, according to the
Soft Systems Methodology. The purpose of the modeIs is to initiate debate about what
exists and about how it exists, in order to introduce change win 1991). The approach

reported in this thesis addresses the prototypes building as a technique of validating that

Figure 22. The Worth Proceeding? Room a). The image tool used in viewing the
prototype b). The note organizer tool used in W c ~ s s h g
the prototype

the information gatbered so far and the representation of that information is consistent
with all stakeholders' needs and expectations. In assisting the validation of prototypes.
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~eankoomsoff= support for checking the accuracy of the negotiated requirements. The
image tool (figure 22a) has been used in the Wo& Proceeding? toom (figure 22) in

evaluating prototypes. One or a group of participants can run the application on their own
workstation, take a screen dump and place it in the shared workspace using the image
tool- Let's assume that the image represents the transaction number 1, "checkingout and
returning a book", as stated in section 4.4, in the List of the requirements for the liirary
system. Problem owners can validate the features of the prototype and compare them with

their real needs. They can discuss the prototype's paformaace using the PostIt notes or
the note organizer (figure 22b) tools. The image tool enables the end-users to find out
about the technical possibilities. The ability to collectively evaluate the prototype and

discuss the arising issues around its performance addresses level 1 of the "Testing the
Requirements" Requirement.
Unfortunately, at this stage a set of ambiguities with the informal statements of

requirements for the h'brary problem become evident. Requirements prove to be
ambiguous and incomplete. Looking at the screen dump in figure 22a), it is not clear what
a 'userfmeans, what 'identii@ation number' is or what a 'book' is. Therefore, refining the

requirements during several next iterations becomes essential in order to have a complete

and unambiguous view over the system to be built. Requirements cannot be captured the
first time through and several iterations may be necessary to define the requirements

accurately. This repeated validation is part of the learning iterative approach of the soft

system methodology. The feahues of each room in supporting the refinement of

requirements as part of the iterative negotiation approach to the h i m y example will be
illustrated in the next sections of the chapter.

5.5.f Refining the mquimments
The process of refining the initial tcquirements negotiated in the Brainstorming and the
End-Users Retpirements rooms assumes that participants visit the "dkcerery"area again,

during the second cycle of the iterative process. The refining process involves mainly the
"discovq" and " r e i n g "areas; the goal is to build the 'richest possible picture' of the

situation being studied In trying to solve the ambiguities that become evident during the
evaluation phase, participants refine the initial set of requkments by adding new

concepts and images to the 'rich picture' of the problem situation. This is possible using
the rooms in the "refining" area. Such a picture would enable participants to select a

viewpoint or viewpoints from which to study m e r the problem situation. This is
possible inside the "viewpoints analysk'"' area Once a relevant perspective is chosen, a
prototype can be built. By testing it inside the "validation"area, the participants gain
insight over the selection they made. It is analyzed and compared with the real-worid

situation. Fortunately, this selection can be changed or replaced with another choice that

would model another viewpoint in case it doesn't match the perception of the Ral world
situation. Another cycle can be initiated again and the improved problem situation is
studied fiuther.

5.5.1.1 Refinina the reauirements usina the "discoverv" area
It is part of the soft systems methodology that the purpose of the first two stages is to

'express' the 'richest possible picture', not of the problem, but of the situation in which
there is perceived to be a problem (Checkland 1981). Refining the initial set of

requirements might start in any room in the "discovety" area. The Scope Definition room
will be described as the other two rooms have already been introduced. The purpose of
visiting these roams is to find about the problem situation without trying to impose a

particular structure on it (Checkland 1981).

Answering the question "what is a library?" would be a good start in picturing the
problem situation. The library might be perceived as a library database (containing
records of books and records of users) or as the entire Library system, that would include

not only the h
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i repository but also the books on the sheIves, and the people using the

library. Definingthe transactions and the consttaints over the h i m y database and the
types of users doesn't say much about the problem situation. What kind of system is to be

the library? b it a public liirary or a system part of a wider education system on campus?

Any answer to these questions would help in portraying a particular situation in which
participants in pdcular roles perceive to be a problem.

In the problem situation, a set of roles recognized by the participants become overt as
they express the way in which they perceive the problem situation. It is part of the
methodology to identify what roles are signiscant and discover the perspectives
associated with them,

In this case, people in Werent roles would define the library system and its environment
in different ways, which would lead to modeling differe~ltperspectives over the problem

situation. A small example will be considered and illustrated using the Scope Definition
room. In attempting to answer the question "what's a book?", participants refine the
concept of a book inside the "discovery" area again. The Scope Definition room (figure
23) contains two different definitions of the concept 'book'. They have been expressed

using the concept map tool by two different kinds of participants involved in the process.
By asking participants to attach a note organizer tool and fill in their role and the

argument (reason) they define the book that way, different perspectives might be
identified. For the participants having the role of 'borrower' a book means 'a copy'. The

explanation might be that because the borrower is not interested in borrowing a particular
copy of the book.

Iwtead, the participants with the role of librarian' are interested in recording and

maintaining all copies of a particular book; they define the book as a 'set of copiesf, so
each physical copy of a book would be uniquely identifiable. Each of these definitions
will be separately considered in later stages. At this stage instead, it is important that the

collaboration tools ia the rooms support participants in expressing their point of view.

Figure 23. Esptessbg the 'book' concept a). The concept map tools used in
describing tbe "book' concept b). The note organizer tools used in espressing the
role and perspective of participants

The different perspectives over the concept might not be seen as conflicting at this stage.

And it is not the purpose of this stage to identify or resolve conflicts in the expressed
viewpoints. The different perspectives will be discussed later as the "M'ewpointsanalysis"

area will be described. it is part of the process of pichuing the problem situation to
encourage the participants in different roles to interpret concepts they encounter in the
problem's environment, without trying to impose any common structure on the problem

situation they perceive. By communicating perspectives on the encountered concepts, the
participants discover relationships within the problem situation. This represents a feature
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of th; virtual environment that addresses the level 1 of the "Analysis of the Problem

SituationrtRequirement again.

In expressing the 'boolr' idea, participants with d i f f i t roles in the process express their
perspectives. Ln doing so, each of them could see what the other is doing, as the content
of the room is visible to alI participants in the mom. However, the participants are not
aware of the changes done in Werent rooms. The ability to locate the actions of others in

the same mom addresses the "Mutuality Within the Identified Locales"Requirement.
5.5.1.2 Refining the muirements throurrh
scenarios

Scenarios that represent interactions of potentid users with the system to be built can be
descriied using the Scenarios room (figure 24).
The use of scenarios for requirements capture is generally believed to be helpfU (&indl
199%). Scenarios are viewed as expressing 'behavioral requkmentsrand the purpose of

using scenarios is to determine possible ways to use the system to accomplish some
functions the user desires. F i g m 24 illustrates a lending transaction scenario. It employs
the librarian, helped by the facilitator, to express the way he/she would use the system in
performing a transaction. The scenario descri'bes the interaction of the system with its

environment, the way the human user interacts with it It helps in achieving a more
complete and consistent definition of the requirements. The ability to build scenarios of

hture work situations and discuss the associated imes during the process of refinement
of requirements represents a feature of the virtual enviroment that addresses level 2 of

the "Analysis of the Problem Situation"Requirement.

Figure 24. Scenarios are used in refining the requirements
The participant with a particular role expresses hisher own perspective regarding the use

of the system in a particular situation and this might be added to the rich picture (figure
25) of the probiern situation. Ambiguities and inconsistencies might be detected at this
stage, by observing and discussing them. They will be described later as the "viewpoints

anuiysis" area will be introduced.

5.5.2 Documentation of mquimments

Hypertext has been identified as a valuable tool for requirements engineering; the
hypertext links allow the users to navigate through the requirements representation

-
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(Kahdl1996). Moreover, the Web browse and URLRef tools in TpamRwms enable users
to browse hypertext doCument

Figure 25. Building tbe 'rich picture' of the problcm situation
In this context, the approach reported in this thesis supports documentation of the

requirements in hypertext format During meetings, the facilitator maintains an informal
document of requirements and an associated semi-formai one as well. The facilitator

records the informal information in the 'informal' document The key words, phrases,
images, concept maps, any information provided by people in describing and exploring
the problem situation are captured without changing anything, and stored in the informal

document. The facilitator uses any word pmccssor to produce the requirements
documents and the links between them. Then, helshe makes them available on the Web.

-
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This feahae addresses Ievel 1 of the l)ocumentation and FIow of Infocmation"
Requirement, which is' the ability to document and store requirements in the s y s t a It is

important to note that the research reported in this thesis does not address the process of
documenting nquhments in detail. What it is more important in nquirements
negotiation, is the way people can discuss around the documented requkments.
The design of the system allows that the Documentation nwnn (figure 26) be used for

browsing the requirements documents and sel-

viewpoints. The Web browse or Wef

tools can be used to browse the hypertext documents. They are twls provided by the
system to retrieve, visualize and share the information stored in the requirements

documents- This feature addresses level 2 of the ''Testing the Requirements"
Requirement.

Figure 26a) illustrates the infonod document that contains the recordings of the informal
statements. Figure 26b) illustrates the semi-fonnal document that contains the features of
the new system based on the negotiated informal requirements. Each key concept in the

semi-formal document has a linL to the description of the concept within the same
document. For example, the 'book' concept encountered when parsing the lending
transaction concept has a link to another location within the same semi-formal document

that describes the 'book' concept Each description of a key concept in the semi-formal
document has a Link to the location within the informal statement that generated that
descriptioa.

In documenting the infonnal statements and producing the i n f o d document, the
facilitatorjust records the information, without imposing any structure to the information
Wshe gathers. The information elicited using the collaborative tools in the system is

recorded in the "iaformai" document and any participant can browse it. This feature
addresses level 2 of the "Documentation and Flow of orm mat ion^' Requirement".

However, even if the participants have access to the previous descriptions, definitions and
informal requirements, they cannot actually access them directly. They cannot access the
tools used in communicating the requirements,cannot "movewthem around.

Figan 26. Browsing the
requirementsdocuments

witbin the Documentation

room.
a). the Iaformal document;
b). the semEforaul

document;
c). keephg track of

requhemenb

Producing the semi-formal document, the fwilitator, helped by the participants in
diffkreut roles, structures the iaformation and tries to express features of the system to be

built, based on the informal inforxnation and the 'rich picturetstored in the WRich Picture"

room.

In this example, the process of trimslating the informal to semi-formal illustrates the
negotiation process of deciding what definition of the concept 'book' the team should
proceed with. Two diftikent descriptions and argumentations have been provided in the

informal document, according with the different roles played by people that expressed
them. This feature addresses level 1 of the "Negotiating Different Perspectives"

Requirement, which is the ability to capture and identify different perspectives over the
problem situation. Considering more than one alternative worldview, makes it possible to

realize how each view might impact upon the choice of the task being modeled. The
analysis of the problem situation h m a number of different perspectives and

acknowledging multiple viewpoints provides the methodology with a mechanism for
identifying and resolving conflicts.

In this case, to the question "what's a book?" there are two options are feasible and two

arguments associated. The two contradictory perspectives suggest the study of the
problem situation using two contradictory hmeworks. Deeiding what a book means
affects the meaning of the rest of documentation.

Taking in consideration both

h e w o r k s (Weltanschauung) is the essence of the soft systems methodology, and
Checkland sees the methodology as 'a way of bringing about such discussions around

different fkmeworks' (Checkland 1981). The difticulty of discussions among people with
d i f f m t persjxctives and interests over the system to be built, brought up in different

Weltanschauung, makes the social interaction very l5uitfb.l. Participants gain insight
about the structure and the processes involved in the problem situation.

The ability to see the arguments attached to the two diffetent descriptions of the 'book'
concept (figure 26a), provided at the same time, enables the participants to identiry the
two diffiaeat perspectives. The chat tool, the note ogmrirer or the P d t notes tools can
be used by the participants in the Perspectives Analysis room (figure 27) in discussing

this issue. They are able to compare the arguments that underlie the two descriptions and

associate them with the roles that generated them. There might be conflicting

interpretations or conflicting terminology in descn'bing the concept 'book'. They can
analyze each perspective. The concept map tool assisted people in differrnt roles in the
decision making process. It enables participants to use the argumentation-based design
rationale notations (figure 27a). Design rationale OR) expresses elements of the

reasoning which has been invested behind the design of the artibt- Recently, interest in

DR has been growing amongst the development and research communities in both
software engineering (Potts and Bnms 1988; CoaLlin 1989; Arango, Bmeau, Cloarec
and Feroldi 1991; J o b n 1992; Ostwald, Bums and Morch 1992) and human-computer
interaction (Conklin and Begeman 1988; MacLean, Young and Moran 1989; Carol1 and
Rosson 1991). In this example, the question "what'sa book?" has two options; the book
has been regarded as 'a copy' and a 'set of copies'. The arguments behind these definitions

are also available as participants provided them togetha with the definitions. All these
types of elements are represented in the concept ?nap (figure 27a) and help participants in

analyzing the differeat perspectives. It is important that diffennt stakeholders have the
possibility to negotiate different viewpoints. As Begeman and Conklin (1988) note,
"the DIS method .. is based on the principie that the design process for complex
problems bficn&mentuii'y a conversation among the stakeholderr (i.e. desaesrgnets.
customers, and impiementors) in which they pool their respectie expertise und
viewpoints to resolve design ksues."(in Chrirtel and K g (1992) pp. 2 7)

In the same manner,the outline and the note organizer bob can be used to support the
evaluation of decision alternatives or as voting tools. This feature addresses level 2 ofthe
"Negotiating Different Perspectives" Requirement.

Figure 27. The analysis of perspectives a). The concept tool used ha the analysis

In documenting the lending

transaction scenario

and trying to get the semi-formal

representation, other ambiguities might be discovered and questions such as "what does
'permitted to borrow' mean?","what does 'available' mean?" become important Answers

can be found either by refining the requirements inside the "discove#' area again or
initiating another scenario. The question "what's a book?" might be answered instead. The

lending transaction scenario uses the concept of a 'bookt.By clicking on the word 'book'
in the semi-formal document (figure 26b), the existing hyperiink enables the participants

to find the location within the same document where the definition of the book concept
has been given. Moreover, the steps that let this definition be selected can be traced using

the buttons associated with the concept 'boot. The B l and 8 2 buttons (figure 26c) are
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links to the two dehitions of the book in the iafonaal document The R button contains

the link to the argument that underlies behind this choice. The DR approach helps the
concerned actors answer questious such as '7Y7ry?...":the reasoning that generated this
selection can be viewed clicking in the Why? button (figure 26c). It illustrates the concept

map the participants created in analyzing the deckion alternatives, b i d e the Perspectives

mom and that has been recorded within the semi-formal document Creating
tools that capture not just concIusions and the view of matters that supports them, but to

Analysis

allow the explicit representationof the underlying assumptions arid argument structures is

regarded as beneficial in the system design process (Bmwn 1983); the ability of the

participants to understand what others have done is greatly enhanced using these tools.
Tracing back the steps that generated the concept 'baold and answering the question
'why?',helps in communicating design reasoning to absent people for example, that

missed a particular meeting and want to know about a particular decision that has been
taken. This feature addresses level 3 of the "Testing the Requirements" Requirement. By
browsing and navigating the 'informal' and semi-formal'documents of requirements,

participants in the process have the possibility to handle traceability and link
requirements with the actions that have been carried out through the process.
A chronological record of the important decisions can be maintained and viewed in the

Read Me room (figure 28). The important decisions may be stored into a "decisions" file

and made available to any participants, by using the file holdder tool (figure 28a). Any
participant can view this file maintained by the facilitator,by using the file viewer tool
(figure 28b). This feature addresses level 4 of the "Testing the Rquirements"
Requirement.

Fipre 28. The Read Me room. Being Wormed about the important decisions a).

The Ble holder tool used in transferring the Ble b) The file vtewtt tool used h
viewing t&e "decbions" file

Table 3 summarizes the design requirements stated in chapter 4 and specify the sections
of chapter 5 that addresses them.

Level 1

Section 5.3

Level 1

Section 5.2

Level 1

Section 5.2,
Section 5.4.1.1

Level 1

Section 5.2,
Section 5.2

Level 1

V.An-

Section 5-5,
Section 5.5- 1.1

of the A P b h S l n d n Requikmteat

Level 2

Section 551.2

M.Negotirding Diffment Perspectives

Level 1

Section 5-52

Requirement

Level 2

Section 5-53

Level 1

Section 5.5-2

MI. Documentdn and How of lnfonnotion

I

Level 2

Vm.Testhg the Requirements
Requireme~~t

Level 1

Section 5.5

Level 2

Section 5.5.2

.Level 3

Section 5.5.4
Section 5.5-4

Table 3. Sections that address the design requirements stated in chapter 4
5.6 Summary
This chapter used the li'brary problem in addressing the design requirements stated in

chapter 4. The groupware system TeaLIxRooms has been customizes according to these
requirements. The next chapter presents an experimental situation in order to test the

utility ofthe system in supporting the process inLoReN.

chaptar 6 Evaluation
Objectives
to CteScribG the e q m h e n t and the purposes of the
t M k ih the qerirnmt

to present the maih ksnes dressed in ddgning

LOR& in the fight of the eyltluative comments
ro &cuss the limitations of L o H in snpprn#g the
requirements ngoeicaian procas

to present and &cuss tke intrrarig aspects the
p a m a brought up during the cent
The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the evaluation of TeamRooms in
assisting the req. neg. process using Loren methodology. It presents a description of the
experiment together with a discussion of the support offered by the groupware tools in

TeamRooms to the requirements negotiation process. A subset of the requirements
presented io chapter 4 is used in designing the experiment.
6.1 The experiment

An experiment with tasks specific to the requirements negotiation process has been set up
and nm with 11 participants. The Ethical Form submitted to and approved by the Ethical
Committee in the Department of Computer Science is attached in Appendix A

It was not the aim of the experiment to test all the design requirements listed in section
4.3. The length of the experiment being set to an hour, the experiment consisted of two
tasks, involving synchronous and asynchronous work with TeamRmms. The following
sections present the setting of the experiment, the information about the participants and

the design of the tasks.
6.7.1 The setting of the experiment

The experiments were nm in the Knowledge Science Institute laboratory, University of

Calgary, on two Sun workstations (20 inches). An audio link has assumed to be in place,

-
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due to participants proximity. However, no visual contact has been in place during the
experiment. One experiment has been run over distance, testing the sametimddifferent-

places interaction- It ran between Calgary and Kaiserslautem., Germany and it took about

2 hours. It deswes more attention, as it weak interesting aspects when using

TeamRmms for colIaboration over distance. This will be discussed as the issues
regarding the experiments will be addressed No audio or video connection bas been in
place during this experiment. During the experiments, the participants were given a

questiomaire. The questiomakes containing the participants' responses are attached in

appendix F.
6.1.2 The padclpanb in the experiment

The study involved a number of 11 participants, with diverse backgrounds and
knowledge about the requirements negotiation process. The participants were involved
with the Software Engineering 621 course, all of whom have work experience in the
software industry. Before the actual experiment, a pilot test was run. While all of the

participants had the theoretical background, six had also the experience ofbeing involved

(to some degree) in requirements definition processes. In this chapter, the participants
will be refared to using letters (A, B, etc.) and those with some experience in the

requirements definition process will be r e f d to using letters annotated with a star (A*,
B*, etc.). Information about the participants' gender and age is presented in the table

below. All participants have been provided with a short description of the system, ahead
of time. It is attached in Appendix D.
Participant

Gender

Range of age

Participant

Gender

Range of age

A*

Male

20 - 30

G

Female

30-40

B

Female

20 30

-

H*

Male

3040

C*

Female

30-40

J

Male

30-40

D*

Male

30-40

Male

20 30

E*
F

Male

40-50

K
L*

Male

30-40

Male

20 30

-

-

d

-
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6.1.2 flre tasks
.

.

When designingthe tasks of the experiment, a subset of the reqpkments Listed in section
4.3 have been considered. The discussion of multiple pempedves and the testing of the

requirements represent the essence of the SSM when used in requirements negotiation.

When negotiating dBiereat perspectives, it is important that the team members are able to
access easily the requirements documents and trace the actions associated with them.

Therefore, the tasks in the experiment are designed to ad-

the foUowing issues:

the negotiation of multiple perspectives (Requirement V, level 2)
the testing of the requirements (Requirement Vm, level 1, 2 and 3) and

consequently, the documentationof requkments (Requirement W, level 2).

The tasks that have been performed during the experiment are described in appendix E.
The description of the tasks follows.
6.1.2.1 Task 1
Of interest for the research reported in this thesis is the communication between
participants playing different roles within the process. The first task tested the

*'Negotiatingdifferent perspectives"Requirement, which refers to the analysis of multiple
perspectives. In investigating the support TeamRooms offered to the LaReN process, this

task focused on the following issues:
the identification of different perspectives

the use of tools and their limitation

the support for mutuality within negotiation of perspectives.
It involved two participants: one participant, playing the role of the librarian, and the
investigator, playing the role of the borrower.

More specifically, the aim of this task is to investigate:
whether the approach taken in this thesis, of presenting the participants with

the role and the motivation for descriptions (requirements) stated previously by
the individuals in the process helped in identifying and discusing multiple
perspectives over the problem being discussed;

-
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what tools participants used during discussions and ifthey were useful;

whether the-absenceof visual contact with others affected the negotiation;
what other tools they would like to use during discussion of requirements, as

improvements to the actuaL setting;
to what extent participants think the activity of discussing multiple
perspectives is supported by the virtual environment,
A discussion of the participants' responses regarding this task is presented in section 6.2.

6.1.2.2 Task 2

Of interest for the research reported in this thesis is the way participants could make use
of the requirements documents when checking the accuracy of the negotiated

requirements to date. The second task tested the "Testing of the Requirements"
requirement and, consequently, part of the "Documentation and FIow of Information1'
Requirement (Ievel2) which refer to the use of the requirements documents in validating
a prototype. In investigating the support TeamRooms offered to the LoReN process, this
task focused on the following issues:
the access of the requirements documents

the ability to trace requirements and actions associated with them
It involved only the participant working individually.

More specifically, the aim of this task is to investigate:

the way participants access the requirements documents in locating a particular

requirement;

whether the approach taken in this thesis, of presenting the participants with
both formal and semiFormal requirements document in hypertext format helped

in evaluating the prototype;

whether participants are able to trace steps backward from design components

(in the semiformal document) to their motivating requirements;
how an absent participant could leam about previous discussions, analysis and
the actions related to particular requirements;
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to what extent participants think the activity of requirements traceability and

prototype eduation is supported by the virtual environmentA discussion of the participants' responses regatding this task is presented in section 6.3.

The second task uses the think aloud method The reason is to get insight of how the
participants access the requirements documents in evaluating the prototype, how they use
the links between them; the participants' thoughts and questions helped in learning about
what they were looking for, what were their needs and what could be improved,

After the tasks were performed and the participants got more insight about the system and
the process, general questions were asked with the aim of getting the participants'

opinions on the size o f the workspace and the layout of rooms used thugbout the
process, and of learning about possible improvements. A discussion of the participants'
responses regarding these aspects is presented in section 6.4 and 6.5.
An interview was held while debriefing the participants. The issue addressed was whether
it is worthwhile to use this virtual environment during the complex process of

requirements negotiation. A discussion of the participantst responses regarding this issue
is presented in section 6.6.

The following paragraph presents a questionnaire that summarizes the responses of the
participants in the experiment. The numbers in the brackets represent the number o f
participants that checked that option. Also, the summary of their comments is presented
with each open -emled question, illustrating the problems they had and the improvements
they suggested.

-

-

Questionnaire Summary

Questions rbont-task-1
1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

Whiteboard
(1)
Concept Map
(8)
Outliner
(2)
Note Organize
(8)
PostIt notes
(2)
2. Rate the usefbJ.ness of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
Not
ver~
usefid
usefid
(0)
(8) (2) (0)
(0)
3. The concepr map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have -YOU used it?
Yes
No
(8)
(2)
Eyes, how helpll do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

1

1

1

I

W
I
helpful

helpful

4. The outline and note organizer tools have been designed to support the evaluation of

decision altematives. Have you used any ofthem?

Yes

I

1

No

Ifyes, how helpful do you think the note organirer tool was? .

v e ~

Not
helprul

helpful

I (1) I (1) 1 (3) 1
1 5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects the

(0)

negotiation?
Problems:
Missing information because:
- have not seen the other person and hisher face
(1)
I - body language important
(4)
- telepointers provide minimal information about the others' gestures (2)

I

I

I

Yes

(0)

I No
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6. How easily could you discuss about the two different perspectives?
Not
VW
easy
easy
(3)
(4) (4)
(0)
(0)
7. Would you like to have more specific tools in diswsing the conflict
no
Yes
or talcing decisions?
(4)
(7)
Recommended tools:
"hierarchytttool
(1)
- video and audio connections
(2)
- improved interface tools
(1)
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving
conflicts?
+

I

(2)

-

1

I

I

(4)

(4)

I

I

very
useful

.

(1)

I

(0)
-

-

-

VW
difficult
(0)

-

I

.

-

Ouestions about task 2
1. How difXcuIt was it to locate a particular key
concept browsing the 'semi-formal' mpirements
document?
Problems: requirements documents were not
clear enough
(5)
2. DO you find it use^ to work with an 'info&&
I and a 'semi-formal'document at the same time?

1

.

(3)

(3)

I

I

I

(4)

(1)

I

I

~ o t
I useful

I

(

Not
at all

Comments:

- it helped in seeing previous perspectives
and having access to the original
arguments, giving a complete picture

- conhion about the difference between
them

(1)

3. How easily could you identify the informal
requirements that generated the semi-formal ones?
F

Not
at ail

VW
easy
(3)

(3)

(4)

(1)

4. Were you able to find out what a "book"means in the lending
- transaction?

Yes

No

(11)

(0)

If yes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

If not, what made it difficult?

(0)
i

-

Problems: the purpose of links in the requirrmentsdocuments was not clear
=t (1)
the information was not complete (2)

-

5. Were you able to identify all the different perspectives over the concept of a "book"?

Yes
(11)

No
(0)

If yes, how eady could you idenfifLthem

Ifnot, what made it difiicdt?
Probtensr the purpose of links in the requirements documents was not clear
enough
(2)
-theinfiormationwasnotcomplete (1)
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the cumnt description of the
concept "book"?
Yes
No
(6)
(4)
Ifyes, how easy?

-

r

If not, what made it cult?
Problems: - the pllrpose of links in the requirementsdocuments was not clear
enough
(4)
- the information was not complete (4)
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Documentation moms in the activity of evaluatingthe prototype?

Not at
cornfortable

Please explain your answer.
Problems: it takes a long time to navigate between rooms
(3)
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and mpirements traceability?
Not at
(1)

(5)

(4)

(1)

a

-

General questions about the satisfktion with the system:
I. What do you think about the size ofthe workspace m each mom?

Comments: - a little small
(4)
- large enough for such tasks, but there might be a problem for more
complicated situations
(5)
2. In negotiating requinments, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of "room'helped or hindered the effective communication during the
process? Please explain your answer.
Helped
Hindered
it affects the flow of information in the process
in providing structure, better
organization, in splitting
(2)
it doesn't provide enough workspace in terms of
fimctionality (3)
in focusing on the task at
size
(1)
hand
(2)
too many moms: confusing
(2)
because of the slow navigation
(1)
3. What did YOU like or dislike about the svstem?
Do not
know
the ability to document information, to
it is ciiffTcult to locate
(2)
access the documentation
(2)
'something' (requirement,
the presence of telepointers that provide
concept) in the workspace
information about the others
(1)
(1)
the ability to see who else is inthe
speed of navigation (3)
workspace
(1)
the ability to collaborate remotely
(1)
genedy
(1)

I

-

4. What other room would add to the current layout of rooms in supporting the iterative
process of requirements negotiation?

r

Other rooms

'Filing' room, to hold the actual deliverables to the
customer, contracts7nvisions (1)
'Current status' mom, to provide information on the
state ofthe process (1)
5. How would you improve the system generally?
Improvements

I

'Nolenough
time to see'
(5)

I

'Enough
rooms'
(2)

Do not
know

1

-
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video feed
(2)
toois for data-modeling,flow of information
(1)
different CUTSOTS for the others in the workspace
(1)
wizard or intelligent assistimt in using the tools
(1)
reduce the number o f rooms to one
(2)
speed, better graphic interface, ways of getting between rooms
(1) 6. Do you think the system would be usefd to you in your work repuirements
negotiation?
Could
Yes

(2)

a

I

in requirements documenting, maintaining a history of
decisions, requirements traceability, remote collaboration
(3)
(no comments)
(4)
during brainstorming sessions
(1)
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?
Recommended changes:
improve the mouse actions
(1)
add 'search tool' for concepts, requirements,etc. (1)
add htmi document viewer
(1)
add video link
(1)
add predefined drawing tools
(1)

6.2 Discussing multiple perspectives
This section discusses the support o f f i to the activity of negotiating diffmnt
perspectives, as tested during the first task. I t addresses the issues enumerated in section

6.1.2.1.
6.2.1 /denti@hg difiiemnt perspectives

The first task provided the participants with two diffefe~ltperspectives over the idea of a

'book';the role of the person and the explanation given by the individuals in expressing
the particular perspectives attached to the requirements allowed the participants to
quickly identify the different perspectives. In this context, providing the role and the
morivation expressed by

different perspectives.

individuals have been found mainly useful in identifying

6.2.2 Using the lodr during dYscusslonr

During the first task, which involved negotiation around two diffizent perspectives, the
participants reported using mainly the concqt mup, outhter, and the note ogruitools. With ody one exception, these tools have been found usell or very useful in
analyzing the perspectives with which the participants have been presented.
Idea organization and anaIysis, the process of identifying crucial ideas embedded in

meeting comments and generating a consensus list of important topics is regarded as a
dBicult, convergent task (George et al. 1990). The participants were asked to analyze the

two perspectives and come to an agreement over the concept book and its attributes. In
doing so, the outliner tool has been found usem in "organizing a set of attributes perhaps

in a hierarchy" (participant J), while the role of the concept map tool has been identified
in analyzing alternatives:
it seemed like the right kind of toolfor the conflict to k resolved because of the
way it presented the information. @arthipant C*)

The concept map tool has wem features such as allowing participants to change the
shape or the color of the nodes, to create custom nodes or links and to create @IS
diagrams in analyzing decision alternatives. However, the concept map tool has some

Iimitations.
The text inside the node or on the link doesn't wrap. This might be annoying when the

node contains some explanation or a long statement. Also,
A s the concept maps grow, the concept map windows might have to be made
larger. (Similuriyfor other window tpes) @artrrtrapant
03

This forces the individual to resize the tool window each time its size becomes larger than
the tool window; this might affect the use of the screen layout. The issue of the

workspace sue arises hem again. It will be addressed in detail in section 6.5.

Participants can create new types of nodes and Linlrs in the concept map but the tool's
configuration does not get saved; the new features do not become available witbin other
concept map tools or other rooms.

6.2.3.1 Telepointen in the workswee

In TeamRwms, telepointers help in communicating gestures to provide a fine-grained
sense of awareness of other users in the shared woaCSpa~e-During synchronous

requirements negotiation, they help participants in the same room to discuss issues, by
locating the othefs cursor on the screen. huing the &st task, participants had to analyze

two concept maps illustrating the description of a 'book'. Discussions about a specific
item have been fdtated by the teiepointers:

I can see what they're pointing at, which helps me detemtine what they're talking
about (jwticipant J)
The d i e to see where the 0 t h - person's mouse pointer was pointing was a
great he@, since it allowed attention to befocused on a partrrtrcuiat
object without
having to explicitly (verbal&) identrB the target of commentr. @articipantD *)
However, the infomation provided by the telepointers is Limited and participants had
difficulty in tracking mouse actions. They are mall and hard to see sometimes:

There is a minimal amount of information obtainedfiom using the colored dot as
a marker: a gesturing widget would have allowed the user to emphasize points of
interest; it would be easier to track if it was larger, as well. I spent more time
trying to find my partner on the display given the amount of information
available, and the minimal gesturing/mucteness widgets. @artkipant C3,
and the movement of the telepointers is not always smooth:

no smoothness of movement that warld help me knowing exactly what you are
pinting at (bartic@antJ)
I think maybe a dzrwent cursor for the person on the other side of the system.
While you don? want an o b ~ i v cursor,
e
I had a dzflcult time finding it at the
start of the tasks. @artrrtrcipant
B)

One of the purposes of allowing telepointers to give information about others in the

shared workspace is to provide information about the location others work in. But the
shared workspace may be larger than the screen of the computer. In this case, the
telepointers of others who do not work in the "visible" area, are hidden; also, the
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information ovemiew radar provides is vague. In this context, participant C* noted the
need for

Improved interface took; better ways to allow each user to orient the other to the
portion of the display they are working in.
The problem the paaicipants faced during the first task, which involved discussions
around the two perspectives, was not complicated. They had to come to an agreement
over the attri'butes of a book. Consensus has been reached during all experiments after

some time. The experiments assumed that a audio link has been provided. It seemed to be
enough in negotiation:
we managed to get through the tusk witlout seeing each other's faces
(partrrtrcipunt
J).

While the negotiation hasn't been regarded as affected by the absence of the visual
contact with the other participant in the experiment, a new tool appeared as necessary for
more complex situations that can emerge during the requirementsnegotiation:

While not a factor in this case, a live videofeed (over the internet) tnay be Lelpficl
in more complex situations where b a n gestures may be important. (participant

H*)
It is quite dz@cuit to determine a person's feelings by just a voice presence,
oithough I canfeel the conflctt.@mticipant&I
During a conversation I am very aware of the individuals body reaction to
cornmen& being mode us well as to body reaction as a result of the trend of the
conversation. I feel 1am missing useful infomation ifthat is not there. Very much
like a telephone conversation does not convey all the infomatioti@artt*cipantL *)
As pointed out in chapter 3. negotiation in general is regarded as an activity where the

major part of the task is 'reading the other pason' (Bwaon 1991). During requirements
negotiation, a set of tasks is performed. Some of them involve structured work, others
involve discussions and analysis of diffaent (sometimes conflicting) perspectives.
Therefore, the requirements negotiation process involves sometimes "more technical"

tasks or tasks "concerning conflicts of interests" (participant A*). Participant C* noted
that the need of the video connection is in relation to the task at hand:
depends on what you are doing ...for very structured and detailed work when
you arefom'ng on ideas, maybe [the video link] is not as usejid (pcrticipant C*)
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Therefore, the issw here is how the shred person space and the shared task space relate
during the mphments negotiation, in Teamrooms. More research is necessary in order
to identify the efficiency of the application of video technology for the interpersonal
commrmications in requirements negotiatioa
As mentioned in the introduction of the chapter, one of the experiments has been run over

distance, with no other (audio or video) connection in place, except using LoReN. The

main point participant A* made is that
the system is urefl for solving technical problems. It muy save time and money
spmrfor ~uveiing.
However, there is the issue of "lotof problems in requirements mgineetiflg which do not
come fiom different views on the world but h m different interests (e-g. if I will lose my

job by a new system, you will not coavince me that it is he). The same may hold for
other things: losing power, influence, etc." (Participant A*)
It is important to note that the discussions during the 'remote1experiment took about two

hours only on the first task. The system proved to be slow during negotiation, especially
when moving between rooms. The P d t notes applet has been primarily used during the
"conversation", a fact that made participants move the applets around a lot, in the not so
large workspace. In this context, participant A* recommended an audio and video
connection as an additional tool for negotiation. Participant A* found the system not as
usefbl for situations where the introduction of a new system will result in a situation of

being tired, for example, where "a lot of social skills are needed". In these situations,

building new communication kfhstructures does not help (nor hinder). It simply does not
address the real problem." And this aspect addresses the issue Gmdin (1993) (see section
3.2) raises, that "the computer is happiest in the world of explicit, concrete information.

central to group activity, however, are social, motivational, political, and economic
factors that are rarely explicit or stable. Often unconsciously, our actions are guided by
social conventions and by our knowledge of the persondities of people around us".

6.3 Testing the requirements
This section discusses the support offkcd to the activity of testing the requirements, as
tested during the second task. It addresses the issues enmefafed in section 6.1.2.2.

The approach reported in this thesis addresses the prototype building as a technique of
validating that the information gathered to date and the representation of that information

is consistent with all the stakeholders' needs and expectations.

In this approach, the requirements team members are provided with two nquirements
d0~~11etlts,
the

infonnal and the semi-formal one, as described in section 5.5.2. The

informal one contains the natural language, informal statements of requirements, while
the semi-formal one contains the features of the new system based on the negotiated
requirements.

During the second task, the participants were presented with the screendump of the
lending transaction prototype and the s d o n n a i document of requirements. The aim of

the task was to check the accuracy of the negotiated requirements with respect to the
lending transaction. On purpose, the features of the prototype did not match the
requirements.

By observing the participants in their attempt to match the features of the prototype with

the set of requirements concerning the lending transaction, the general conclusion is that
all of them were able to check the accuracy of the requirements, by looking at the

screendump they have been presented with. However, a number of issues related to the

requirements accessibility in evaluating the prototype will be addressed as follows.
6.3.1 Accessing the requirements documents

The "semi-formal" document provided the semi-formal set of requirements for the
lending trausaction. Clicking on the attached links, the participants could visit the
informal statements of the lending transaction scenario. The ability to access both the
original natural language statements and the more structured semi-formal set of
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requkments bas been found as usefirl by most of the participants, they could choose
either one in perfomhg the task:

Yes! m e semi-fonnai document presented a nice St(lllmav. and organized the
information while the hfonai document contained the detail that I needed to
complete the task (pancipant C*)
H i g access to the on-'nal atguments is quite importunt (participant D*)

The semi-formal document imposed a bit more

structure to

the requirements. No

sophisticated notations have been used, so that the "customers" would understand its

format. However, it seems that some participants felt more comfortable with the informai
one:

I'm fm more comfortabie wilh narratives explaining drawings- Hmng both
documents together aid3 the understandingof the other. @artrrtrcipant
E*)
I found the i n f o d document more usefirl in describing the transaction as it
related to the prototype. @urtr*cipantantHq

The presentation of the information about requirements, in hypertext format, has been
found usell:
I farnd the hypertext l i n k very useficl in nmgating the documents- I aho
appreciated the format of the infomation: anaijsis: conflct resofution. etc.
C*)
@amrtrcipant
Locating a requirement hasn't been found a s difficult:

Thefiles were small; therefore it war easy to browse them. And using hyperlinks
is a vety convenient way. @artzcipantA*)

The small size of the file might be considered as an explanation. Locating a particular
requirement might be a problem though, as files grow in size, unless proper mechanisms
of linking and searching through requirements are in place:
Lost in hyperspace may be possible for large^ documents. ((pmspcipant
A*)

6.3.2 Tracing requirements

Part B of the second task involved tracing backwards the steps behind the entry 'book'.
Some of the participants did this when browsing the lending tramaction requirement and

encountered the key word "book".The action of tracing back this word revealed some
aspects regarding the way the information has been stored in the documents.

-
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It is important to note that the nquhnents documents were not large. They have been
created in ordn to investigate the -en&

traceability, the way people do it, what

information they rsquire and what else is needed.

The participants were able to identify the two informal descriptions of the concept 'book'
and the perspectives of people that generated them, following the links attached to the
key word 'book'.Having the previous descriptions recorded was found as a usefid feature
ofthe documents:
It is usefirl to have some knowledge of the prmeMm(infonna~
disctcpsion, knowing
what concems each patties, so ytm can better understand the requirement
@arti@ant fl

The key word 'book' had 4 buttons attached The first two were links to the two
descriptions of the book to date, the third one to the argument behind the h a 1 choice and

the fourth one was a link to the analysis of the alternatives. While this presentation of all

information related to the perspectives on the 'book' - found by browsing both the
requirements documents - has been found useful:

It was good to see how the decision was arrived at while looking the system. It
was ako good to see the d@ierentthoughts and ideas trunsferred and recorded so
gsomething didn't seem right then, it might be right later, and the accompanying
documentation still exists. @articanf B),
the purpose of some links was not immediately obvious:

... the purpose of each Iinkfiom the semi-fonnl document back to the informal
document nee& to be clun$ied (pam'cipantD*)
Although the 'why' (the fourth) button provided a link to the analysis of the alternatives
concerning the concept 'book', it didn't seem to be enough.

The link was directed to

another entry within the semi-formal document, containing the concept map (see figure
26) used in the analysis (the gIBIS diagram). The participants expressed the need for

more information regarding the discussion around the alternatives:
I'm not sure what prompted the smi-fonnai decirion. I saw two possible
solutions but not the dircusion thar made the decision. @urtic@unt BB) .
Also, the meaning of the R' (the third) button must be made clearer. It led to the

argument that prompted the final choice. However, as participant C* noted, there might
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be the situation when the final argument takes into consideration more than one
argument; in this case, it might need to be recorded separately.
One of the reasons of having this task during the experiment is to see if an absent person
is able to learn about the alternatives, the reasoning, the decision and the motivation

behind a particular requirement; in this case, about a 'book". It seems that more

information should be provided along with the analysis:

me rational fur choosing one description over the other needed to be more
clearly spelled out. (partictjmntD 7
Obsenring the participants performing the task, the need to improve the organization of
the documents became clear. In attempting to find the final description of the 'book', they

could see the analysis of the design alternatives. Actually the concept map presenting it.
However, they were looking for more idonnation. They expressed the need to read about

the discussions or more detailed comparisons made between the two choices. It was clear
for them that the librarian's view ended up being chosen, but the reason for prefaring that

choice was not clearly stated, except as the Librarian's argument. For most participants,

this didn't seem to be enough.

Therefore, the organization of information in the requirements documents needs to be
improved, by adding more information to the analysis of altematives when dealing with

multiple perspectives. Also, the pucpose of links needs to be made clearer.
Participant D* noted the need for a shared ElTML document viewer, like the File vinvrr

tool, so participants during synchronous meetings could browse and discuss the

requirements documents in parallel. The system provides an IFIUL browser, apart fiom
the URLRef tool, called Weh browse. The tool has been built in TeamRwrns and allows
users to navigate the Web. However, it has some limitations. It doesn't provide the multiusers scroll bars, it is slow and its graphical interface needs to be improved. If it was
improved with the multi-usen scroll bars, then it could be used as an HTML document
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viewer, allowing paralIe1 access to requirements documents; which would be helpful in
testing the requkments in a synchronous fashion.

A valuable feature TeamRooms doesn't have but would be very usefbl when tracing

requirements, is a "search tool", as participant H* suggested. It would be extremely

valuable to be able to search for a nquhment, concept and find the List of rooms where
the group

discussed it. Also, the ability to actually "teleport" participants to the room

where a decision has been taken regarding a particular requirement, would be usem in
tracing requirements.

The following two sections present the participants' comments regarding the l'out of
room during the process and the sue and use of tools in the workpace.

6.4 The layout of rooms in LoReN
During the experiment, the participants mainly identified easily the area they should work
in. This feature addresses the "Identificationof Social World 'centers'" Requirement,Of
course, a short description of the process has been given at the beginning of the

experiment; but participants could easily grasp the idea of the iterative cycle supported by
specific rooms in TeamRooms and the way the process was set up.

While the layout of rooms helped:

...in spIittrng/tnctionaIityfy@artrrtrc@ant
E *).
The rooms allow us to be better organized. @artkipantK),
making clear the iterative aspect of the process:
I think the notion of rooms war helpfl in focusing the attention on the task at
hand (scope, d0~1(~entation,
prototype evaluation) @artrrtrcipant
D*)
fi delimits task or concepts in an easy to understand way. @artrrtrapant
H*)
I think it is a good idea because it gives you a good where dzgerent dhclcssions
takeplace and which phase of the process you are working on. @articipant B),
the idea of switching between rooms seemed to be confusing sometimes.The idea of a

single room in the system has been brought up :

Ifid that ifall the infoonnation i s in one place it is easier. Looking into and
doing to other rooms can be slow and [may get lost. @artrrtrcipant
G)
In the same context, participant F finds that the virtual environment holds too many
rooms:
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d w&
when people me notfmnilim with the system, or -be
the users
me not f d i l i m with computersTso many rooms will conMe them what tltqt
should do,

... in r

and suggests to *keep the communication into one morn1',and "add look intorto check
different parts of the requirements analysis".
6.4.1 Im~rovementsto the lavout of rooms
As mentioned before? the experiment tested only a part of the activities specific to the

requirements negotiation. Due to time constraints, the tasks let participants use only a

limited number of rooms. Thaefore, some of them did not have the chance to become
familiar with the purpose of all rooms in the system. However, participant H*noted the
need for a "Filing Room, to hold actual deliverabks" and participant C* would like to be

able to learn abut "wherethe project is in terms of the project plan". The Reports room in
TeamRooms has been designed to hold deliverables. It might be improved to reflect the

status of work in the project, as participant C* suggested

6.5 Size and use of tools in a room
In TeamRooms, the Limited size o f the workspace in a room might b e comidered as a
reason for having more than one moms in the system.While "the user should be able to

enlarge workspaces as much as is required1' (participant C*), this is not possible in
TeamRooms. The shared workspace in a room, what the users actually see, is confined by
the display's size. To get more space, they can scroll down or right However, the total
workspace in TeamRooms is limited.
For not so complicated tasks the participants had to do, the size of the workspace seemed

large enough. Howewer, the participants noted the problem of size in more complicated

situations:
For simple concepts it was enough. For more complex object models or
relatiomhips it may not be enough. @artrcilunt H*)
Eftere is never enough room on the screen, but things seemed to fit fairly well in
thb case. @artlartlcipant
D *)
For dircusing concepts that are not so complicatedTIthink it is big enough to get
the ideas clear enough. But maybe not enough space to hold some big objects,
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especially those that contain m y attributes and have some relahonsh@ with
others o b j e c ~@artrrtrciponi
~.
t;3

Although "size depends on the type of the task and what needs to be presentedn
(participant C*), it is important to note that the tasks performed during the experiment

were simple, compared with the number of ~ u l t a a e o u stasks of negotiating that may be
running in the same room, during synchronous collaboration. Alw, the Iarger the number

of the inhabitants in the mom, the larger the number of tools they might want to use in
communicating.
Therefore, when a more complicated probiem is being discussed, the room would run out
of space for the following reasons:

a large number of tools can be is& in the room, at the same time, by the
participants

as concepts being discussed have more attributes, the windows containing the
tools become larger (e.g. concept map, artline tools)
even when the tools have the focus, their windows canwt be brought above

others, in the foreground- So, if resizing a window, it overlaps another one, the
latter has to be moved around in order to be seen:
1was always having to move things a r m d to see them, especr'ully because some
tools couldn T be brought up above others. lparticipant 4
Therefore, the amount of room on the s c m n is seen as limited and this has been

considered as a limitation of the system:

I thought it was a little small. I kind of wanted to have a bit more space so I
could see othet things on the screen. @artic@antB)
Scrolling to reveal more worNace ip only a pmtiol a m e r to this problem
(@artrrtrcipanf
Dq
6.6 The interview with the participants

The interview held while debriefing the participants addressed the issue of whether it is
worthwhile to use the virtual environment during the requirements negotiation ptocess or
not. Their aim is to enable the investigator to learn about the participants' opinions on the
difference and comparison between two situations of negotiating requirements: close
interaction among participants, during face-to-face meeting in a mom, and remote
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colIaboration using TeamRooms. The participants' answers are discwed in the next

6.6.1 The meeling room situaLYon versus coIIabomtion uslng T88mRooms
situation

The analysis of the two situations brought up some interesting aspects on: the
communication of ideas, the reaching of agreement, the focus on the tasks and the
requirement$ documenting. They will be addnssed as follows:
6.6.1.1 The communication of ideas

The discussion of two situations took into consideration the system as it was tested,

assuming that an audio link would be in place, but w visual contact with others would be
possible. In this context, the rich face-to-face communication medium has been found as

providing valuable cues to the interaction within the requirements negotiation:

In a meeting room, you are able to see what people's opinions are, by their body
language @artrcipantB)

During requirements negotiation,

"we use

more than our voice to communicate"

(participant C 3 and "the emotional state visible in face-to-face communication are very

important in negotiating" (participant G).

Even if the system would be accompanied by a video connection "the distance would take
away some of the empathy" during synchronous collaboration @artkipantC*).

6.6.1.2 Reachina the aaraement
As a consequence of the fact that communicating ideas is easier in a face-to-face

situation, participant C* highlights the fact that "it is much easier to come to consensus in
face-to face meeting". This might be attributed to the fact that "personalitiescome out
diffrently in person versus over the networl" (participant D*)

During interaction over the network, participant B noted, there might be the situation of
misunderstanding of viewpoints, even if consensus was thought as being reached:

I would worry that not all the ideas were e;xr~~ctly
the same, that they look the same
to both people but the librarian has a dzrerent point of view ... where the
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borrower sees d~#ierentZy... they come to an agreement ... and when the system
c o w up and the borrower says 'tR& is nothing I thought of
6.6.t .3 The facus on the tasks

When thinking of meetings in physical rooms, participant B recalled situations when

extra discussions during the process would make members of the group be 'out of topic a
lot'. In this respect, using the system has been found as valuable in keeping pa&ipants

focused on the cumnt task, f a t that might speed up the process:

...benefirs... the tool would be great in documenting and focus on the work
(participant C*)
However, participant D* brings up another aspect related to this issue. hniag remote

collaboration, participants in the process "wouldnot feel as much connected". There is a

difference between having a scheduled meeting and a compulsory attendance, as opposed
to just being c o ~ e c t e dfiom the remote workstation and jump on the task. While this is

an advantage, allowing participants to work on the process any time, without traveling,
participant D*describes the situation when p a r t i c i p ~are doing other things at the same
time, Like reading email or coding, just waiting for "something interesting to happen" at
the other end.

6.6.1.4 Reauirements documentation
As noted before, the ability to store requirements and access them at a later date has been

found as use11 during the process o f requiremats negotiation:
L i k m e concept of being able to access document, decisons. etc. quickly.
(participantH*)

The fact that participants could access requirements,the steps, the iaformation about the
perspectives aad the analysis behind the decision was found of help in providing structure
to the complex and large amount of requirements:

Yes, it would help by providing some sttucture to what we do, by aIIowWIng
us to
easily document our work (there ir always the exme that there is no timefor
that). by being able to r e t m to previous discussions (since requirements
negotiation is iterative) so that we don? have to r&it decisions that have
C*)
already been made. And to do this in an intuitive and easy way. @urtrrtrcipant
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Therefore, in attempting to express the diffkrence between the two situations, most of the
participants highlighted the f8n that the tools within TemRooms would be very useful in
their working environment, as opposed to the ustlal meeting satins where "people forget
or postpone bringing documentsl'@articipant H*)

In the same context, participant D* h d s that the ability of participants to access the
requirements documents during asynchronous sessions, is valuable: members of the
group "can get back to their desks and browse the information, then iekve notes using the

PostIt notes, or answer questions".
However, participant J talked about the aspect of "transferring"requirements documents

in TeamRooms, in the ftp like manner provided by thefile holder applet- "Peopie already
have ways of dealing with a document, even if a group document, like sending it around,
round robin", which is a feature of the face-to-face meeting* When using the system,
participants should get the file, using thefile holder applet, in order to make changes, and

make it available again, so the p u p can discuss about the changes; which might not get
in the people's way of discussing a documentAs noted before, the system has been found valuable in supporting the requirements

negotiation process in tams of documenting information during meetings, either used in
the same mom,or remotely. However, participant B brought up an interesting aspect: the

situation of "out of rooms" discussions. Therefore, in order to be able to access all

previous arguments and analysis regarding conflicts or multiple perspectives, 111
commitment in using TeamRooms is necessary, as participant B recommends:
Dedicored use $it by the people on the team. I think the system i~serfisquite
good, but I con see it not being as wejid ifsome of the team members did not use
it. (Or at Ieact document the 'but of rooms"discussion of the system).

The question "do you think that using the tool, remotely, would solve the problem of
'people cannot meet together'?", seemed a dBcult one.

Most of the participants recognized the fm that there are many issues in discussion: why

can people not meet? what task are they supposed to work on? what is there experience in
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using computers? what is the context of the remote collaboration? In this h e w o t k , the

g e n d answer d

d be expressed as:

'yes, using the system w d d solve the problem in tenns of documenting
requirements, dircusions,points of view"
'?to, using the system would not solve the problem in tenns of human

comnunicatiion dmng the process'
Participant D*and participant H*made their opinions clear:
"better with the tool. in a geogrpphically distributed case, than 'once a month
meeting'" @ortrortrapant
D *)
"thesystem supports the process, but not replrce!"(@artrkipmtH*)
In this fkmework, the question "would you use the system in this situation",seemed to

be easier and the investigator got straightforward answers:
"Defnitely.Extremely vuIuab1e" @articzipontC*)
"ProbablyYes. I would w e it"@amicpantB)

"Dependson the context''fpartrc@antD *)

"Yes (participantG,HIL*K. L3
"Yes,iftrainingfor using the system would be provided ''@articipantE *)
"

"Dependson the users"(part2*c@ant
F)

"No. Too slow for the interaction''(participant9

6.7 Summary

This chapter has presented the results of the experiment involving TeamRooms in the
activity of requirements negotiation when using LoReN methodology. The participants'
valuable comments allowed the investigator to discuss whether it is worthwhile using
TeamRooms in requirements negotiation process, what are the limitations and how it
could be improved The evaluation of TeamRooms in supporting such a process was not

an easy task, due to the complexity of the process. As Grudin (1993) says, "we fail to
learn from experience because these complex applications introduce almost

insunnountable obstacle to meaninBful, generalizable analysis and evaluation."

Chapter 7 Conclusions
Objedves
to pnscnt an ovrrvim of the work reported in thih the&
to dkuss how the objecrives of tke thesis hawe k e n met
to &cuss the to& of the LOR& mdhodoIogy as it

addresses the requiiements negotirttibn 0s sociolpmcess
to d r e s s the timiladons of TeamRooms h supportrig
theprocess in LoRcN

This chapter presents a summary of the major points and accomplishments of the thesis.

They are presefited briefly in the summary and achievements section and expanded upon
in discussions sections. The final portion of the chapter presents future directions for this
work.

7.1 Summary and Achievements
The overall aim of this research has been to investigate the applicability of groupware to
supporting requirements engineering by selecting a requirements methodology, a

groupware tool supporting structured collaboration and testing the degree to which the
tool can support the methodology.

The specific objectives of the thesis were:
1) to review the state of the art in Requirrments Enpineering methodologies and their

computer support

2) to briefly review groupware as it relates to the support of Requirements
Enginee~gas constraint by the problem statement
3) to select a particular Requirements Engineering methodology to construct a
preliminary set of requirements for a groupware system supporting these requirements

and to selcct an groupware tool that best matches these requirements
4) to define a set of design requirements for a virtual environment aiming at

supporting the requirements negotiation within the selected methodology
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5) to customize the groupware tool according to the design requimnents stated at

point 4)

situation and an evaluation methodology to test the

6) to design an

utility of the system
7) to carry out experiments with representatives of the industrial population

8) to analyze the results and report the implications

The aim and the objectives of the thesis are met by building a requirements negotiation
process called LoReN (Locales for Reguirements Negotiation) and exploring the support

offered by the groupware system called TeamRooms to the process in LoReN.

Objective 1 is satisfied by presenting the work in the area of Requirements

Engineering and focusing the interest on the social aspect of the process and
presenting a number of approaches that use the computer support in modeling

requirements. In this h e w o r k , the sofi systems methodology is identified as

providing pow&

techniques for the analysis of systems with human

and social

components.

The second objective is met by discussing the support the groupware tools could offer
to the requirements negotiation process.
By identirying a set of groupware requirements for a system that supports

requirements negotiation using the soft systems methodology and selecting
TeamRooms as the groupware tool that best matches these requirements the third

objective is satisfied.

The social world locale concept is used in framing the collaboration work within the
requirements negotiation and LoReN methodology is built as a methodology that
models the social process in requirements negotiation. Objective 4 is met by
considering a set of design requirements for supparting LoReN process. This set of

requirements is used in guiding the investigation of TeamRooms in supporting LoReN
methodology.
By describing the way these design requirements are met in TeamRooms the fifth

objective is satisfied. A further study is undertaken in TeamRooms
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06jectives 6 and 7 are met by designing and running an experiment in situations

involving people with experience in nxphments engineexing using LoReN in
TeamRooms.

In satis-g

the 6 . d objective, an analysis of the resuIts of the experiment is

presented and limitations of TeamRooms in supporting such a process are discussed.

7.2 Discussion: LoReN and the requirements negotiation
A major thwt of this thesis has been to model the requirements negotiation as a social

process. For this reason, the soft systems methodology has been used as it provides a set
of guidelines to analyze the social processes in human systems. Moreover, the social

world locale concept has been used in understanding the coUaboratio11 of people
negotiating requirements as the interaction of individuals within social worlds.

Understanding how people in the problem situation conceptualize their world, according
to their involvement in different social worlds, has been identified as essential in defining

requirements for an information system. In LoReN, the requirements negotiation process
assists the concerned actors to identify and analyze the

meanings they athibute to their

perceptions of the world The debate around multiple digerent perceptions is the essence
of LoReN. This methodology is used in designing the evaluation of the support offered
by groupware to the requirements negotiation pmcess.

7.3 Discussion: addressing the support offered by TeamRooms to the

LoReN process
An experiment has been run for the investigation of the support o f f d by TeamRwms
to the LoReN process. The purpose of the experiment was to get people with experience
in the requirements definition pmcess to use the virtual environment and have the
opportunity to see how they collaborate during the process. It was not an easy task for the

investigator, due to the complexity of the process and the many aspects and issues that
had to be addressed. However, it was worthwhile nmning a scenario to try to approach a
real "problemsituation". The results of the experiment identified a number of aspects in

which TeamRooms provides support to the group negotiating requirements. They
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include: enabling all participants to work SimuItaneously, providing an equal opportunity
for participation, prov6ding access to a number of groupware tools to structure the work
and document requirements and providing suppod to a persistent workspace for the
requirements artifacts. It also offers support for distance collaboration, when the team

members can participate firom the workstations at their own working environment.
However, as anticipated, the mom concept used in the design of the system provides
some limitations in assistingeffkctive commmmicationthroughout the processess

The interaction within requirements negotiation using LoReN implies a strong
relationship among the activities undertaken in d i f f i t moms and areas of the virtual
environment. However, there is no linkage between related rooms in TeamRooms. There
might be the situation when participants in one mom would like to use the outline tool in
organizing the information provided in another room by means of a concept map. This
might help in the process of negotiating requirements (e.g. the attriiiutes of a book

expressed using the concept nurp tool in one room might be outlined using the outline
tool in mother room). This is not possible in TearnRooms, due to the "hard walls" of

rooms, which hinder the effective communication within the considered locales. The

issue here is of the 'interaction trajectories1within the s

W workspace. There is no way

of tracing the interaction trajectory within one area. For example, the only way of
accessing the requirements artifacts developed in another mom, within the same area, is

by the use of the hypertext mpimments documents, files updated continuously during
the process. This deficiency is due to the 'bard walls' of the rooms that do not offer
support to the flow in information between moms in TeamRooms.

The features of a mom in TenmRoorns explain some aspects related to the role of
facilitator too.

The facilitator plays an important role in managing the social process in rrquirwents
engineering. However, the support o f f i to the role of facilitator is limited, due to the

hard walls of rooms.
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As noted before, this research doesn't address the documentation of mpkements as an

important issue- The negotiation amund the documented requirements is importam In

this context, this approach puts the task of documenting in charge of the Mitator, as
mentioned in chapter 5. And then are limitations in supporting this task

Documenting the original requirements results in a tremendous cesponsiiility placed on
the facilitator. Requirements can be generated in any mom, at the same time. Due to the
lack of privacy in the system, any participant can erase or modify any a r t i f ' before the
facilitator has the chance to record it in its original fonnat. During meetings with a large

number of participants, this might be a problem for the facilitator, taking into
consideration the "hard walls" of the moms in the system, a fact that hinders the effective

'control'of the entire shared workspace during synchronous meetings.

In TeamRooms, it is not posslile to "see" the activities occurring beyond the walls of the
current room or the change in requirements occurring in diffixent rooms. One way of

approaching this problem might be to pdonn specific activities (scoping, gathexing

needs and objectives h m different types of customers) in steps, one at a time,following
structured meetings. Another way would be allowing the fxilitator to open, inside the

current mom, one window for each e x t d room and display the contents of the mom.

This might allow the facilitator to capture the requirements and 'observe1the discussions
at the meetings in diverse rooms, in a transparent mode.
These observations emphasize the fact that the notion of room seems to not be adequate

in designing a virmal environment for the requirements negotiation process In spite of
these Limitations, TeamRooms is a groupware system that provides the reqyhments

definition team with a persistent virtual environment for structuring the work during the
requirements negotiation, with more firnctionality than other existing groupware system
do.

In summary, if an attempt to answer the question "To what extent does TeamRooms
support the requirements negotiation process using LoReN methodology?" has been

made, then the answer might be:
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It supports the process. It increases its value. Howeyer, it d m not replace the

traditiondface-to-face meeting setting.

However, if the participants cannot meet to define requirements, the v h d environment
has been found extremely useM for remote colIaboratio1~

7.4 Future dimdons
The work reported in this thesis aimed at exploring the possi'bility of enabling the process

of requirements negotiating using computer-based tools, by investigating the support

offered by TeamRooms to the LoReN methodology.
Using the virtual meeting environment has been f o d valuable in structuring the work

during the process, and in documenting the information about requirements, making

TeamRooms a useful tool during the same-time/same-place requirements dewtion
meetings. Also, it brings support to remote meetings, when real-time or asynchronous
coUaboration can save time and money. However, the setting offixed by TeamRwms
does not offer full support for the human interaction within the requkments negotiation,

when remotely located. The use of the locale h e w o r k and of LoReN, designed to
support the process in the f'ramework of soft systems methodology, enabled this
aftirmation. Improvements to the actual system, in terms of adding new features to the
existing tools, and of adding new tools to the system, have been discussed in chapter 6.

However, if TeamRooms were to assist the requirements negotiation process, the major
improvement that should be done with respect to the notion of room in the system. The

actual setting does not allow theflow of infomatron between rooms or areas of the virtual

workspace; which hindem the effective communication within and across the identified
locales.
In this context, this work could be extended in three fbture directions:

a. The investigation of other metaphors used in the design of virtual emaronmmts. The
research in this thesis used the locale framework as fhmbg the appropriate behaviour
within places, a s expressing the structural and temporal implications of an interactional
approach to the support of work (Fitzpatrick et al. 1996b). By comparing this firameworlc
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with other ones, existing or emerging as more research is done in this ditection, a greater
understanding ofwhat are the requknents for a virtual environment to support the

requirements negotiation is possible.
b. ZXe htegmtioa of the i

k and findings

4 thir

resemch in building a virtual

envi'ronmrsrt to support the entire process of requirements d@nitio The research

reported in this thesis might be considered as a starting point in studying the effects of
using computer-based tools to support the entire requirements definition process.
Integrating other tools to support the entire process represents a future direction for

research in Requirements Engineering. Such tools might include support for:
capturing infonnationfiom interviews or observations of the users' work settings.

Attributes of such information might include natural language, images, audio/video.

Tools to capture it (similar to those presented by the AMORE system, as introduced
in section 2.1.8) would provide support in analyzing this data.
producing modek for the captured information (similar to those used by the

ORDIT methodology, as introduced in section 2.1.6), which help in understanding the
socio-technical envitoment.
documenting infomatiott pertaining to requirements (in ways similar to those

proposed by the RETH methodology, introduced in section 2.1.9)
accessing the information pertaining to requirements (using tools such as the

SAIL system, used by the AMORE system, introduced in section 2.1.8).
c The application of these idea and fhdings to other negotiation processes.

This

research focused on the collaborative aspect of the negotiation of requiremenis activity,
using groupware. Requirements negotiation was a special situation of negotiation, and the
soft systems methodology was vduable in approaching this process. In this fhmework,

findings of this work may be used in any research that aims at investigating the use of
computer-basedtwls in any negotiating activity.
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Appendix A: Ethical Review Form
Human Subjects
Exact title of research: Investigation of the support offered by TeamRooms to the
requirements negotiation when using Locales for Requirements Negotiation (ZoRew
process.
Principal investigator:
DanieIa EIena Herlea
Type of research:
Masters Thesis. Supervisor's name: Dr.Mildred G. Shaw
Wi the projectlceseanh reqaire etbicd approval at the University level
No
Briefly describe the sample of persons to be used in this stady
At least LO persons h r n the population of people familiar with computers; most
will be drawn form University of Calgary post graduate programs.
Method of recruiting subjects
Most subjects will be recruited h m SENG 621 class (Software Engineering). I
will visit the class, descn'be the study, and ask for volunteers. It will be made clear that
participation in the study is not a required part of the course, and that no particular course
benefits will be given for participation.
Estimate the amount of time you will reqaue of each subject in the studylproject,
including
frequency of tests
One hour.
Do you intend to pay or remunerate sobjects for their participation?

No
Will you be using any form of deception?
No
Will this study involve any of the following manipalatioas?
a Physiological No.
b. Emotional No.
c. Upsetting situations No.
d. Any other controversial or potentially risky manipulations No.
Is there my risk to subjects (physical and/or psychological)?
No

How do yoa phn to hindle the reqpircmeab of confidentiality?
Confidentiality and participant anonymity will be strictly maintained AU data,
hture reports, and presentations during the oral defwill refa to participants and
groups using only an assigned number. Consent fonas, questiomaks, observer notes,
and interview responses will be stored by the primary investigator in a locked cabinet.
How do yoa plan to debrief subjects after the experimental situation?
AAet the experiment, the participants will have the opportunity to discuss about
the satisfaction with the system.
Will informed consent be obtnined?
Yes
From whom will Wormed consent be obtaiued?
From each participant
Will they receive a clear explanation, in a language they can understand, of the
nature and purpose@)of this study?
Yes
Wi they be informed of what will be required of them?
Yes
Will they be told the amount of time expected of them?
Yes
Will they be told that the raw data will be kept at least 3 years before being
destroyed
(Note: this is a University Policy)?
Yes
Will they be informed of the risks, if any?
Yes
W i they be given the opportunity to ask questions daring and after their
involvement?
Yes
Will they be informed that theit patticipation is volantay?
Yes
Ifyes, will they be:
given the opportunity to refasc?
Yes
told they have the right to refuse to answer any question?
Yes

told that they are frre to withdraw at m y time without penalty?

Yes
The principal investigator agrees that changes to any or a l l of the stated information on
this form, subsequent to ethical approval, wilI require another ethical review.
Name ofprincipal investigato~Daniels Elena Herlea
Position:
Signature:

Date:

This is to certify that the Department of Computer Science Ethics Review Committee
(Human Subjects) has examined and approved the ethics of the attached researcwthesis
project.

Chair:
Member:
Member:

Appendix 6: Consent Form
Research Project Title: Tnvestigation of the collaborative tools offered by groupware
systems in assisting requirements negotiation process
Investigator: Daniela Elena Herlea

This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only a part of the process of
informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what
your participation involves. Please take the time to read this form carefblly and to
understand any included iaformation.

Experiment purpose:
The aim of this project is to evaluate the suitability of groupware system called
TeamRooms in supporting Localesfor RequirementsNegotioiion (ZoRery)requirements
negotiation process.
Participant recruitment and seIection:
Participants are being recruited from the University of Calgary student population.

Procedure:
This session will require about t hour of your time; during this time, the following
activities will occur:
1. Introduction to the computer system.
2. Practice with the tools offered by the system
3. Task 1.
4. A questionnaire regarding the first task.
5. Task 2.
6. A questionnaire regarding the second task.
7. A short interview.
Data collection:
Verbal discussions during the tasks will be audiotaped.
Permission to ase audio:
As audio tapes will be recorded during the session, this consent form also requests
explicit permission to use unidentified traascripts during reports. In cases where
transcripts are used, participant names and other identifying information will be removed.
Confidentiality:
Confidentiality and participant anonymity will be strictly maintained. Reports and
presentations will refer to participants using only an assigned number. Audio tapes,

questionnaires and interview cesp011ses will be stored by the primary investigator in a
locked file cabinet. The project investigators are the only persons who will have access to
the raw data.
Likelihood of discomfort:
There is no likelihood of discomfort of risk associated with participants.

Primary researchen:
Daniela Elena Hdea is a MsC student in the Dqgrtment of Computer Science at the
University of Computer Science; this study is part of her thesis research. Her supervisor
is Dr.Mildred G. Shaw, Professor in the Department of Computer Science.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
participant. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators,
sponsors,or involved institutions h m their legal and professional responsi'bilities. You
are f5ee to not answer specific items or questions in interviews or on questionnaires. Y&
are f
k to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. Your continued
participation should be as informed as your initial coasent, so you should feel fke to ask
for clarification or new information throughout your participation. If you have m e r
questions conceming matters related to this research, please contact:
Daniela Elena Hdea (220-7690)or Dr.Mildred G. Shaw (220-5 114)
If you have any questions concerning your participation in this project, you may also
contact Saul Greenberg, chair of the Department of Computer Science Ethics Committee
(220-6087).

Participant

Date

Investigator.ituess

Date

A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Appendix C: Research ParticipantseBill of Rights
As a research participant, you have the right:
1. To be treated with respect and dignity in evgy phase of the research.

2. To be fully and clearly iaformed of all aspects of the research prior to becoming
involved in it.
3. To enter into clear, informed, and written agreement with the researcher prior to
becoming involved in the activity. You should sense NO pressure, explicit or
otherwise, to sign this contract.
4. To choose explicitly whether or not you will become involved in the research under
the clearly stated provision that refUsal to participate or the choice to withdraw during
the activity can be made at any time without penalty to you.
5. To be treated with honesty, integrity, openness, and straightforwardness in all phas_es
of the research, including a guarantee that you will not unknowingIy be deceived
during the course o f the research.
6. To receive something in return for your time and energy.
7. To demand proof that an independent and competent ethical review of human rights
and protections associated with the research has been successfblly completed
8. To demand complete personal confidentiality and privacy in any reports of the
research unless you have explicitly negotiated otherwise
9. To expect that your personal weffare is protected and promoted in all phases of the
research, including knowing that no harm will come to you,
10.To be informed of the results of the research study in a language you understand
I 1. To be off& a range of research studies or experiences fiom which to select if the
research is part of fulfilling your educational or employment goals

Appendix D: System introduction
System overvien,
TeamRooms is a groupware system that provides a persistent work space that
aims at supporting the synchronous and asynchronous collaboration within requirements
process. It supports the work of a team whose members work either co-located or at a
distance. It simulates a real physical meeting space, with many separate rooms. A number
of rooms have been created in order to support the negotiation along the iterative process
of requirements tracking. It has been customized to assist the LoReN requirements
negotiation process. A description of this customization follows.

Awareness features
The system provides information about the moms and the users connected to the
system.It displays three windows:
the main window that shows the content of a particular room and the
workspace.
the 'Rooms on this server' window that shows the list of rooms on the server
created to support the negotiation process
the 'Logged in users' window that shows the fist of users C O M & ~ ~ to the
system and the room they are currently working inSometimes, you may want to know who else is connected to the room you are
working in. You can h d out by looking at the list of users displayed on the left side of
the room that contains the still pictures of a1 participants comected to that room.
Entering and navigating the rooms

Once connected to the system, you have access to any room in the system. You can
enter any room by selecting one room h m the List displayed by the 'Rooms on this
server' window. The same list may be used for navigation.
Rooms in the system
A number of rooms have been created to support the activities specific to

requirements negotiation process. They have been grouped in four areas. They are:
1. ''Dkove@' area - contains rooms that enable brainstorming sessions and
discussions about the system'sboundary and objectives. The rooms in this area are:
Brainstorming room
Scope Definition room
End-User Requirements room

-

2. ''ReFCng1 area contains rooms that enable participants to ~Uaboratively
build scenarios of fixture work situations and r e h e the requirements discovered in the
"discOve@ area. They are:
Scenmbs room
"RichPicture" room
Future Consideration room
The f h t two areas belong to the phase of "analyzing the problem".

-

3. "Viewpoints anrrlysi(s"area contains moms that enable the facilitator of the
meeting to document the requirements; also, the participants are able to use these rooms
in discussing around the negotiated requirements and tiOd out the their underlying
reasoning. They are:

Documentation room
Perspectives Analysis room
Final speafjicationroom
4. "Validalion" area - contains rooms that enable participants to 'test' the
negotiated requirements. They are:
0 Worth Proceeding? Room
a Reports room
Solution Option room
The Planner room contains the layout of rooms just described-

Collaborative tools in the system

Each room contains generic communication tools (e.g. a chm tool and a shared
whiteboard) and any number of applets needed to support the group's work. They are as
follows:
I. The image tool. It displays an image in the room. The system stores the reference
of that image, in the form of a URL. Clicking on the image, a dialog is displayed and
you may change the URL used to fetch the image.
2. The note orgonirer tool. It gives you the possibility to enter ideas and notes, in a
brainstorming fashion- It is a text based tool3. T h e m v i m tool. It gives you the possibility to browse documents. It supports
groupware features as telepointers and multi-usersscroll bars.
4. The datubase tool. It gives you the possibility to store information in a database
with records and fields.
5. The P o d t notes tool. It is an useful tool which stores text. It gives you the
possibility to leave quick messages for other participants in the room-

6.The Web browse tool
It is an example of including e x t d information into the shared workspace. Like
normal Web browsers, Web browse fetches and displays HTML pages.
7. The o d e tool
It gives you the possiiility to organize notes or ideas in a hierarchical manner. It
is a text based tool.
8. The F k holder tool
It simulates the ftp's put and get fhctions. It enables you to transfer files h r n
your site on the sewer using the Put button, the name of the t r a n s f d file
being posted as a label. Any other user, on a remote network site, may use this file
using the Get button.
9. The UEL refwence tool
It is another example of importing external information to the system, as a WAW
page. Clicking on the icon sends the URL associated with the applet to your web

-

-

browser
10. The concept map tool
It gives you the possibility to organize information as a graph. Users can create
default or specid types of nodes.
11. The doonvay tool
It gives you the possibiiity to quickly move to the room named as the label of the
applet, by clicking on the door image of the applet It might be used in navigation
from one room to another.

Thanksfor partrk@ating

Appendix E: The tasks
TasR I.
The first task assumes that you, as a librarian, and another participant, as a
borrower, d i s c w requirements of the system. I will play the role of the borrower
and we will collaborate in real-time wodring on different workstations, in the
same room.
Assume that the fhditator finds that there are two Merent perspectives over the idea of
a "bwk" and made you aware about it. They have been generated using the Concept
M q tool and they are illustrated in the Scope Definition Toom, The situation illustrates
two different ways of modeling a book. The first perspective associates a unique
identifier with the idea of "book", thus equating the notion of "book" and "copy".The
other perspective associates a unique identifier (id#.copy#) with the idea of a "copyt',t h g
modeling a book as a set of copies. Together with these conflicting descriptiom, the Note
Oguai' tool has been used to state the role o f the customer that brainstormed the
description and the motivation behind it. They have been generated by customers in rote
of libran'an and borrower.
Assume that deciding what 'book" means affects the rest of the specification and you are
in the role of the i&ra&n. Therefore, please make a decision regarding what perspective
to proceed with and state the description of the "book". Feel k e to use any tools to
discuss around the conflict,

The room the participants used duiag the first task

This task is about evaluaiing a prototype of one of the system's feature. You will
do this task individually. We want you to think-out-aloud as you do the task,
t e b g us how you are trying to solve the task,which commands you think might
be appropriate and why. Think of this as you give us a running commentary on
what you are doing and thinking.
The system supports the documentation of requirements using hypertext. The M o r m a l
and semi-formal representations of the requirements have been stored in hypertext
documents called 'intormaLhtm' and 'semi-formaI.htm1 respectively. Hypemedia
technology is characterized by its ability to provide computa support for maintaining
associations, links, between various parts of mated, nodes, and local anchoring as wdl.
Any key concept in the semi-formal document is represented as a node and either has its
description attached or it has a link to its descriptive paragraph within the same
document. Also, each definition of key concept within the semi-formal document has a
link to the informal requirement that motivates that definition, within the informal
document.

The iterative aspect of the requirements tracking process assumes that prototypes of the
system are built, based on the set of requirements negotiated to date. The image tool has
been used in the "Worth Proceeding?" room to retrieve the screen snapshot of the
tending transaeti'on,

Part A

Assuming that you are in the role of the librarian, please evaluate the prototype of the
tending transactia~~
against the negotiated requirements of the lendhg transactrim. Use
the Cl;rRLReftool in the Documentation roam to retrieve the semi-formal requirements
document that contains the semi-formal representation of the lending bumsuction. L want
to remind you that you can also trace back the lendng trons4CtjOn requirements to the
infomaf representation of the lendng transacthn requirements, stored in the

"informal.htmwdocument. This way, you can identify the requirements that generated
the prototype being analyzed.
Part

If you haven't already done it., please find out what a "book" means in the lending
transaction requirement and trace back the steps that generated the c m t description of
the "book".

The room and the requirement document the participants used daring the second
task

Appendix F: Questionnaires

-

Fl: Questtonnaim Partr*cIrpmtA*
Please attach an "X"in the box or on the line that m h e s your answer.
Questions about task 1
1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

Whiteboard
Concept Map-,
Outliner
Note O
g
-r
PostIt notes
X
2. Rate the usefihess of providing the role and the mothation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
Not
ver~ x
usefid
usem 3. The concept map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?

Ifyes, how helpful do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?
helpll

helpfb

The outline and note orgoniaw tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any of them?
Yes
No

4.

X
Eyes, how helpll do you think the outline tool was?
helpfid
-- -

- -

-

helpfu
- -

- -

-

If yes, how helpful do you think the note organizer tool was?
I

ver~

helpfbl
5. Do you h d that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects the Yes
negotiation?

Not
helpfu
1
No

X

I don't think that for these more technical negotiations; but if there
are problems concerning a conflict of interests between the
participants, I would like to see my the other guy and his face.
6. How easily could you discuss about the two diffkrent perspectives?

ver~

Not

easy
X
7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the Yes
conflict or taking decisions?
X
If yes, what lcind of tools?

easy

no

1 On-line video and audio connections (see above).

I

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving

-

conflicts?

ver~

X

Not at

all

well

Questions about task 2
1. How difficult was it to locate a particular key concept Very

browsing the 'semi-formal' requirements document?
Please explain your answer

X

difficult

-

Not
at all

I The files were small; therefore it was easy to browse

I

I them. And using hyperlinks is a very convinieant way.
-

2. Do you £hd it use11 to work with an 'iafomaltand a Very
'semi-formal' docwnent at the same time?
usefbl

'

I

7

I

Not
usefi
1

Please explain your answer
All these ,,*" are disturbing. Sometimes it would be very
nice to see both documents (or the related parts of the
document at the same time).
L
X
3.
How easily could you identify the informal Very
requirements that generated the semi-formal ones?
eaSy
4.Were you able to find out what a ''book" means in the lending transaction?
Yes
No

I

I

Not

J

at all

X
Ifyes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

ver~ x

Not

easy

easy

?
*

Ifnot, what made.it difficult?
Tracing one requirement was

easy; sometimes a broader picture (with several

requirements) would be nice
5. Were! you able to identify all the differe~ltperspectives over the concept of a "book"?
Yes
No

X
I f yes, how easily could you identiry them

ver~

X

==v

Not
easy

If not, what made it difficult?
In the semi-formal document, there were 2 book-Buttons B l , B2 but oaly one R button
leading to one argument.
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the cumnt description of the
concept "book"?
Yes
No
X
If yes, how easy?
r

If not, what made it di&icult?
The R button leading to the valid argument was not explained.
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Docamentation rooms in the activity of evaluating the prototype?
X
Not at all
ver~
comfortable
Please explain your answer.

The worth processing mom only showed the screenshots, not the real thing.
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability*?
Problem: Lost in hyperspace may be possible for larger documents.
Ver~
well -

Not at
-

X

all

General q~estiomabomt the satisfaction with the system:

1. What do you thinlc about the size of the workspace in each mom?

Please explain your answer
See comm~cationprotocol.
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one moms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room' helped or hindered the e f f d v e communication during the
process?
Please explain your answer.
It did not help because there were only some documents. In a larger project, the
organization of the documents into larger structures (rooms) will be helpll. One can
argue about the notion ,,mom6'for that
3. What did you like or dislike about the system?
I liked it.
4. What other room would add to the current layout of rooms in supporting the iterative

process of requirements negotiation?

I'm not able to say now.
5. How would you improve the system generally?

Audio & Video
(I
did not look closely enough to judge it in more details)

6. Do you think the system would be usell to you in your work requirements
negotiation?
It worked.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?
See above.

Please attach an "XI'in the box or on the line that matches your answer.
Questions aboat task 1
1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

Concept Map
X
Outliner
NoteUrganizer
X
PostIt notes
2. Rate the useIlness of providing the ro& and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
-

-

-

-

-

- -

3. The conccpt map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?

No

Yes

X
If yes, how helpful do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any of them?

4. The oudine and note ogan-

If yes, how helpful do you think the outiine tool was?

helpful
If yes, how helpful do you think the note organ&

helpfb

tool was?
Not
helpfb
1

VW
helpful

X
-

5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures aff'ts the

negotiation?
Ifyes. in what way?

Yes

No
X

A

6.How easily could you discuss about the two diffefeat perspectives?

'

Not
VW
X
e w
easy
7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the Yes
no
conflict or taking decisions?
X
Ifyes, what kind of tools?
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving
conflicts?
Not at
ver~
well
X
all
Questions abont task 2
I. How diflicult was it to locate a particular key I Very I
I
I INotat
all
concept browsing the 'semi-formal' requirements difficult
document?
I I
I
Please explain your answer
-

I
I

I think that it was easy to see the key concept,
simply because the rest of the information was
withheld at the time. Any discussion which took
place previous to coming to s decision was not
included; only the final result of the discussion,
but it was easy to see the discussion i f 1 wished.
2. Do you find it useful to work with an 'informal'
and a 'semi-formal' document at the same time?
Please explain your answer

I

I

I XI

-

-

-

-

I

.

Very

X

usell

Not
usefd

It was good to see how the decision was arrived at
while looking the system. It was also good to see
the d i f f i t thoughts and ideas transferred and
recorded so if something didn't seem right then, it
might be right later, and the accompanying
documentation still exists.
3. How easily could you identify the informal
Not
Very
at
X
all
requirements that generated the semi-fond ones?
easy
4. Were you able to find out what a "book"means in the lending transaction?
Yes
No

X
If yes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

,

If not, what made it difficult?
1think the only thing which made it difficult was the fact L didn't know what happened

between the discussion phase and the decision phase. I have a feeling people discussed it
in a meeting and then recorded the decision as the semi-formal document,
5. Were you able to identify all the different perspectives over the concept of a "book"?
Yes
No
1
m

X
Ifyes, how easily could you ident@ them

If not, what made it diflicult?

-

6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the current description of the
concept "book"?
Yes
No

-

X
Eyes, how easy?

If not, what made it difficult?
Again, I'm not sure what prompted the semi-formal decision. I saw two possible
solutions but not the discussion that made the decision,

7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Docamentationrooms in the activity of evaluating the prototype?

ver~

Not at ail

comfortable

X
Please explain your answer.
I thought it was fine because I could have the HTML document up the whole time I was
working with the interfie and the screen snapshot. If1 had to actually leave the room
and go to the other I might be a bit more fhstrated with it.
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability?
~ oatt
Ver~
X
all
well

.

General questions about the satisfaction with the system:
1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each room?

X
Large
ver~
enough
small I thought it was a little small. I kind of wanted to have a bit more space so I could see
other things on the scrrea I think when there is one large thing on the whitebod, it
makes it more difticult to work on that board without afTecting the main image or
diagram that you are looking at,
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one moms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room'helped or hindered the effective commuaication during the
process? Please explain your answer.
I liked i t I think it is a good idea because it gives you a good where different discussions
take place and which phase of the process you are working o a It did make me wonder
though what would happen if parts of the other parts of the design process occurred while
in the "wrong" room, would every one just flip to the other room, or would the
conversation continue in the wrong room.
3. What did you Like or dislike about the system?
I wasn't sure how to bring up the tools. 1didn't really look for them though. I really Liked
the colIaborative work area and the "pictures" of people in the mom and on the system.
4. What other room would add to the current layout of moms in supporting the iterative
process of requirements negotiation?
I like the planning room because it gives definition to the commitment to requirements
negotiation and which room belongs where in the process. I would like to think of it as
the main room and from there you can visit other rooms.
5. How would you improve the system generally?
Again, a toolbar with the tools available for the room. I really Wre the pictures of whose
who on the system and in the room. I think maybe a different cursor for the person on the
other side of the system. While you don't want an obtrusive cursor, I had a difficult time
finding it at the start of the tasks.
6. Do you think the system would be useful to you in your work requirements
negotiation?
Yes I think so. It seems Iike a good way to document and communicate ideas to other
members of the group without sitting through meetings. It also gives you an opportunity
to see the system as everyone else will see it, not just someonek interpretation of the
system,
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more usell?
Please explain your answer

Dedicated use of it by the people on the team. I think the system itself is quite good, but I
can see it not being as useful if some of the team members did not use i t (Or at least
document the "out of rooms" discussion of the system).

Please attach an "X"in the box or on the line that matches your answer.
Questions aboat task 1
1.

What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?
Whiteboard no
Concept Map ves

Outliner
Note Organizer
PostIt notes ,v%s-.
2. Rate the usefblness of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreemeats
*
Not
VfW
useM
usefbl
3. The concept map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?

If yes, how helpll do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

helpfui

helpfb

4. The outIine and note ogamtools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any ofthem?
Yes
No

X
If yes, how helpful do you think the outline tool was?

fi
helpfi

helprul

If yes, how helpll do you think the note argon-

tool was?
very
helpful

Not

helpfi
1

5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures a&cts the Yes
negotiation?
X
A

No

I There is a minimal amount of information obtained h m using the
I coloured dot as a marker; a gesturing widget would have allowed the

I
I

user to emphasize points of intmst; it would be easier to track if it
was larger, as well. I spent more time trying to find my partner on the
display given the amount of information available, and the minimal
geshuiag/awareness widgets.
6. How easily could you discuss about the two different perspectives?

very

easy

X

Not
easy
no

7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the Yes
conflict or taking decisions?
X
Ifyes, what kind of tools?
Maybe the outline tool would have been usem here but the issue
didn't seem complex enough for that; focusing around the concept
map seemed enough; it seemed Like the right kind of tool for the
conflict to be resolved because of the way it presented the
information. Improved intetface tools; better ways to d o w each user
[ to orient the other to the portion ofthe display they are working in.
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving
conflicts?
Not at
VW
weU
X
all
ruestions
about task 2
1. How difficult was it to locate a particular key
concept browsing the 'semi-formal1 requirements difficult
document?
Please explain your answer
I was a little confwd about the wording of an item
(argument for the decision), but I found the hypertext
Links very useful in navigating the documents. I also
appreciated the format of the information: analysis;
conflict resolution. etc.
2. Do you find it useful to work with an 'informal' and I Very I
I I Pot
a 'semi-formal' document at the same time?

I

I

I1

Please explain your answer
Yes! The semi-formal document ptesented a nice
summary, and organized the information while the
informal document contained the detail that I needed
to complete the task.

3. How easily could you identify the informal Very
requiremeats that generated the semi-formal ones?
eaSy

Not
at all

X
4. Were you able to find out what a "book" means in the lending transaftion?

t

I

If yes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

Ifnot, what made it nifficult?
5. Were you able to identify all the diffefeflt perspectives over the concept of a "boobook"?

Yes

X

No

- --

If yes, how easily could you identify them

I f not, what made it dift?cult?
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the current description of the
concept "book"?
Yes
No

X
U yes, how easy?

ver~
,

easy

-

X

Not
easy.

If not, what made it difficult?
I was a little c o d b e d about the terminology related to the argument that supported the
ha1 decision. Also, I'm wondering if the final decision might be based upon a
modificationof all arguments, and in this case might need to be recorded separately.
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Documentation rooms in the activity of evaluating the prototype?
Not at all
ver~
comfortable
X
Please expi* your answer.
Just the usual issues of screen red estate, really, and perhaps understanding that I was in
the same page and not a different one so that I know to scroll vs. Click Back to go to a

previous location.

-

170

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and repuirements traceability?
Not at

t

l

Generrrl questions about the satisfaction with the system:
1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each room?
Large enough
Please explain your answer

X

very

small
I think size depends on the type of task and what needs to be presented; the user should
be able to enlarge workspaces as much as is required; it would be helpll to &e
each
tiom the top. Too many windows can be distracting; each should have a distinct purpose;

there should probably be some negotiation amongst the team of how to organize the
- -rooms.
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'mom' hebed or hindered the effitive communication during the
process? Please explain your answer.
Now that I think about it, 'rooms' doesn't seem like an appropriate metaphor for this
activity. Perhaps it makes the d B i t approaches seem too distinct or physical? An
abstract notion might be better so that the user doesn't associate the information with
physical rooms.
3. What did you like or dislike about the system?
There are lots of tools available, and the system organizes them (I'm talking about the
requirements system specifically). I was a bit overwhelmed with all of the tools, and
tended to focus on the rooms presented to me rather than explore any others. If I was
using this day-today, I would probably find their use intuitive though some tools are
more appropriate at certain stages than others.
4. What other room would add to the cumnt layout of moms in supporting the iterative
process of -en&
negotiation?
I would like to know where the project is in terms of the project plan - what stage we are
at - what has already beeu done, what is currently active or being worked on. The notion
of time and age, and who has recently worked on what.. .state information.
5. How would you improve the system generally?
Maybe a wizard or some other intelligent assistant to guide the user tbrough the process
for the first time - teaching the user how to use the tools (concept map, gIBIS).
6. Do you think the system would be use11 to you in your work requirements
negotiation?

Yes,it would help by providing some structure to what we do, by ailowing us to easily
document our work (there is always the excuse that then is no time for that), by being
able to return to previous discussions (since requirements negotiation is iterative) so that
we don't have to revisit decisions that have already been made. And to do this in an

intuitive and easy way.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more usell?
Status information needs to be provided (maybe it is there but I did not see it) so that I
h o w who is working on what, when tasks were worked on and completed, what is the
currently active phase of the project, etc.

Please attach an "X"in the box or on the line that matches your answer.

Questions about task 1
1- What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

Whiteboard
Concept Map .A,
Outliner
(should have)
Note Organizer
X
Podt notes
2. Rate the usefulness of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:

3. The concept map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?
r
Yes
No

X
If yes, how helpll do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

I

VW

helpful

I

X

I

I

I

Not
helpfu
1

L

4. The outline and note o g a ~ i z e tools
r
have been designed to support the evaluation of

decision alternatives. Have you used any ofthem?

No

Yes

X
Eyes, how helpful do you think the outline tool was?

-

VW
helprul
If yes, how helpful do you think the note oeunizer tool was?

ver~

helprul

5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects the

negotiation?
If yes, in what way?

1

Body laiguage is quite important: one simple example might be a
verms a simple pointing motion. However,

1 sweeping gesture

X
Yes

X

Not
helpll
Not
helpful
No

I

watching the t'telepokter"of the other user's mouse allows you to get
some sense (although limited) of this.
6. How easily could you discuss about the two diffetent perspectives?
w

VW
e
w

x

Not
easy

1 7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the I Yes
-

No

conflict or taking decisions?
Eyes, what kind oftools?
A.

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving
conflicts?
Not at
VW
well
X
all
Questions about task 2
-1. How difficult was it to locate a particular key
Not at
Very
concept browsing the 'semi-formal' requirements diflicult X
all
document?
Please explain your answer
I

-

The concepts themselves were not hard to find, but the
organization of the information about each concept
could use some reformatting to highlight the purpose
and status of each field, so that the significance of
each field is more obvious.
2. Do you f i d it useful to work with an 'informal' and
a 'semi-formal' document at the same time?

Very
usefbl

Not
usefid

X

Please explain your answer
Having access to the original arguments is quite
important, but the purpose of each link h m the semiformal document back to the informal document needs
to be clarified. The purpose of same of the LiDks is not
immediately obvious.
3. How easily could you identify the informal
requirements that generated the semi-formal ones?

7

Very
eaSy

Not

X

4.Were you able to find out what a "book"means in the lending transaction?
Yes
No
h

X

at all

If yes, how easily-couldyou trace back the steps that generated its description?
-

ver~

'
X

easy

Not

>

easy

Ifnot,what made it diflicult?
Sometimes the purpose of a link was not clearly identified. (See answer to Q2 above).
5. Were you able to identify all the different perspectives over the concept of a "book"?

I

I

Yes

1
I

No

I

X

If yes, how easily could you identify them
very
easy

Not

X

easy

If not,what made it difficult?
6 . Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the current description of-the
concept "book"?
Yes
No

J

X
If yes, how easy?

I

I

I

Not

(

If not, what made it difficult?

The rational for choosing one description over the other needed to be more clearly spelled
out. It was clear that the Librarian's view ended up being chosen, however, the reason for
preferring this choice was not clearly stated. It was clear that the h%rarian1s view had
some advantages, but these were nc? cornpdcontrasted with the borrower's view.
Neither were the borrower's objections dealt with on a point-by-point basis. I fed that
both of these steps would have made the rational for the finaldecision clearer.
7- How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Documentation rooms in the activity of evaluating the prototype?
Not at all
X
VW
comfortable

Please explain your answer.
Actually, did not move between the rooms at all. The documentation and the "Worth
Proceeding" room could be displayed simultaneously on the screen... which is much
better than trying to switch back and forth.
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability?
[ veryweU I
1x1
I Not at all ]

Generalquestions about the satisfaction with the system:
1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each mom?

Please explain your m e r

There is never enough room on the screen, but things seemed to fit fairy well in this
case. I worry that, when a more complex problem is being discussed, that mom would
run out in several ways:
1) As the concept maps grow, the concept map windows might have to be made
larger. (Similarly for other window types)
2) As the concept map and other windows grow in size,the amount of room on
the screen would become the limiting factor. SmUing to reveal more workspze
is only a partial answer to this problem.
3) The inability to control the stacking order of the windows removes one of the
most usem ways of optimidng the use of screen layout: by laying out the
windows so only the "important1' areas are showing (while the rest is obscured by
another window). While this effect can be simulated by resizing windows and
tiling them properly, the advantage of being able to focus quickly on a window by
just clicking on it to bring it to the h u t is lost.
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room' helped or hindered the effective communication during the
process?

Please explain your answer.

I think the notion of moms was helpll in focusing the attention on the task at hand
(scope, documentation, prototype evaluation), there needs to be stronger linkage between
related rooms. More use of "teleport" objects, or perhaps the cloning of objects between
multiple rooms. For example, where the deliverable h m one room becomes the starting
point for discussion in the next room (eg. tinal Description of a Book [deliverable fbm
b t stage of process] becomes an object in the second stage, so that the discussion can be
focused on the actual d t s of the first stage.)
3. What did you like or dislike about the system?

- Speed of switching between rooms could be improved.

- The ability to see where the other penon's mouse pointer was pointing was a great help,
since it allowed attention to be focused on a particular object without having to explicitly
(verbally) identiry the target of comments.

4. What other morn would add to the current layout of moms in supporting the iterative
process of requirements negotiation?

I don't have enough experience with the process (or practice with the current system) to
comment
5. How would you improve the system generaUy?
More specific tools to support data modelling. For example: comection between the
concept map tool and the outlining tool (so that changes in one are reflected in the other).
6. Do you think the system would be usefbl to you in your work requirements
negotiation?
Perhaps, but the problem would be:
1) ensuring the other parties had access to the correct hardware and software,
2) the usual problems of amging meeting times between multiple people.
- -7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?
I'd need more practice with the system to determine this. Nothing majorjumps out at the
moment.
It might be useful to allow for a shared HTML document viewer like the curreat file
viewer, so the requirements documents can be read in parallel by multiple people.

Please attach an "X"in the box or on the line that matches your answer.
Questions about task 1
1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?
Whiteboard
Concept Map
Outliner
x
Note Organizer
x
PostIt notes
2. Rate the usefirlness of providing the role and the mot&ation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
-Not
very
usem x
usell
3. The concept map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?
Yes
no
X

If yes, how helpll do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

4. me outline and note o g a n i m tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any of them?

Yes

No

X

Ifyes, how helpful do you think the outline tool was?
helpfu
If yes, how helpful do you think the note ogunirer tool was?
V~W
helpll
5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures affkcts the
negotiation?
If yes, in what way?

Not

I

Yes

helpfu
1
No

6. How easily could you discuss about the two diff'it perspectives?

va~

Not
easy

easy
X

7. W o l d you like to have more s p e c tools in discussing the

conflict or taking decisions?
If yes, what kind of tools?
8.

Yes
J

no
x

How well do you think the system mpported the process of dimwing and resolving

conflicts?
V ~ Y
well
x

Questions about task 2
1. How diflicdt was it to locate a particular key Very
concept
browsing
the
'semi-formal' difficult
requirements document?
Please explain your answer
I look for bullets and headings. I missed the
key point because it wasn't tidecL
2. Do you find it useful to work with an
'informal' and a 'semi-formal' document at the
same time?
Please explain your answer Please explain your

~ oatt
all

No!
at dl-

x

Not

Very

usehl

x

useh

1

answer

I'm far more comfortable with narratives
explaining drawings. Having both documents
together aids the understanding of the otherNot
3. How easily could you identify the informal Very
at all
requirements that generated the semi-formal easy
x
ones?
4. Were you able to h d out what a "book"means in the lending transaction?
No
Yes
X

If yes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

ver~
,

Ifnot, what made it diflicult?

easy

X

Not
easy

-

5. Were you able to identi.@all the different perspectives over the concept of a "bookn?

Yes

m

No

X

Ifyes, how easily could you identify them
Not
e
w

very
,

X

easy

4

Ifnot, what made it difEcult?
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the cunent description of the
concept 'book"?

I
Eyes, how easy?

I

Yes

I ver~I

I

1

No

I

I

Not

I

If not, what made it difficult?
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Documentation rooms in the activity of evaluating the prototype?
Not at all
VW
x
comfortable
Please explain your answer.
8. H o w well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes

and requirements traceability?
Not at

General questions about the satisfaclon with the system:

1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each toom?

Please explain your answer
It was quite usable. Usability is the key.
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room'helped or hindered the effective communication during the
process? Helped!

Please explain your answer.
It's an interesting concept It helped in splitting hctio~liility.
3. What did you Wre or dislike about the system?

A little difficult to initially grasp the concept.
4. What o h room would add to the current layout of moms in supporting the iterative
process of qyimnents negotiation?

None that I can think of now. Only after extensive use could you try and improve
it.
5. H o w would you improve the system generally?

Hard to say. See answer to 4.
6. Do you thinlt the system would be usefbl to you in your work requirements
negotiation?
-%

Mine personally? No. At least not at this time. Depends on the task I'm doing.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?

See answer to 4.

Please attach an "Xwin the box or on the Line that matches your answer.
Questions about task 1

1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

Whiteboard
Concept Map
Outliner

Note Organizer
x
Podt notes
2. Rate the usefbhess of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
-resolving the disagreements:
A

.

x
Not
very
usefid
usefid3. The concqt mop tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?

I

Yes
Eyes, how helpful do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

I

NO

helpful

helpfb

4. The outline and note organizer tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any of them?

No

Yes
X

If yes, how helpll do you think the outbe tool was?

I

V W I X ~

helpll

I

I

Not
helpfb
I

I
*

If yes, how helpfhl do you think the note oganiur tool was?

ver~

Not
helpfb
1

helpful

5. Do you find that not seeing the othersfphysical gestures affects the
negotiation?

Yes

No
x

.

6.How easily could you discuss about the two difkent perspectives?

ver~
easy

1 7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the I

Not
easy
no

X

Yes

*

conflict or taking decisions?
If yes, what kind of tools?
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving

conflicts?
Not at
all

VW
x

well
Questions about task 2
1. How Aifficult was it to locate a particular 1 Very
key concept browsing the 'semi-formal' difficul
requirements document?
t
Please explain your answer

I

I

I

I

I

x

Not at

a--

Use this tool, you can switch back and forth,
looking at each the discussions before, and
look at the prototype, so it is not so difficult
to locate the definition.
2. Do you find it useful to work with an Very
'informal' and a 'semi-fonnal' document at usefid
the same time?
Please explain your answer

Not
useful

x

It is useful to have some knowledge of the

previous(informa1) discussion, knowing
what concerns each parties, so you can
better understand the requirement.
3. H o w easily could you identifjr the Very
Not at
informal requimncnts that generated the easy
all
semi-formalones?
x
4.Were you able to find out what a "book"means in the lending transa;ction?
Yes
No
I

X

I

Ifyes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

Ifnot, what made it difficult?

1

5. Were you able to identify all the d B i t perspectives over the concept of a "bookn?

Yes

No

X

Eyes, how easily could you identi@ them

Ifnot, what made it difficult?
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the current description of the
concept "book"?
Yes
No
X

Eyes, how easy?

Ifnot, what made it difficult?
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Documentation rooms in the activity ofevaluating the prototype?
x
Not at all
VW
comfortable
Please explain your answer.
I

Maybe I am not famiiar with the system. But if I were familiar with it, I think it will be
very easy8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability?

General questions about the satlrf.etioa with the system:
1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each mom?
r

Law
ver~
enough x
small .
For discussing concepts that are not so complicated, I think it is big enough to get the
ideas clear enough. But maybe not enough space to hold some big objects, especially
those that contain many attriiutes and have some relationship with others objects.
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room' helped or hindered the effective communication during the
process? Please explainyour answer*
I think it has some negative effects on comrnUILication.
Because first, when you switch b m one room to another, it will usually disturb your
thinking, so it's better keep conversation in one toom, and if need to check something
else, maybe it's better load it into the window or open another window in the same roem
and display the contents i6 that new window.Second, in real world, when people are not
familiar with the system, or maybe the users are not familiar with computers, so many
rooms will confuse them what they should do.
3. What did you like or dislike about the system?
The thing I liked in the system is that it enabled people to discuss the problem remotely,
so that we do not need to meet at a certain place; it can record the discussion and saved it
in the system so we can check previous discussion and know where the conclusions
comes h m .
The things I disUred is that it is a little complicated, switching from room to mom. For
text, it can not have multi-line text, so you must resrganize the text line by line4. What other room would add to the cumnt layout of room in supporting the iterative
process of requirements negotiation?
There are already too much rooms, I think.
I think if you can organize it in different way, but keep the conversation in one ro~rn,it
will be a lot easier to use.
5. How would you improve the system generally?
As mentioned above, reduce the mom to one, and add Took into' to check different part of
the requirement analysis.
6. Do you thiak the system would be useful to you in your work requirements
negotiation?
Yes, this kind of system would be useful.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more usell?
Add some predefined drawing tools, such as circle, box, to make the fkee drawing easier
and will improve the communication.
Please explain your answer

Please~attachan "X"in the box or on the h e that matches your answer-

Questions about task 1
1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

Whiteboard
ConceptMap x
Outliner
Note Organizer
X
PostIt notes
2. Rate the usefidness of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
-Not
ver~
X
usell
usem_
3. The concepr nrop tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?
r
No
Yes

X
If yes, how heipll do you think it was in the analysis ofaltermtives?

I

VW I
helpll

I

X

I

[ Not
helpfb

1

1
4. The outline and note oganizer tools have been designed to support the evaluation of

decision a l t d v e s . Have you used any ofthem?
No

Yes

X
If yes, how helpful do you think the out&

tool was?

helpfb
If yes, how helpful do you think the note organizer tool was?
VW
helprul

Not
helpful

X
5. Do you tind that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects

the negotiation?

Yes

No

X

k

6. How easily could you discuss about the two diffkrent perspectives?

Not
easy

very
easy

X
7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the
conflict or taking decisions?
Ifyes, what kind oftools?
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

Yes

no

X

- - --

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving

conflicts?

I &

Not at

Qaestions aboat task 2
1. How difficult was it to locate a particular V a y
key concept browsing the 'semi-formal' ciiflicul

requirements document?
Please explain your answer

L

~ o2t '
all

X -

t

I was able to follow the flow given the
information and charts on the s c m
2. Do you find it useful to work with an
'informal' and a 'semi-formal' document at
the same time?
Please explain your answer.

. usefid
Very

X

Not
usell

a

Once I can access the information I require
it is not important whether it is formal or

semi-formal
3. How easily could you identify the Very
Not at
all
informal qpimnents that generated the easy
semi-formal ones?
X
4. Were you able to find out what a "book"means in the lending transaction?
No
Yes

L

X
Ifyes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

Ifnot, what made it difficult?

5. Were you able to identify all the different paspectives over the concept ofa "bookN?

Yes

No

.

X
Ifyes, how easily could you identify them

Ifnot, what made it diflicult?
6. Were you able to h d out about the motivation behind the cumnt description of the
concept l%ookll?

Yes

No

X
Eyes, how easy?

Ifnot, what made it difEcuit?
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Documentation rooms in the activity ofevaluating the prototype?
Not at all
ver~
L

comfortable

X
Please explain your answer.
I am familiar with netscape so it was very easy to navigate and find or at least try to find
informatio~~
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability?

well

X

all

Gened questiou about the satisfaction with the system:

1. What do you thiuk about the size of the wodcspace ineach room?

Please explain your answer
1understood that i f 1 could make my workspace larger ifrrquired
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room' helped or hindered the effective communicationduring the
process?
I would prefer that all the tools I need were inone room.
Please explain your answer.
I find that if all the idionnation is in one place it is easier. Looking into and going-b
other rooms can be slow and 1may get lost.
3. What did you Wre or dislike about the system?
I would Like to be able to add suggestions once I have reviewed the requimnents.
4. What other room would add to the current layout of rooms in supporting the iterative
process of requirements negotiation?
5. How would you improve the system generally?
6. Do you think the system would be useful to you in your work requirements
negotiation?
Yes. Because several p p l e can brain storm and put ideas together which would result
in a better form or process.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?
I would not know about the actual system (but I think in gathering the data, it would be
useful if the hirarian (the expert) stam what a book was d not what the &s idea)

Please attach an "X" in the box or on the line that matches your answer.

Questions aboat trsk 1
1. What tools have you used in discussitlg the conflict?

Whiteboard
Concept Map ,X,
Outliner
Note O t g a n i z L
PostIt notes
2. Rate the usefdness of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
Not
ver~
usefbl x
usell
3. The concqt mop tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?
Yes
No
X

If yes, how helpN do you think it was in the analysis ofalternatives?

helprul

helpfb

The outlihe and note oganiter tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any ofthem?
Yes
No

4.

X

If yes, how helpful do you think the outfine tool was?

If yes, how helpful do you tW the note ogani&w tool was?

helpll

helpfi

-

-

5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects the
negotiation?

I Eyes, in what way?

I

6. How easily could you discuss about the two different perspectives?
I

ver~

Not

=av

easy
X

7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the
conflict or taking decisions?
A

Yes
x

no

Ifyes, what kind of tools?
While not a factor in this case, a live video feed (over the internet)
may be helpful in more complex situations where human gestures
may be important,
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving

conflicts?

Not at

Questions about &sk2
1. How difficult was it to locate a particular I Very
key concept browsing the 'semi-formal' 1 nifficul
requirementsdocument?
t
Please explain your answer

I

I

I

1

I

I x I
I
I

I

I

Not at

I d
I

I'm not sure that I was looking for anything
in particular. I read the whole thing and
noted the concepts.
2. Do you find it useful to work with an
'informal' and a 'semi-formal' document at
the same time?
Please explain your answer

I found the informal document more usefirl
in describing the transaction as it related to
the prototype.
3. HOW easily could you identi@ the
informal requirements that generated the
semi-formal ones?

Very
easy

Not at
X

all

4. Were you able to find out what a "book"means in the lending transaction?

Yes

I

No

X
a

Ifyes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

Ifnot, what made it difficult?
Not that easily, there seemed to be notes(fkom task one) that were missing. The
organization of the reasoning seemed diffimnt than that we followed to arrive at the
answer.

5. Were you able to identifya l l the diffefe~lt
perspectives over the concept of a t'bo~k"?

If yes, how easily could you identiry them

[

1

I

v e ~

I

Not

Lf not, what made it difficult?
6. Were you able to 6nd out about the motivation behind the current description of the
concept t'bOok"?

Yes

-

No

i

X

[f yes, how easy?

Ifnot, what made it f i c u l t ?
I saw the conflicting views, and the result, but did not pay much attention to the
reasoning diagram.
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proeeedhg? and
Documentation moms in the activity o f evaluating the prototype?
Not at all
Very comfortable
X

A

4

Please explain your answer.
It's just a selection.
8. H o w well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability?
Not at

I , I

General questions about the satidaction with the system:
1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each room?

Large
enough

-

x

ver~
small

Please explain your answer
For simple concepts it was enough. For more complex object models or relationships it
may not be enough.
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'roomf helped or hindered the effective communication during the
process? Helped
Please explain your answer.
-It delimits tasks or concepts in an easy to understand way.
3. What did you like or dislike about the system?
Like: The concept of being able to access document, decisions, etc. quickly.
Dislike: While I didn't use them, there seemed to a lot of rooms. I seems that if you
wanted to locate a specific 'somethingf it may take a while, but it's just an impression.
4. What other room would add to the cumnt layout of rooms in supporting the iterative
process of requirements negotiation?
Indoor pool.
Filing Room to hold actual deliverables to the customer. Contracts, Revisions.
5. How would you improve the system generally?
Video
6. Do you think the system would be useful to you in your work q w e n t s
negotiation?
Yes,It would help support the req. gathering process.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more usefbl?

Search tool? Maybe searching for a concept, requirement, screen, etc.

-

FS: Queslfonnalm Participant J

Please attach an "X"in the box or on the line that matches your answer.
Questions about task 1
1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?
Whiteboard
Concept Map.-.
OutIi.net
Note OrganizetPostIt notes
2. Rate the usefblness of providing the role and the norivatfon for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
Not
ver~
useful x
usell
3. The concept map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?
'

Yes

No

X

I f yes, how helpful do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

ver~

Not
helpful
x he1pfUl
4. The outiime and note oganircr tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any of them?
Yes
No
r

2

X

If yes, how helpful do you think the ourlire tool was?
Not
helpfhl

very

helpful
Ifyes, how helpful do you think the note organizer tool was?

I

VW
x
helpful
5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects the Yes
negotiation?
x
If yes, in what way?
i

I can see what they're pointing at, which helps me determine what
they1retalking about

Not
helpful
No

'

6.How easily could you discuss about the two dBerent perspectives?
*

ver~

X

easy
7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the I Yes
conflict or taking decisions?
If yes, what kind of tools?

I

Not
easy
no

A better way to d e b the two concepts: e.g. a set of attributes
perhaps in a hierarchy. This might have been in the concept map but I
did not look at it enough to get a good idea of what was in it.

I

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving
conflicts?
Not at
va~
well
x
all
Questions about task 2
1. How diflicult was it to locate a particular Very
Not at
key concept browsing the 'semi-formal' difficul
x
all'
t
requirements document?

Please explain your answer
What do you mean "locate?"I was able to
h d a link based on the word "book" but it
was more difficult to find out what I wanted
to know (i-e. what the latest decision was on
the concept).

2. D o you h d it useful to work with an
'informal'and a 'semi-formal' document at
the same time?
Please explain your answer Please explain
your answer

Very
useM

-

7

Not
x

usem

I was a bit confhed as to the difference
between the informal and the semi-formal
documents
Not at
3. How easily could you identify the Very
x
all
informal requirements that generated the easy
semi-formal ones?
4.Were you able to 6nd out what a "book" means in the lending transaction?
1
Yes
I
No

I

Ifyes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

If not, what made it diflicult?

There was not much organization in the pages in terms of the steps, just different links
that took me to different definitions.

5. Were you able to identify all the diffetetlt perspectives over the concept of a "book"?
Yes
No
X

Ifyes, how easily could you identify them
,

very
easy

Not -easy

X

Knot, what made it difficult?
The main page did not indicate that there were differing perspectives, it just had two
different buttons that went to two diffetent definitions. It didn't say anything about
different perspectives.
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the current description of the
concept "book"?
No
Yes
X

Ifyes, how easy?

I

VW

I

I

I

I

Not

I

If not, what made it difficult?

I did not know where to look for the cunent description.
7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Documentation rooms in the system?
Very comfortable I x I
1 Not at all ]
Please explain your answer.

I

I

It takes a long time to get fkom one mom to another
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes

and requirements traceability?
Not at all

Very well
X

General questions about the satisfaction with the system:

1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each mom?

Please explain your answer
I was always having to move things around to see 1them, especially because some tools
couldn't be brought up above others.

2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'mom' helped or hindered the effitive communication during the
process?
1don't know

Please explain your answer-

- -.

3. What did you like or dislike about the system?

Dislike:It's too slow,the rooms are too cluttered, and graphically it's kindof ugly.
Like: the system looks Like it can do a lot but rm not sure how it is C O M

~ Cto~ ~

requirements negotiation.
4. What other room would add to the current layout of moms in supporting the iterative

process of requirements negotiation?

Don't know.
5. How would you improve the system g e n d y ?

Speed, better graphical design, a better waj to get between moms (not that long List).
6. Do you think the system would be useful to you in your work requirements
negotiation?

It could be but it still needs a lot of work.

7.What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?
It seems like we're using a bunch of tools for req. analysis that weren't designed for it. A
custom tool that lmew about different perspectives etc. would be good (within the
system) and then the network capabilities could be really useful for people at diffkrent
sites.

Please attach an "X"in the b x or on the line that matches your answer.
Questions about bsk 1

1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

no,
Whiteboard ,
Concept Map-.
oUtIi.net
ves
Note OrganizeuinPostIt notes n
n
2. Rate the usefdness of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
-%

1 ver~I

I

I

I

Not

)

3. The concept map tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?
No
Yes
X

Eyes, how helpful do you think it was in the analysis of alternatives?

Not 1
helpfi
1
4. The outlhe and ~ o t organizer
e
tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any of them?
No
Yes

I v-1

I

helpll

x

I

I

m

X

h

If yes, how helpll do you think the outline tool was?

helpfb

I

If yes, how helpful do you think the note oganlzer tool was?
helpfk

15. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects the (

Yes

I

NO

1

' negotiation?

I

. -

Eyes, in what way?

X

>

1

It is quite dif5cult to determine a person's feelings by just a voice
presence, although I can feel the conflict.
- - - -

6. How easily could you discuss about the two diffient perspectives?

ver~

1

'

Not

e w
x _
7. Would you like to have more specific tools in discussing the I Yes
conflict or taking decisions?
Eyes, what kind of tools?

==Y
no

I The tool set is quite suflicient for taking cases.

I

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving
- -coaflicts?
4

Not at

VW
well
Questions about task 2
1. How diff?cult was it to locate a particular ' Very
key concept browsing the 'semi-fonnal' diEcul

-

z

all -

-

Not at
x

all

t
requirements document?
Please explain your answer
Netscape requirements document is not very
clear.
2. Do you find it useful to work with an Very
'informal' and a 'semi-formal' document at useful
x
the same time?
Please explain your answer
3. How easily could you identify the Very
x
informal requirements that generated the easy
semi-formal ones?
4. Were you able to find out what a "book"means in the lending transaction?
.

.

- - -

.

-

-

-

Not
usem

' Not at
all

.

I

Yes
X

II

No

If yes, how easily could you trace back the stcps that Jenerated its description?
Not
VW
x
easy
easy
If not, what made it difficult?
5. Were you able to identify all the d i f f i t perspectives over the concept of a "book"?
I
Yes
I
No

I
I
a

1

Ifyes, how easiiy could you identi@them

I

1

I

X

ver~

Not

easy

X

easy

Ifnot, what made it difficult?
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the current description of the
concept '%kn?
Yes
No
X

Ifyes, how easy?

- -If not, what made it difficult?
7. How comfortabie did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Docurnentation rooms in the activity of evaluating the prototype?
Not at all
VW
comfortable
x
Please explain your answer. Needed to do so quite fkquentfy due to the ambiguities.
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability?
Not at
VW
x
all
well
General questions about the satisfaction with the system:
J

1. What do you think about the size of the workspace in each room?

Large
enough

x

ver~

smaU

Please explain your answer

How does the system resources affect room size? Can scrolling be done in a mom that
cannot fit on a display screen.

The size of the room must be fixed.
2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one rooms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room'helped or hindered the effective communication during the
process?

Helped

Please explain your answer.
The rooms allow us to be better organized
3. What did you like or disWre about the system?

Concern: can operations be reversed, If1 pull in and do something and I decide I do not
like it, how can it be undone such that the old configuration is recovered.
4. What other morn would add to the current layout of rooms in supporting the iterative

process of requirements negotiation?
I would not necessarily add a room, but the rooms should be renamed, The Worth
Proceeding should be more of a prototyping I expected user interface. Save it for sample
runs and expected test results.
5. How would you improve the system generally?

It is a fine system now.

--

If programmers are to use this successfully, I may want to see a coding tool and compiler
access.

In order for this to work, we require synchronization, which means we need an efficient
network architecture. Our network is quick, but what about the existing equipment in a
business environment?
What are the system requirements for this software now?
6. Do you think the system would be useful to you in your work requirements
negotiation?

Yes.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?

Had difficulty in task I tracking mouse actions.

Please attach an "X"in the box or on the line that matches your answer.

Questions about task 1
1. What tools have you used in discussing the conflict?

ConceptMap
X
Outliner
Note O r g a n i z e r Y
Postlt notes
2. Rate the usefbhess of providing the role and the motivation for each definition in
resolving the disagreements:
-Not
ver~I
useful X
usefbl3. The concept nrqp tool has been designed to support the presentation of decision
alternatives. Have you used it?
.
Yes
No

X
If yes, how helpful do you think it was inthe analysis

helpful

helpfb

4. The ouUine and notl ogun& tools have been designed to support the evaluation of
decision alternatives. Have you used any of them?

Yes

No

X
-

- - -- - --

If yes, how helpll do you think the outline tool was?
helpful
If yes, how helpful do you think the note ogan-

tool was?

helpfb

5. Do you find that not seeing the others' physical gestures affects the

Yes

negotiation?

No

X

I If yes, in what way?
During a conversation I am very aware of the individuals body
reaction to comments being made as well as to body reaction as a
result of the trend of the conversation. I feel I am missing useful
information if that is not there. Very much like a telephone
conversation does not convey all the information.
-

-

6. How easily could you discuss about the two dif5erent perspectives?

X

Very
easy

Not
easy
[no - -

7. Would you Like to have more specific tools in discusSing the Yes
conflict or taking decisions?
Ifyes, what kind of tools?

X

8. How well do you think the system supported the process of discussing and resolving

conflicts?
-

X

ver~

Not at
all

well

Questions about task 2
1. How difficult was it to locate a particular I Vcry
key concept browsing the 'semi-formal' 1 difficul
requirements document?
t
Please explain your answer

1

I
I

I

I
1 x 1
I
I

I Not at
1 all

X

Not at

I

I

I had some difficulty because I had to move
around to get the information.

2. Do you find it useful to work with an
'infonnai' and a 'semi-formal' document at
the same time?
Please explain your iraswer

Yes, both views provided the information in
different forms, thereby giving me a more
complete picture.
3. How easily could you identify the
iaformal requirements that generated the
semi-formal ones?

Very
easy

all

4. Were you able to tind out what a "book"means in the lending transaction?

Yes
I

X

No
I

I

Eyes, how easily could you trace back the steps that generated its description?

If not, what made it difEcult?
5. Were you able to identify all the different perspectives over the concept of a "book"?

Yes

X
If yes, how easily could you identify them

No

-

If not, what made it diflicult?
6. Were you able to find out about the motivation behind the current description of the
concept "book"?
No
Yes
X
If yes, how easy?

If not, what made it difficult?
I could not find out how the description was arrived at. AU I could see what the original
arguments and the final description.

7. How comfortable did you feel in moving between the Worth Proceeding? and
Docamentation moms in the activity of evaluating the prototype?
Not at alI
very
comfortable
Please explain your answer.
1 actually did not move between these two rooms.
8. How well do you think the system supported the process of evaluation of prototypes
and requirements traceability?

General questions about the satisfaction with the system:
1. What do you think about the size ofthe workspace in each room?
X
Large
enough
Please explain your answer

VW
small

I never raa out of room, and the scmn was large enough to contain the information that I
was viewing. On the other hand, I did not have a great deal o f information to look at. It is
quite possible that more information would of cluttered up the workplace making it
difficult to use.

2. In negotiating requirements, you have 'traveled' through more than one moms. Do you
think that the notion of 'room' helped or hindered the effeaive communication during the
process?

Please explain your answer.

- --

I'm ambivalent about this room concept.
3. What did you Like or dislike about the system?

Its hard to say. I think my unfamiliarity with the system did not make its use intuitive.
4. What other room would add to the current layout of rooms in supporting the iterative
process of requirements negotiation?
None that I can think of.

5. How would you improve the system generally?
Can't really say with the exposure I had.

6. Do you think the system would be usell to you in your work requirements

negotiation?
It might be. It could help in ordering the information and providing a history of the

decisions made. It might be useful in providing traceability- It could also be useful in
communicatiug with individuals not on site.
7. What do you think most needs changing to make it more useful?

Can't d

y say with the exposure I had.

